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Abstract

Methods of facial approximation, whilst being controversial, have considerable forensic

significance because they are one of the few anthropological techniques that have the

consistent potential to obtain speciflrc and purposeful individual identifications from skeletal

remains. Fundamental to the accuracy of facial approximation is the knowledge of anatomical

facial structures, their relationships and their variabilities. Here, commonly used methods for

predicting soft tissue anatomy of major face features (eyes, nose, mouth and eyebrows) from

the skull were tested and improved. New guidelines which better predict mouth width are

presented (improving accuracy by up to 13mm on average), as are new regression equations

that better predict pronasale position (improving accuracy by up to l lmm on average)'

average expohthalmometry measures which better predict eyeball projection (improving

accuracy by about 4mm on average), and new guidelines that better predict superciliare

position (improving accuracy by up to 5mm on average). Since all previously untested

guidelines tested here could be considerably improved, it seems likely that many other

previously untested soft tissue prediction guidelines could also have their accuracy increased

in the future.

Enhanced computer graphic techniques were also used to generate standardized average

¡uman face anatomies for an Australian sample aged from 18 to 34 years. These average

faces were used to remove aspects of subjectivity present in traditional facial approximation

methods. By warping average faces to exact face shapes, best-case scenario (or ceiling level)

true positive recognition rates were established for two-dirnensional facial approximations

(x43%). By warpin g averuge faces to fit skulls according to the improved soft tissue

prediction guidelines and other commonly used guidelines, and testing facial approximation
il



recognition by using face pools, it was found that these facial approximations were

recognized well below ceiling rates and were not recognized at rates statistically above that

expected by chance (5%). These findings indicate that further research is needed to

empirically determine other anatomical relationships that can be used for predicting soft tissue

anatomy from the skull before any current facial approximation methods can be expected to

generate faces that can be specifically and "reliably" (i.e., x43%) recognized as target

individuals.
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Introduction

Biological Anthropology and Facial Approximation

Biological þhysical) anthropolo gy can be defured as the study of the physical attributes of the

human body. Hence, one of the core components of biological anthropology is an

understanding of the variation that exists in human biological characters.

Since soft tissues decompose rather quickly, skeletal remains are frequently the only

remaining evidence of human bodies and, therefore, skeletal analysis plays a significant role

in biological anthropology. Knowledge of the variability of human osteology is,

consequentially, essential to the general understanding of human form. It is also necessary for

accurately estimating an individual's biological profile, i.e., sex, age, height, population of

origin, pathology, handedness, occupation and even soft tissue facial appearance among other

characteristics (Iscan and Kennedy, 1989; Krogman and Iscan, 1986; Reichs, 1998).

Biological profile estimation is useful in biological anthropology, not only for academic

pursuits like research in human macro- and micro-evolution (Henneberg et a1.,2002), but also

for forensic science where it is applied to aid the identification of skeletal remains (Iscan and

Kennedy, 1989; Krogman andlscan, 1986; Reichs, 1998; Stewart, 1970; Stewart, 1979a).

One component of biological profile estimation, soft tissue facial prediction from the skull or

facial approximation (Fig. l), the subject of this thesis, is a significant anthropological

technique in a forensic context because it is one of the few anthropological methods cunently

being used that has the consistent potential to obtain specific and purposeful individual

identification in an absence of non-skeletal information (another anthropological method that

allows specific and purposeful individual identifcation on a "consistent" basis is radiographic
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comparison of frontal sinus shapes). Unlike the face, which is practically unique to all

individuals þerhaps excluding monozygotic twins), other biological characters estimated

using anthropological techniques, like sex, age population of origin etc., ate shared by many

individuals, and consequently cannot be reliably used for specific personal identification,

although they may be used to narrow investigations by excluding people to whom the remains

do not belong, which is also useful (Gill, 1990; Rhine, 1990b; Sauer, 1992).

The importance of a good understanding of human biological diversity in biological

anthropology is especially apparent in facial approximation methods because the process

relies on a detailed understanding of the human facial form at many levels. For example, to

build a face from a skull knowledge of hard tissue morphology and its variation are required,

as well as an understanding of soft tissue morphology and its variation, and perhaps most

importantly, an understanding of the relationship between both these tissues and knowledge

of how their relationships vary between individuals.

The significance of an accurate understanding of human variation is also amplified in forensic

applications of facial approxirnation since the ramifications of inaccurate or wrong predictions

of biological characters of the face can be significant. For example, victim identification is

often the ultimate factor contributing to the apprehension of criminals (Brues, L992).If wrong

predictions are made with respect to identiffing a victim, the criminal (often murderers in the

case of facial approximation) may not be caught and may have the opportunity to re-offend.

Additionally the victims families may be placed in a situation were their grieving is prolonged

or becomes more intense, which is not favorable. In contrast, wrong predictions made by

facial approximation practitioners in an academic environment (i.e., for the visualization of

human ancestors, Fig. l) caused by inaccurate knowledge of human variation, while still

important (see e.g., Montagu (1947)),may be seen to be not so significant because it results in

t4



inaccurate perceptions rather than the opportunity for additional crime or exaggerated

gnevmg.

The use of facial approximation techniques on ancestral skulls of modern homo will be

discussed tittle further in this thesis since these facial approximations are fundamentally

flawed, as has been previously reported (Montagu, 1947). The decomposition of the soft

tissue parts of paleoanthropological beings makes it impossible for the detail of their actual

soft tissue face morphology and variability to be known, as well as the variability of the

relationship between the hard and the soft tissue. As a result, the faces of earlier human

ancestors cannot be objectively constructed or tested. Attempts based on modem ape

morphologies (and variabilities) are likely to be heavily biased, grossly inaccurate, and invalid

because modem apes are likely to be far removed from earlier ancestral forms as a result of

secular trends and evolutionary forces (Montagu, 1947)-

Figure 1:

(a) (t)

Examples of various types of facial approximations

(a) Forensic three-dimensional clay facial approximation (left) and target individual

(rrghÐ; (b) Facial approximation of aNeanderthal, image reproduced from Montagu

(te47).

The History of Forensic Facial Approximation

Facial approximation has most commonly been known as "facial reconstruction" in the past

(Tynell et al.,lgg7),but it has also been referred to as "facial reproduction" (Rhine, 1990a)'

"facial reconstifution" (Suzuki, lg73), *facial restoration" (Fanar, 1977) and "forensic

15



sculpture', (Gatliff, 1984). It has been often been suggested that many of these other names do

not adequately describe the procedure since they either imply false accuracy and/or have

already been used to describe other methods (George, 1987) Rhine, 1990a; Stephan and

Henneberg,211l),however it has not been consistently agreed which names fall under these

categories. The most appropriate name appears to be "facial approximation", as originally

described by George (1987), since it indicates an inexact face building technique and because

this term has not been used to describe other methods. In contrast, the commonly used name

,,facial reconstruction" (falsely) implies a high degree of accuracy (George, 1987), and is

already used to describe the process of reassembling bony skull fragments (Rhine, 1990a) and

methods of facial medical surgery (Converse, 1977). Many agree that "facial approximation"

is the most appropriate term (George, 1987; Stephan and Henneberg, 2001; Taylor, 2001a)

but some have not used it because it is not in general circulation (Taylor, 2001a). This is not

favorable since false impressions of methodological accuracy are sustained and further

promoted (George, 1987; Rhine, 1990a). Therefore, "facial approximation" will be used

throughout this thesis.

Techniques of facial approximation have been used for a considerable amount of time as

indicated by the archeological finds of plastered faces on skulls in Jericho dating back to

about 5500 BC (Prag and Neave, 1997). As previously mentioned, they have also been more

recently employed by biological anthropologists (and others, like artists) in order to visualize

the appearance of human ancestors, but of particular interest in this thesis, is their application

to forensic science to help identiff skeletal remains. Facial approximation is used in a forensic

context with the specific aim of producing aface that can be purposefully recognized as the

target individual þerson to whom the skull belongs) when the facial approximation is

advertised in the media (Prag and Neave , 1997; Taylor, 2001a)'
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The first reports of "systematic" facial approximation attempts are from Germany in the late

1800's by Welcker (1SS3) and His (1895a; 1895b), who used average soft tissue measures to

build facial approximations, some for the purpose of confirming individual identification

(His, 1895a; His, 1895b). Since being initially developed in Germany (His, 1895a; His,

1895b; von Eggeling, l9l3; Welcker, lSS3) forensic facial approximation methods have

become widely used, as reflected by the international origin of many forensic facial

approximation publications, e.g., papers have originated from: Australia (Stephan and

Henneberg,200l; Taylor and Angel, 1998); Britain (Evison, 2007; Prag and Neave, 1997;

Tynell et al., 1997; Wilkinson, 2002); Germany (Helmer, 1984; Helmer et aL,1993); Japan

(Suzuki, 7948; Suzuki, 1973); New Zealand (Stoney and Koelmeyer, 1999); Russia

(Gerasimov ,l97l; Lebedinskaya et a\.,1993); Scotland (Vanezis et aL.,1989; Vanezis et al.,

2000); South Africa (Aulsebrook et a1.,1996; van Rensburg, 1993); and the United States of

America (Gatlifl 1984; Gatliff and Snow, 1979; Gatliff and Taylor, 2001; George, 1987;

Krogman, 1962;Rubin, 1998; Taylor, 2001a; ubelaker and o'Donnell,1992).

The Russian development of the method, for which M. Gerasimov (1971) is famous, did not

employ average soft tissue depths like the original technique developed in Germany. M.

Gerasimov's technique (known as the Russian technique (Prag and Neave,1997)) relied

primarily on building the facial musculature.lDuring the time M. Gerasimov was practicing,

the average soft tissue depth method also became popular in the U.S.A. primarily due to two

practitioners: a physical anthropologist, W. Krogman, who used and promoted the technique

from about the mid 1940's (Krogman, 1946;Krogman, 1962; Krogman and Iscan, 1986), and

a forensic artist, B. Gatliff, who is probably the most renowned U.S.A. facial approximation

practitioner, becoming well known since the 1970's as reflected by her publications (Gatlift

1984; Gatliff and Snow,1979; Gattiff and Taylor,2007; Snow et al., 1970)' While the

average soft tissue method was originally employed in Germany, it has become known as the

American technique (Prag and Neave, 1gg7). At about the same time as B' Gatliff was
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working on facial approximation, R. Neave, a medical artist in Britain, was developing a new

version of the technique by combining both the American and Russian approaches. Although

B. Gatliff and R. Neave are perhaps the most famous facial approximation practitioners in

recent times, it seems that the highest academically acclaimed facial approximation experts

during similar time frames are probably Y. Iscan and W. Krogman who co-edited one of the

main text on the topic (Krogman and Iscan, 1986) and who have contributed to the facial

approximation literature with many other publications that have become landmark references

(e.g., Iscan and Helmer,1993).

Facial approximation has been a controversial technique for most of its existence because it

seems faces built from skulls are not always (maybe infrequently) accurate (Brues, 1958;

Diedrich, 1926; Haglund and Reay, 7991; Montagu, 1947; Stadmuller, 1922; Stadmuller,

1925; Stephan and Henneberg, 2001; Suk, 1935; von Eggeling, 1913). von Eggeling (1913)

first criticized the method in a formal publication in 1913, about 40 years after the first

attempts at building faces using av€rage soft tissue depths (His, 1895a; His, 1895b). Since

then this controversy has not been resolved and there has been a steady flux of critical papers

since von Eggeling's l9l3 article (e.g., Brues, 1958; Diedrich, 1926; Haglund and Reay,

l99I; Montagu, 1947; Stadmuller, 1922; Stadmuller, 1925; Stephan and Henneberg, 2001;

Suk, 1935). Although everyone in the field seems to recogntze that facial approximation

methods will never achieve an exact likeness (Vanezis et al., 1989), there are those who

believe that the method still achieves its goal (specific and purposeful facial recognition) and

those who are not so convinced. Despite the original criticisms by von Eggeling (1913), and

those by Suk (1935) and Montagu (1947) after which facial approximation methods

reportedly fell into disrepute (Prag and Neave, 1997; Taylor, 2001a), the methods have

probably become, overall, more popular with time, at least with laypersons'
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Forensic Facial Approximation Methods

Currently, techniques of forensic facial approximation are regarded as "last resort" methods

that are used to produce tentative identifications (Caldwell, 1986; Gatliff, 1984) when other

identification methods, like DNA comparisons, dental comparisons and fingerprint

comparisons, are not possible. These tentative identifications are significant because they

potentially allow for positive identifications to be made via other (more reliable) methods

Qike DNA comparison), and they also often generate new leads in difficult cases. Forensic

facial approximations are usually constructed by a forensic anthropologist or a forensic artist,

or by both working in collaboration with one another on the same skull.

Facial approximation is usually accomplished by one of three approaches: (i) drawing on

acetate paper over an image of the skull (two-dimensional approximation) (Taylor, 2001a);

(ii) sculpting clay over the skull or a skull cast (three-dimensional approximation) (Gatlifi

1984; Gerasimov,l97l; Prag and Neave, 1997); or (iii) using computer imaging techniques

which usually involve warping a contour surface map of aface to "fit" the skull (trvo/three-

dimensional approximation) (Evison, 2001;Perper et aL.,1988; Vanezis et aL.,2000). Figure 2

shows examples of each of these approaches. Traditionally drawing and clay sculpting

techniques have been the most frequently used (Taylor, 2001a). Some have indicated that

three-dimensional clay facial approximations are more popular than drawing techniques,

which are rarely used (Tynell et al., 1997), but this claim may only be correct in a very

general sense since there are some practitioners who specialize in, and frequently use,

drawing techniques (e.g., Taylor,200la). Additionally, while computer generated techniques

may be used primarily at sorne institutions, ê.8., The University of Glasgow (Vanezis et al.,

2000), and The University of Sheffield (Evison and Green , 1999; Tynell et al', 1997) they

appear not to be used widely, probably because such prograrns are generally developed in

house, and because the final image quality of some of these techniques is rather poor in
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comparison to that obtained using more traditional methods, probably in part because of a

lack of further software development.

,/F

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Examples of the three main approaches to facial approximation on the same skull
(a) two-dimensional drawing; (b) three-dimensional clay sculpting; (c) computer
generated (in this case also in two-dimensions).

Within each approach, three techniques of facial approximation may be used: (i) American

method; (ii) Russian method; and (iii) combination method (Prag and Neave, 1997; Stephan

and Henneberg, 2001; Taylor, 2001a). As previously mentioned, the American method

employs average soft tissue thickness measures (see e.g., Aulsebrook et al., 1996; Dumont,

1986; El-Mehallawi and Soliman,200l; Garlie and Saunders, 1999; Helmer, 1984; Hodson e/

al., 1985; Manhein et al., 2000; Rhine and Campbell, 1980; Simpson and Henneberg, 2002;

Smith and Buschang, 2001; \ililkinson, 2002) placed at various anatomical locations on the

skulVface (Prag and Neave, 1997). The Russian method requires the build-up of facial

anatomy from the skull primarily including the muscles of mastication and facial expression

(Prag and Neave, 1997). The combination method is a mixture of both the Russian and

American techniques (Stephan and Henneberg, 2001; Taylor, 2001a). See Figure 3 for

examples of methods.

t;

t,
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: techniques
ed from (Gerasimov, l97l); (b) American

lor (2001a) with permission by M' Micheletti; (c)

combination technique.

In essence, the Russian technique relies on developing individual soft tissues from the skull

while the American method relies on averages. Theoretically therefore, more emphasis is

placed on ,,reading" skull morphology when using the Russian method than the American

method. However, since few hard- to soft tissue relationships are known at present the soft

tissue build up of the Russian method, including the build up of facial musculature, is largely

subjective in reality (Montagu, 1947;Stewart, L979b;Vanezis et a1.,2000)'

There are only four muscles, the two masseters and the two temporalis muscles, which have

both attachments to bone and contribute significantþ to external facial appearance and bulk'

All other muscles of the face contributing to outer face shape þrimarily muscles of facial

expression) have only one attachment to the skult and some, like Risorious and Obicularis

oris, have none and therefore cannot be estimated from the hard tissue alone. Additionally

most of the muscles of facial expression are very delicate and leave little trace of their

attachment and hence size and shape on the skull'

The American method bypasses much subjective speculation because standard average soft

tissue depths are used, however, subjective interpretation is still required for the determination
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of face contours between known average soft tissue points. Consequently both the Russian

and American methods involve a high degree of subjective interpretation'

The combination method seems optimal because it draws on the advantages of both the

American and Russian techniques compensating to some degree for each techniques

weaknesses (Prag and Neave , 1997; Taylor, 2001a). For example, the Russian method is

limited because many facial soft tissues leave little clue as to their physical structure on the

skull (Mont aga, 1947; Suk, 1935) but the American method "makes up" for some of this by

using average depths, which require little knowledge of the underlying tissues to represent

points of facial contours at various anatomical locations. Similarly the Russian method

compensates for weaknesses in the American method, like building "lip tension" into the

mouth depending on occlusion type, which is not evident from average soft tissue depth

measures alone.

while the combination method of facial approximation is an improvement on the Russian and

American methods it continues to be severely limited because the amalgamation of the sub-

methods does not fully compensate for the weakness they share: subjective interpretation' If

facial approximation is to be an exact process, the Russian technique must predominate so

exact face shapes are built. However, this requires comprehensive knowledge of how skull

morphologies relate to soft tissue composition and shapes, which is largely unknown at this

stage (see below). While few soft- to hard-tissue relationships are known it seems logical to

use average methods in an attempt to restrict subjectivity. This approach (synonomous with

the American technique) appears to be severely limited, however, because few people, if any'

are average in all characters and, therefore, the use of such average methods may result in a

face that is not representative of the actual target individual (person to whom the skull

belongs) and may not be recognized (Brues, 1958; Stadmuller,1922)' An advantage of the

average approach is that average faces are not distinctive (Bruce and Young' 1998) and
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therefore may look like many individuals possibly increasing the chance of non-distinctive

target individuals being identified, but seems likely to create more leads for police to follow

up. For more distinct skulls the average techniques seem unfavorable since the distinctiveness

of the face is reduced making it harder to recognize as the target individual (Bruce and

Young, 1998).

Exact methods for determining individual facial soft tissue from the skull, and hence pure

Russian techniques, although optimal, may never be possible due to the complexity of soft- to

hard tissue relationships as a result of chaos (small ordered changes that are dependent upon

specific environmental conditions). consequently, scientific generalizations based on

averages are probably the most practical way forward because this extreme complexity is

simplified, but are limited because they are only approximations of the truth and hence cannot

be applied absolutely to individual scenarios. This approximation is often expressed by enor

ranges in scientific calculations that reflect the amount of chaotic variation, which is

sometimes referred to as "random variation" even though this variation is not random nor

caused by chance. Despite the limitations of scientific approaches (i.e., approximation of the

truth (Popper, 1934; Popper, 1959; Popper, 1972)), systematic techniques are considerably

advantaged in comparison to subjective methods because they are based on evidence, have

known accuracies, and are repeatable within known ranges and can therefore be validated

irrespective of the erïors they may display. Consequently, it seems that combination methods

of facial approximation, which include empirically based genetalizations, while not optimal

are the only way forward. As a result, facial approximation practitioners are likely to be

forever forced into a tradeoff between "averageness" and the specific recognition of a unique

individual. It is worth noting here that there have been attempts to individualize average soft

tissue depths by basing them on skull sizes (Simpson and Henneberg,2002; Sutton, 1969)'

but while this is an improvement of American techniques the measul'es remain limited

because are still based on general trends which have error for individual prediction'
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controversy surrounding Forensic Facial Approximation

Forensic facial approximation appears to be no easy feat. That is, the complete construction of

a face that is representative of the individual to whom the skull belonged from the skull alone

is an enormously zealous task. It is, therefore, not surprising that most of the criticism of the

facial approximation method, and hence controversy, seems to be based on the fact that few

specific hard- to soft tissue relationships are known and that much of the facial approximation

process, therefore, is subjective and untested (Haglund and Reay, l99l; Montagu, 1947; Suk,

1935; von Eggeling, 1913). Consequently, the accuracies of the many subjective soft tissue

predictions made in facial approximation are unknown and may be large'

Apart from the general size of the face and vague feature locations as indicated by the skull

(e.g., general location of eyes "in" the orbits, nose about the nasal aperture and mouth over

the teeth) the systematically tested and/or determined guidelines that exist for facial

approximation include: two guidelines used to determine the width of the nose (Hoffman e/

at.,l99l);guidelines used to determine average soft tissue measures (Aulsebrook et al.,1996;

Dumont, 1986; El-Mehallawi and Soliman,200l; Garlie and Saunders, 1999; Helmer, 1984;

Hodson et al., 1985; Manhein et a1.,2000; Rhine and Campbell, 1980; Simpson and

Henneberg,2002;Smith and Buschang,2}}l;Wilkinson, 2002); some general information to

determine ear height and angle (Farkas et al.,1987); gross anatomy of the nose (Macho, 1986;

Macho, 1989; Schultz, 1918); palpebral ligament attachment (Stewart, l9S3); and muscle

insertion at the mouth angle (Greyling and Meiring, 1992). Almost all other aspects of the

face are subjectively determined using personal improvisation or previously suggested but

untested soft tissue prediction guidelines, which most facial approximation practitioners

appear to have followed blindly (since no tests have been published yet the guidelines are still

used). It seems that one cannot expect aface, which is representative of the individual in

question to be reliably built fi.om a skull using the few scientifically tested guidelines
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mentioned above. Therefore, the scientific rigor of the facial approximation method that is

often implied (Phillips and Snuts, 1996; Roy, 1992; Safe, 1991; Taylor, 2001a; 
'wilkinson'

2002) seems to be overemphasized (Haglund and Reay, l99l), and while facial

approximation has been commonly refened to as a blend of science and art (Nelson and

Michael, 1998; Phillips and snuts, 1996;Roy, 1992; Safe, 1991; Taylor,200la; wilkinson'

2xL2;wilkinson and whittake r,2002), and even as "the scientific interpretation of the skull"

(wilkinson et a1.,2002)p.111, it is probably better described as much (much) more art than

science.

It has even been found that some of the suggested subjective guidelines do not approximate

the truth well. For example, the guideline that the height of the ear is equal to the height of the

nose (Fedosyutkin and Nainys, 1993; Gatliff, 1984; Krogman, 1962) has been found to be

infrequently correct snce 95%o of people have ears bigger than their noses (Farkas et al''

]gg|),yet surprisingly, the guideline is still being recommended as a "rule of thumb" (Gatliff

and Taylor, 2001). Additionally, the fact that many different soft tissue guidelines exist for

predicting the same facial feature (Table l) suggests that neither the soft to hard-tissue

relationships, nor the reliabilities of the techniques are known (Stephan and Henneberg'

2001). It is also unlikely that these subjectively determined guidelines reliably account for

individual variation because they have not been based on any empirical evidence'

consequently, it would not be surprising if most subjective soft tissue prediction guidelines

were inaccurate, causing rare true positive recognition of facial approximations, and low

recognition rates when they are identified correctly'
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TISSUE
distance between the junction of the maxillary

Krogman, 1962)

Equal to the distance between two perpendiculars dropped from the pupil centers (caldwell, 1986;

and

canine and the first premolar on each side
Equal to the

1984;

to the distance between the mandibular second molars

r962)

width

l. Anywhere in the region of the upper central incisors (Gerasimov, 1971)

Lower third of central maxillary incisors for females or lower quarter for males (George, 1987)

to the line formed the teeth when the mouth is closed and N

closure line

l. Equals the width of the nasal aperture +lomm for whites and +l6mm for blacks (Gatlitr' 198a)

Equals the width of the nasal aperture +l0rnm for whites and +l5mm for blacks (schultz, 1918)

ln Caucasoids the nasal aperture is approximately 3/5 of the total nose width (Gerasimov, 1971;

and

width

1. Is 3x the length of the nasal spine (Gatlitr' 1984; Krogman' 1962)

line ofthe nasal andIs

theand othertheof bonesnasallast thirdone the (distal)are followingTwo projected,tangents
oftheindicates thethe tipintersectWheretheof nasal tangentsthe direction splne.general

and N97Gerasimov I eave, e97)I Prag993;and Nainys,(Fedosyutkin

to the reflected

Projection

Table 1: Examples of multiple soft tissue prediction guidelines for single features

It is also worth noting that much of the medical surgical literature on soft- to hard-tissue

relationships has little application to facial approximation techniques because these studies

determine what effect certain hard-tissue sffuctures have on the soft tissue by altering the

bone, often in conjunction with the treatment of "abnormalities" (e.g-, Battagel, 1990;

Hackney et a1.,1988; Kajikawa, 1979; Lin and Kerr, 1998; Ngan et al',1996; Wittbjef and

Rune, l9S9). The results of such studies, while useful to some degree, are limited when

directly apptied to the understanding of normal soft to hard-tissue relationships because the

rules that apply when manipulating the softihard-tissue complexes (to achieve a desired

result) may be different to those that operate between natural or unaltered soft and hard-

tissues which are the focus of facial approximation'
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Those who express some doubt about the abilities of the facial approximation method to

achieve specific and purposeful facial recognition based on the evidence above have at times

strongly criticized the method. For example, paper titles have included "Fallacies of

anthropological identifications and reconstructions" (Suk, 1935), and "A study of man

embracing error,, (Montagu, lg47). Furthermore, three-dimensional clay reconstructions have

been described as little more than "detective fiction" (Brues, 1958). Atthe other end of the

spectrum, some seem convinced that facial approximation techniques do achieve their aim,

for example,pragandNeave (Igg7,p. l0) state: "the fact that the majorþ of the forensic

reconstructions are recognized and identified demonstrates beyond a doubt that the technique

works"

Several lines of evidence exist for assessing the ability of facial approximation to achieve

specific and purposeful recognition: (i) forensic casework success; (ii) reported practitioner

success; (iii) comparisons of facial approximations directly to target individuals; and (iv)

recognition tests of facial approximations. This evidence is presented and evaluated below.

Evidence Indicatìng If Facìat Approximatíon Achíeves lts Goal, or Not

Forensic casework

Facial approximation has been successful in generating leads/tentative identifications in at

least some forensic cases involving unidentified human remains. Published examples are:

cherry and Angel (1977); Farrar (1977); Gatliff and Snow (1979); Perper et al' (1988);

phillips et al. (1996); Prag and Neave (lgg7);Rathbun (198a); Stoney and Koelmeyer (1999);

suzuki (Lg73). This indicates that facial approximation does work, at least occasionally.

However, the success of some individual facial approximation cases does not seem indicative

of facial approximation accuracy because successes may be due to factors independent of the

facialapproximation, for example, contextual information (e.g., clothes and rings found at the

crime scene) (Haglund and Reay, 1991) or chance (Stephan and Henneberg, 2001) and may
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be influenced by other factors, like broadness of media coverage (Haglund, 1998).

Additionally, there seem to be many cases where facial approximation was not successful,

e.g., Haglund et al. (1991). Furthermore, it also seems likely that many unsuccessful cases go

unreported and/or unpublished, resulting in a biased account of facial approximation success

when examining published case reports (Stephan and Henneberg, 2001).

Practitioner success

Some facial approximation practitioners claim high success rates indicating that facial

approximation works, Gerasimov (1971) claims lO0% success, Bender (Rubin, 1998) 85%,

Wilkinson (Wilkinson and Whitaker,2002) 75%o, Gatliff (Gatliff and Snow, 1979) 70o/o and

others claim more conservative but still high rates, for example Neave (Prag and Neave,

1997) s0-60%.

Reported practitioner success may be unreliable since the reporters (facial approximation

practitioners) have a conflict of interest. They depend on success for attracting work and

money. Therefore, they have to proclaim a high success rate, otherwise who would employ

them? Some have reported that recognition rates have appeared to increase from around30%

in the late 19g0's as competition between practitioners increased and peers started quoting

their own (often higher) success rates (Taylor R, 2001 personal communication). Such trends

are even evident within the last few years, for example reported success of R. Neave's method

which is often described as either the "British" or "Manchester" method has increased from

-55% (prag and Neave , lgg7) to 75o/o (Wilkinson and Whittaker, 2002) over the last five

years, apparently without any dramatic changes in the method since they have not been

reported in the literature. Wilkinson and lVhittaker (2002) even cites Prag and Neave (1997)

in support for the claimed 75olo success rate eventhough Prag and Neave (1997) state on p'33

that,,'...the average success rate in most countries is between fifty and sixty percent,

regardless of the techniques employed: in Mancehester the figure is no different"'
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Furthermore, it seems some facial approximation practitioners have taken a biased approach

to reporting success rates selectively quoting lower success to methods the do not use and

higher success for those they do. For example, although Gatliff has claimed a 70 pecent

recognition rate (Gatliff and Snow, IgTg),which Prag and Neave also acknowedge 72o/o (Png

and Neave ,1gg¡),Wilkinson who uses the Neave method indicates that American method as

practiced by Gatliff only achiev es a 65Vo success rate, while the British method as used by

Neave claims a 75%o success rate (Wilkinson and Whittaker, 2002), even though Neave

himself reports that the success rate of the "British" (or "Manchester") method is between 50

and 6017o (prag and Neave , lggT). Given the variability and inconsistency in reports of facial

approximation success together with the fact that actual case numbers have not been quoted in

support for the claimed success rates, it seems logical to suspect that the reported success

rates have been summtzedby practitioners rather than precisely calculated from actual cases'

Irrespectively, it seems that between well-known practitioners the success rates of facial

approximation methods in general may have established an equilibrium at about rhe 50-70Yo

success level, at least at the present time.

I)irect comparisons

Comparisons between the facial approximation and the target individuals that have been

identified are mostly encouraging, excepting earlier studies by Von Eggling (1913) and

Stademuller (Stadmuller, 1922; Studmuller 1925). Many similarities have been reported to

exist between facial approximations and their respective target individuals from subjective

assessments (Gerasimov, l97l; Helmer et a1.,1993; Krogman, 1946;Prag and Neave' 1997;

Suzuki, 1973; Taylor, 2001a). For example, Krogman (1946), p'I7 reports a facial

approximation that was "recognizable as that of the subject chosen". Suzuki (1973), p' 78,

reports that.,the resemblance between the two [a target individual and a facial approximation]

was quite striking". Helmer et al. (1993),p.236, conclude that "in general it can be said that

at least a slight and often even a close resemblance was achieved" from the facial
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approximations to target individuals. Prag and Neave (1997), p' 35, 20 respectively, also

report a "reconstructed face [that] bore an uncanny resemblance to the photograph [of the

target individual],,; andof different approximations: ".. .the similarities between the faces and

reconstructions were obvious to see and could not have been reached by chance". Vanezis and

colleagues (1939) p.70, also state that while "[facial approximation] can nevef produce a

100% accurate portrait...it will in the vast majority of cases, produce a head and face very

similar to the original".

Although, as indicated above, recent trends for comparisons of facial approximations to target

individuals is that they are similar (e.g., Helmer et a1.,1993;Krogman, 1946; Prag and Neave'

1997; Suzuki, 1973; Taylor, 2001a), older evidence suggests that they are not (Diedrich,

1926; Stadmuller , 1922; Studmuller, 1925; von Eggeling, 1913). For example, in von

Eggeling's study two practitioners each produced a facial approximation of the same tatget

individual but the facial approximations did not resemble each other or the target individual

very much (von Eggeling, 1913). Stadmuller (1922) following facial approximation methods

of Kollman and Buchly (lggs) found facial approximations of two skulls to have little

resemblance to their respective target individuals. In another study, Stadmuller (1925) found

five facial approximations to bear little resemblance to their respective target individuals'

Additionally, reports of high resemblance of facial approximations to target individuals may

be biased since in many publications the original facial approximations are retouched after a

true positive identification has been made, for example facial approximations are given

hairstyles and expressions that closely resemble their target individual (e.g', Gerasimov

(1971) - see figures between pages 16 and l7). Helmer and colleagues (1993) even state that

the addition of hair to facial approximations is "purely intuitive" and any resulting similarity

is ..only by chance", yet surprisingly the facial approximations illustrated by Helmer et al'
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have hair.types and styles remarkably similar to their respective target individuals (Stephan

and Henneberg, 2001), which may account for their favorable results (see above)'

'Whatever the results of direct comparisons, the method appears to be limited irrespectively

because facial approximation success depends on recognition, not similarity (Stewart, 1979b).

Similarity, as measured by direct comparisons, often in the form of resemblance ratings, does

not necessarily determine the "recognizabilþ" of a face since similarþ to non-target

individuals is not accounted for and dissimilar faces may still be recognized correctly' The

latter is evidenced not only in the recognition or pixilated images of faces, and caricatures

(Benson and perrett,lggl; Rhodes et al., lg87), but also in the pubtished literature where

there are examples of facial approximations that look rather dissimilar to the target

individuals, but which are recognized correctly (see e.g., Rathbun, 1984). As a result, direct

comparisons may be of little use in assessing facial approximation accuracy andlot success

(Stewart, 1979b).

Svstematic tests

Some facial approximations have been correctly recognized above chance rates in systematic

evaluations of the method that use face pools to test for recognition (Snow et al', 1970;

Stephan and Henneberg,200l; van Rensburg, 1993). Snow et al. (1970) found two of two

facial approximations to be identified above chance rates, which is evidence that facial

approximation works and is accurate, however, recent empirical tests following strict facial

approximation directions in the published literature have rarely resulted in above chance true

positive recognitions of target individuals (Stephan and Henneberg,200l). Even when facial

approximations are recognized above chance in such studies, the rates are generally low -

generally much less than 54o/o above chance, and being on average about 25% (Snow et al',

1970; Stephan and Henneberg, 2001; van Rensburg, 1993). These recognition rates seem to

be well below the 70%o recognition rate reported in studies where the same individual is
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identified from images taken at different times even if view point and expression are constant

(Hancock et a\.,2000).

Specifically, Stephan and Henneberg (2001) found only one of 16 facial approximations to be

identified at a statistically significant rate (25%) above chance (p<0.05), with many non-tatget

individuals identified for all facial approximations, some significantly above chance rates

þ<0.05). Snow et al. (1970) found two of two facial approximations to be identified

significantly above chance (p<0.05), one identified l2To above chance rates, the other 54o/o

above chance rates. Again, non-target individuals were identified in both cases. In 'case 3',

two non-target individuals þhotos 4,6) were selected at rates close to that of the target

individual (l) and appear to be above chance at the statistically significant level of p<0.07.

Van Rensburg (1993) found that 15 facial approximations were, on average, identified at a

rate lgYo above chance (p<0.05), with the remaining identifications being of non-target

individuals.

Therefore, while the face pool evidence may appear to be somewhat equivocal, there does

seem to be a valid concern that facial approximation techniques may be inaccurate and

unreliable, and may not achieve their goal of speciflrc and purposeful facial recognition of

target individuals, as indicated by others (Brues, 1958; Diedrich, 1926;Haghtnd and Reay,

l99l; Montagu, 1947; Stephan and Henneberg, 2001; Suk, 1935). This concern is also

strengthened by lack of "success" using direct comparison methods (Stadmuller, 1922;

Stadmuller, 1925;von Eggeling, I 9l 3).

A valid criticism of systematic tests of traditional drawing or sculpting methods that furd

negative results is that people constructing the faces from the skull have inadequate dexterþ

skills. It seems worth noting here that faces constructed by shictly following suggested soft

tissue prediction guidelines while attempts are made by the practitioner to limit "open-ended"
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subjective interpretation (e.g., fine sculpturing of face contours like nasolabial folds and other

wrinkles which cannot currently be determined from the skull) are likely to appear of lower

"artistic quality" and less realistic than furely crafted faces because the latter include more

precisely built features as a result of more subjective interpretation. Both types of facial

approximations (high artistic quality and low artistic quality) may therefore be built by

practitioners with similar dexterity levels, however, if less subjective interpretation is used

when building a face from a skull using current methods, the "artistic quality" is likely to be

less. There are, however, examples where "unlifelike" facial approximations are constructed

even when much subjective interpretation is apparently used (e.g., the addition of wrinkles

and other lines and grooves of the face), indicating a lack of practitioner dexterity (see e.g',

Rathbun, 1984).

While criticism of systematic tests finding results of no difference (i.e., recognition rates not

different from chance) on the grounds of limited dexterþ may be justifiable as mentioned

above, dismissals of negative results, as Gerasimov (1971) and Prag and Neave (1997) have

done for von Eggeling's (1913) research, on these grounds is not appropriate. Firstly, many

facial approximations made with limited dexterity and poor "artistic style" and/or dexterity

are correctly recognized (see e.g., Rathbun, 1984), indicating that dexterity is not necessarily

the main contributing factor to facial approximation success. Secondly, the inaccuracy of the

method may be due to the use of inaccurate soft tissue prediction guidelines rather than a lack

of dexterity and./or "artistic st¡/Ie", which perhaps would not be surprising given that most

techniques used to estimate the soft tissues from the skull are subjective and untested, being

based on little, if any, empirical evidence (Brues, 1958; Montagu, 1959; Stephan and

Henneberg, 200L; Suk, 1935). Thirdly, because many facial soft tissues cannot yet be

determined from the skull and can only be represented subjectively, it seems unlikely that

anyone (even those with good dexterity and artistic sense) can create facial approximations

from the skull alone, that can be reliably, specifically, and purposefully recognized correctly.
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Despite the apparently extreme limitations of the facial approximation method even when a

complete skull is present to work from (see above) some practitioners have taken the facial

approximation process a step further by working from crania alone (skulls without mandibles)

(e.g., Gatliff and Taylor, 2001), or even without a skull (!), using cranial measurements (e'g.,

Jackson, 1996). The logic here is inescapable, for without the bone structure itself these facial

approximations (or parts thereof) must be highly, if not purely, subjective. It therefore seems

extremely unlikely that purposeful and specific recognitions could be reliably made from such

facial approximations. Successes in such scenarios seem logically likely to arise from factors

independent of the facial approximation, like chance (Stephan and Henneberg, 2001) or

contextual information (Haglund and Reay, 1991).

It seems strange that while Gerasimov (1971) and Prag and Neave (1997) refute von

Eggeling's (1913) conclusions that facial approximation is an inaccurate technique, they do

not provide detailed descriptions of their methods or justifications for them in their major

books on the topic. For example, Gerasimov in "The Face Finder" (197I), pp' xxi-xxii,

describes the technique briefly in l0 pages (5%) of a 199 page book dedicated to the topic and

states that "The reader will not find in this book any detailed discussion about the justification

for the work of reconstructing the appearance of Man from his bones. Not words but concrete

examples will show that reconstructions of recent Man have proved the reliability of the

method in crime detection." However, as we have seen above case examples provide limited

evidence that the methods work since the cases presented may be selective and success may

be achieved independently of the facial approximation. Prag and Neave (1997) also appear to

briefly gloss over the techniques of facial approximation in "Making Faces", dedicating less

than l0 pages @%) of the 256 page book to specific methods. The dedication of such small

segments of writing (-10 pages) to techniques that take on a huge task - rebuilding a face

from the skull alone - seems less than sufficient. Gerasimov (197I),p.54, states "'.'we offer
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some practical information about the reconstruction of individual face features. Of course, we

can only touch on certain points and do not claim to exhaust the subject"- But, one has to

wonder why "of course" he can only touch on "certain points" after all the topic of the text is

facial approximation and he has an entire book to describe it if he wants. One is certainly left

wondering if the techniques the authors mention are the only ones they use and if

recognizable faces can really be built from skulls using so few soft tissue prediction guides?

Taylor (2001a) provides a more detailed description of facial approximation methods in

several chapters in her book, but the guidelines she uses are those coÍìmon in the literature,

which agarnare relatively few, and there is no attempt to demonstrate their empirical validity.

Other articles describing facial approximation techniques (e.g., Caldwell, 1986; Krogman,

1962; Stewart, 1979b; Taylor and Angel, 1998) also frequently cross-reference coÍlmon

information between texts without providing much new detail or empirical justifications.

Consequently, it does seem that few other soft tissue prediction guidelines exist for facial

approximation in addition to those originally cited by Gerasimov (1971) and Prag and Neave

(lgg1).If there were other guidelines that did exist but have been unreported as Gerasimov

(1971) suggests, it seems they have been lost since they have not resurfaced in the facial

approximation literature over the last 40 years - or maybe they did not even exist initially.

The use of these rather few published guidelines for determining an entire face and the fact

that most of these guidelines are subjectively determined and empirically untested does not

encourage much trust in the methods of facial approximation. Reports that facial

approximation techniques are inaccurate (Brues, 1958; Diedrich, 1926; Haglund and Reay,

l99l; Montagu, 1947; Sødmuller, 1922; Stadmuller, Ig25; Stephan and Henneberg, 200l;

Suk, 1935; von Eggeling, 1913) also seem unsurprising in this context.

Since facial approximation is a potentially useful identification tool there seems to be a

defurite need for current methods to be tested, evaluated and possibly improved upon. This
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thesis sets out to evaluate two-dimensional facial approximation methods, however, many of

the tests conducted have relevance to all forms of facial approximation, wether two-

dimensional, three-dimensional, sculpted in clay or computer generated. The research section

of this thesis begins with a study on photogrammetric methods, since these methods form the

basis of other studies in later chapters. The photogramrnetric method chapter is followed by

tests of mouth width prediction guidelines, the superciliare prediction guideline, pronasale and

nose projection guidelines, and the traditional eyeball projection guideline. Next, a study on

the systematic generation of average face anatomy is presented along with a study indicating

the sample sizes needed for creating reliable average faces. The thesis then presents research

that determines the best way to assess facial approximation accuracy and uses this information

in the next chapter to determine what the ceiling recognition rates of 2D îacial approximation

are by warping average face anatomy to exact face shapes. The fural research chapter takes all

the information obtained in previous chapters and puts it together, determining the

..recognizability" of ¡vo-dimensional facial approximations created using "objective"

methods (i.e., average faces and empirically derived soft tissue prediction guidelines which

reduce subjectivity). This chapter also compares these recognition rates to "recognizabiltiy"

levels obtained using traditional subjective and empirically untested methods and those from

tests of ceiling recogntion. The thesis then concludes with a general discussion on the results

found in the previous chapters and presents a summary on facial approximation accuracy, its

usefulness in forensic science, consequences for professional and public perceptions of the

method, and future research directions that appear to be pressing.

This thesis includes l0 "independent" research studies, 5 of which have already been

published as 6 full-length papers in peer-reviewed forensic science journals, and another is

currently in review. Reprints of full-length paper publications are presented in the appendices

of the thesis.
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Prediction of Soft Tissue AnatomY

Standardized Craniofacial Photography

This chapter forms the basis of a technical note that has passed initial peer reviews tn Plastic

and Reconstructive Surgery (see Appendix 1)'

Introductìon

Photography is principally a useful technique because it provides a visual record of the

physical environment. Furthermore, it is possible to take measurements from photographs

þhotogrammetry), which is advantageous in the study of living human subjects because: (i)

measures can be taken without any risk of soft tissue depression and hence inaccurate

measurement; (iÐ measurements can be made on completely static subjects; (iiÐ

measurements can be precisely taken (with sub-millimeter accuracy either electronically or

using calipers) and are primarily only limited to the resolution of the image removing the need

for somewhat more cumbersome instruments such as spreading calipers; and (iv) the records

are semi-permanent to permanent, enabling additional comparisons' or measurements, to be

made at alaltertime in exactly repeatable scenarios. As a result, photographic methods have

been established as being an indispensable tool for recording human anatomy in medical and

dental surgery (especially pre- and post- operatively); anthropology; and psychology' It is not

surprising, therefore, that many papers have been written on various photographic methods

and rigs (DiBernardo, 1997; DiBernardo et a1.,1998; Disaia et al', 1998; Edgerton et al''

1970;Farkas et a1.,1980; Ferrario et a1.,1995; Fricker,1982; Fricker, 1985; Galdino et al''

2¡¡1;Kesselring, 1985; Morello et a1.,1977; Nechala et al',1999; Ras ¿/ al',1995;Ras et al''

1996;Thomann and Rivett, 1982;Thomas et al',1980; Zarem,1983a; Zarem,1983b)'
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For photographic comparisons to be valid, photographic conditions like lighting, pose,

subject-camera distance, lens focal length, film type, and film processing must be tightly

controlled and consistently applied across photography sessions. Such repeatability may be

obtained by using appropriate equipment and standardtzed techniques (Dobrostanski and

Owen, l99g; Gavan et al., lg52). Generally, the best accepted protocols for standardizing

these variables in craniofacial photography include: fxed, overhead studio flash units,

positioned either at the same distance from the subject or with one slightly closer to give fine

highlights (Dobrostanski and owen, 1998; Zatem, 1983a); subjects photographed in the

natural head position when standing, since it is highly repeatable and displays individuals as

they usually appear in life (cooke and lù/ei, 1988b; Moorees and Kean, 1958; Moorees et al',

1976);use of a large focal length of lens (90 to 105 mm) and subject camera distance of about

lm since this represents individuals as in normal social contact with the features well

proportioned (Dobrostanski and Owen, 1998) (a 105mm lens appears to be the most

commonly used focal length lens in conjunction with a subject-camera distance of 1-1.5m

(DiBernard o et a1.,1991;Dobrostanski and owen, 1998; Fricker, 1985; Morello et al',1977;

Thomas et a1.,1980; Zarem,l9S3a)); and the use of Ektachrome slide reversal film, since it

can be processed in most labs (DiBernardo et al., 1998; Galdino et al',2001) and requires

only one stage of development in comparison to colour prints (Dobrostanski and Owen,

l99g). It should be noted that Kodachrome is probably superior to Ektachrome since these

films are more fade resistant (-50 years in comparison to -10 years)(Thomas et al',1980),

however, Kodachrome is limited since it can only be processed at specialized laboratories

(DiBernardo et al., I 998).

Despite the ability to overcome variables like lighting and pose with standardization, there are

some limitations inherent to the photography method that must be recognized' These

limitations also severely affect the accuracy of photogrammetric techniques, which is
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particularly relevant to craniofacial photography (Chapple and Stephenson' 7970; Dickason

and Hanna,l976;Farkas, 1994b;Farkas et a1.,19S0). The limitations include distortions as a

result of perspective (Gavan et al., lg52), as well as the impossibility of locating on 2D

images points that can only be located in three-dimensions (Farkas, 1994b)'

perspective distortion is problematic because it causes a false impression of the size of objects

(always being smaller than in reality) since the camera cannot "see" the true edges of three-

dimensional objects (Gavan et al., 1952) (see Fig. 4). Since perspective distortion is

minimized at infinþ, small subject-camera distances will exaggerate the distortion (Gavan e/

at., 1952).It is therefore, best to use large subject-camera distances, and large focal length

lenses. Figure 5 illustrates differing face distortions as a result of different focal length lens at

differing distances.

lens film
Lens 2

diameter - lens I

diameter - lens 2

object I
at distance I

object I
at distance 2

actual object diameter

(a) (u)

Figure 4: Distortions inherent in the photogaphy method- as a result of subject camera distance

(a) incorrect edge representation of the same object; (b) image enlargement of the same

object.

Lens I
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Figure 5: Frontal face images showing distorti
All PhotograPhs have been taken so

distances for smaller focal length le
length lens; (c) 105mm focal length

Owen (199S) with reprint permission by Hodder Arnold'

Magnification distortions are also a result of perspective effects, which cause objects closer to

the viewpoint (or camera) to appear larger than objects further away (Fig ' 4)' Agan'

magnification distortions, like other perspective distortions are increased when using small

subject-camera distances and small focal length lenses (Gavan et al.,1952).It is worth noting

here that the problem of magnification cannot be easily resolved by inclusion of a scale since

any feature not in the same focal plane cannot be exactly measured. This can be overcome

somewhat by taking both frontal and profile photographs that enable determination of feature

distance from either camera. However, since some measurements must be taken across

several planes it is difficult to adjust measurements precisely'

The final limitation is a result of the 2D nature of photographs. In craniofacial photography

some traditional anthropometric landmarks may not be distinguishable because the landmarks

maybe hidden by other features (Farkas, 1994b). For example, the midline may be obscured in

profile by more lateral features that are located more anteriorly' e.g., if the eyebrows project

in front of glabella. This may also happen in frontal views since landmarks may be obscured

by more anterior and laterally located points, e.g., gonion may be hidden by the cheeks' In
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addition, some features, despite being visible, may not be possible to determine since the

photograph is a two dimensional image (Farkas, 1994b). For example, the determination of

pronasale (and most other mid line points) in the frontal view. Some landmarks can also only

be determined by palpation (e.g., orbitale) and therefore they cannot be determined on

photographs unless palpated and marked on the face beforehand (Farkas, 1994b)'

Despite these limitations, craniofacial photography has the distinct advantage that actual

three-dimensional facial anatomy can be visualized in two dimensions. This is useful since it

allows standard anthropometric measures/values to be seen in a "biological" rather than

..mathematical" context. Three dimensional laser scanning and computer graphic applications

are advantaged in comparison to 2D photographic techniques since the above limitations can

be overcome. However, 3D techniques are expensive and are not (yet) widely used, unlike 2D

methods.

Two options exist for craniofacial photography at this time. There are traditional chemical

methods that typically use a 35mm camera body and film, or there are digital techniques that

use a digital camera and computer hardware and software. Conventional 35mm cameras have

the advantage that image resolution is very high, techniques are widely practiced, and hard

copy images can be digitized if needed. Limitations include: time delay in image

development; and semi-permanence of hard copy images (10-50years depending on film type

and storage). In comparison, digital techniques are advantageous since images are

immediately available, can be of high resolution, and can be permanently stored without

degradation. However, digital methods are limited for some established laboratories since

upgrading is required from conventional techniques, which can be expensive.
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Although many papers have been published on standardued photography techniques in

medicine (e.g., DiBernardo, 1991; DiBernardo et a\.,1998; Disaia et a\.,1998; Edgerton et

a1,,1970;Farkas et a\.,1980; Ferrario et a1.,1995; Fricker,1982; Fricker, 1985; Galdino ef

a1.,2¡11;Kesselring, 1985; Morello et a1.,1977;Nechala et a1.,1999; Ras e/ al',1995; Ras ef

a1.,1996;Thomann and Rivett, 1982; Thomas et a1.,1980; Zatem,I983a;Zarem,1983b) it is

surprising that none have reported on or displayed images that indicate the repeatabilþ of

sequential photographs taken when using the methods described, since repeatability is a main

priorþ of standardized photography.

This study aims to determine the repeatabilþ (intra-observer error) that can be expected

when taking multiple photographs on a newly built photography rig at the School of Dental

Science (the University of Melbourne) that uses conventional 35mm cameras' The rig has

been designed specifically in an attempt to enable simultaneous, high quality photographs to

be captured in both front and profrle views of the face, in a realistic, fast, easy and accurate

manner. The photography rig is a significant improvement on others since it uses as novel

projected light range finding system that allows subjects to be positioned in the natural head

position at constant subject-carnera distances.

Methods

Description of the photography rig

The rig is a modified version of that already described by Dobrostanski and Owen (1998).

The rig frame consists of a rigid stand that supports two cameras (Fig. 6). One camera is

positioned to capture a frontal image of the subject, the other aright side profile. The stand is

made of aluminum (square cross-section tubing) that is firmly secured to the floor. The stand

is 2l3g mm high and has two horizontal beams that are approximately 1650 mm in length'

These beams are positioned at 90 degrees in relation to one another þroducing an"L" shaped
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gantry) and each holds a motorized Nikon SLR camera that is vertically mounted (Fig. 6& 7).

The beams are secured to the main frame, which can be moved to accommodate subjects as

short as -l400mm or as tall as -2170mm. However, it is worth noting that shorter subjects

can be appropriately and easily positioned with the help of a raised stepiplatform.

Profile Camera
Frontal Camera

Figure 6: Photography rig.
Note that the picture is not to scale. Inset shows infrared remote'
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0.60

Figure 7: Floor plan of the photograPhY rig
Units are meters.

To allow frne adjustment of the height of the cameras, the beams are counterbalanced by a

lead weight. An automatic clutch prevents any vertical creep of the beam once the height has

been set. The extreme vertical movement of the beams is limited by cushioning stoppers'

Each horizontal beam is fitted with an adjustable horizontal sliding camera platform that

enables precise positioning of the cameras.

The cameras used

The cameras consist of two Nikon FM-2 35mm bodies, each fitted with an E2 grid-focusing

screen. Each camera body is coupled to an MDlz motor drive. The battery packs of the

drives have been replaced with a 12.8 V, 2 A,DC external power supply connected with an

appropriate length of cable. The cameras are fittedwithNikon 105 mm 1:2.8 MacroNikor

lenses. The faces of subjects are positioned in the camera viewfurder at a distance of l204mm

from the film plane in frontal view, and -1204rnm from the film plane in profile view (this

distance is only approximate since the profile camera is fxed and therefore distances may

0.55
I 204

210

902.
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vary slightly depending on subject head width), giving photographs that are representative of

nafural images seen during normal social contact.

The camera shutters are activated by an infrared triggering system. This system consists of a

receiver that is mounted to the profile camera hot shoe. The receiver triggers the shutters via

electrical contact on the motor drives. The cables that connect the two cameras to the infrared

receiver are equal in length so that the camera shutters activate synchronously. The infrared

transmitter is a remote, battery-powered, directional, hand held unit (inset Fig. 6).

The lighting used

Two Elinchrom prolinca 2500 self-contained studio electronic flash units are used to

illuminate the subject (Fig. 6 &,7).To avoid harsh shadows, foil reflectors are used to bounce

the light from the flash units towards the subject. The flash units and reflectors are placed

higher than the subject, with one light being slightly closer to the subject than the other. One

flash unit is positioned 50 degrees to the right of the subject at a distance of approximately

2300mm. The other unit is placed 30 degrees to the left of the subject also at a distance of

approximately 2300mm (Fig. 7). This arrangement is sufficient to permit the use of an f-stop

of fll'with Ekfachrome E-200 slide reversal film. The slightly closer positioning of the right

flash unit results in slight highlights on the subject giving a three-dimensional effect to the

final images (Dobrostanski and Owen, 1998). The use of a focused distance of about 1.2m

and an f-stop of f/16 gives a depth of field from about 1.15m to about l'26m'

Alignment of the subject

A minor is placed above the lens of the frontal camera and is angled anteriorly and inferiorly

at 5 degrees from the vertical so that the subject can see the reflection of their eyes in the

minor and adapt a natural head position, which is reported to be reproducible with little
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vafiance (Cooke, 1988; Moorees and Kean, 1953). Two non-laser light pointers are used to

centrally position the subject within the freld of view of each camera. one pointer lamp is

placed on each side of the frontal camera and is horizontally angulated so that the projected

beams of light converge at the point of sharpest focus from the cameras (Fig. 8). Light emitted

by the pointers is not potentially harmful laser light but incandescent light from fitted 3V

Rowi 528 globes powered by an external 3V power supply. The left pointer (from the subject)

projects a ,,1,, shaped image, the right a '5" shaped image. The two range frnding pointers

are calibrated so that the "v" shaped images form an "f' atthe point of sharpest focus' If the

two .\,,, shaped images overlap the subject is too close to the lens and if the two "v" shaped

images are spread apart the subject is too far away (Fig' S)' When the camera shutters are

activated, the light emitted from the flash units overpowers the pointer lights so the'1's" are

not registered on the film. The focus of the range frnding pointer lamps can be adjusted to

ensure the projected'úv's" are crisp at the desired distance.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Pointer alignment of subject

(a) too clo-se to camera; (b) correct position; (c) too far from camera. (To enable the

ùght atignen to be seen photographs were taken without a flash using a camera

põsitionãd above the frontal mirror with a 20-80mm lens).

The profile camera is positioned so that when the subject is correctly aligned, its freld of view

will include all of the subject's profile (from behind the ear to in front of the nose). To assist

positioning of the subject "two cardboard feet" are stuck to the floor to give an approximate

indication of the focal planes of the cÍrmeras (Fig. 7). The wall in front of each camera is
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painted a medium sþ blue with a non-glossy paint to give a uniform background that reduces

glare and is easily differentiated from the subject in the fural images (DiBernardo et a|.,1998;

Dobrostanski and owen, 1998; Galdino et a1.,2001; Thomas et a1.,1980).

Subjects are positioned following methods of Moorees and colleguaes (Dobrostanski and

Owen, 1998; Zarem,l983a). Subjects are askedto stand onthe cardboard feet in anupright

position and to look directly at the wall in front of them. At this point the"L" shaped gantry is

lowered from its highest position to a position determined by the placement of the light

pointers at glabella. The subject is then asked to look at their eyes in the mirror above the lens

of the frontal camera. This helps to position their head in the natural head position if they

were not already in it (Dobrostanski and Owen, 1993). The subject is then asked to gently

move forwards or backwards until the pointers form art "x" on a reference point, e.g., glabella,

the positioning of which is controlled by the operator of the rig by adjusting the vertical

height of the camera beams. Glabella is used here as the reference point, however, sellion

would also be appropriate. Positioning of the subject at glabella/sellion is, however, a

compromise between easy and rapid operation of the rig and precise focusing, which should

take place at the eyes (Dobrostanski and Owen, 1998). Once the subject is correctly

positioned the cameras can be activated (simultaneously) from the remote unit without the

need for the photographer to view the subject in the camera viewfurder.

In day-to-day use of the rig there is no need to adjust the pre-selected focus of the

cameras/pointer aligners because each subject adjusts their distance with respect to the

cameras using the range finding light pointers. All that has to be done when photographing

multiple subjects is to position the first using the projected light range furding system, activate

the shutters and the flash units using the infrared remote, and repeat the process with the next

subject. Since the SLR cameras automatically wind on, subject throughput is very rapid.
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Experiment I

This experiment was set up to determine the scaling factor required to adjust photographs to

life size. Although this could be done theoretically, here it was determined experimentally so

actual functional values were obtained since these have the greatest significance (i'e',

theoretical values may differ to functional results). A ruler was positioned by fixing it to a

camera tripod with Bostik Blu Tack@. The ruler was photographed and then removed. The

ruler and tripod were then repositioned, photographed once again, and removed. 'l'his

procedure was repeated until seven sequential photographs were obtained on the same day.

Rulers were photographed in horizontal and vertical positions, but not on the same day.

Photographs rilere taken using 200ISO Ektachrome slide reversal film.

Once the slides were processed they were mounted, and scanned into a computer using a

Nikon@ SF-2000 slide scanner. The resultant pictures were 1,200 pixels in width, 1,803 pixels

in height (48.0 x 72.1mm) and were saved in TIFF fonnat. Several preferences in Nikon@

Scan were also selected to produce images that were considered to be highly representative of

the original slide image (e.g., clean image function was set to normal, bit depth was set to 8,

multisample \ilas set to 4x (fure), interpolation \Ã/as default, colour space was RBG Adobe@

1998, and autofocus and autoexposure were turned on), these preferences were held constant

during scanning of the slides.

The scanned picture of the ruler was then viewed and measured in Adobe@ Photoshop@ 6.0.

Measurements were made across 100mm sections of the ruler. This distance was chosen since

it is relatively large, and is comparable to, or larger than, many measurements of the face such

as those of the nose, lnouth and eyes. Averaging the measurements, and dividing the true
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object size by this value (l00mm) allowed the calculation of the average magnification factor

needed to obtain actual size for images placed at the pointþlane of sharpest focus.

Experiment 2

The aim of this experiment was to determine what the magnitude of changes in object

magnification were, resulting from the positioning of objects about the plane of sharpest

focus. The experiment consisted of photographing a ruler (mounted as in experiment 1) at

differing positions around the point of sharpest focus. This was done by placing the ruler on a

tripod, which had an adjustable platform and a stationary base. The platform was then moved

at lgmm intervals, in various directions, and the ruler photographed. Measurements of the

photographed ruler, across l00mm, made it possible to determine changes in magnification

due to positioning about the focal plane.

Experiment 3

This experiment was conducted to determine the error in repeated photography of the same

human subject on the same day. The subject was positioned as previously described and

photographed with a neutral facial expression with his mouth closed, on six occasions.

Superimpositions were made of the photographs to indicate repeatability. Also, numerous

anatomical landmarks, as defined by Farkas (1994), \ilere measured on the images and

compared to determine the intra-observer error of photography. Coefficients of variation were

generated by dividing the standard deviation by the average and multiplying by one hundred.

Experiment 4

This experiment was the same as experiment 3 except that sequential photographs were not

taken on the same day. Photographs were taken, on average, every 5.2 + 4.2 days-
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Resuhs

Table 2 shows the results of the unadjusted measures taken across l00mm of photographed

rulers from the scanned slides. The average value of the l00mm as measured from the slides

was 20.1 (mm), giving a magnification factor of 4.975124. The average value of 20.1 is an

approximation of the true value since the standard deviation (0.a5mm) indicates al a 99Yo

confidence level that the true value could lie between 18.8 and 2l.4mm. Therefore the

maximal error in using the scaling value of 4.975124 as determined by the average of 20.1

could be up to 6.5mm, but is probably less.

Tabte 2: Measures made on repeated photographs of rulers (mm) to calculate scaling factor

All measurements are made across 100mm as determined by the rulers.

Trial
Frontal Camera
Horizontal Ruler

lFrontal Camera
lVerticalRuler

Profile Camera
Horizontal Ruler

lProfile Camera I

lVerticalRuler lAverat

'l 1e.7ol 20.70 20.001 1e.8ol 20.05

2 1e.60l 20.70 20.101 1e.801 20.05

3 1e.7ol 20.70 20.301 1e.701 20.10

4 1e.701 20.70 20 .4ol 1e.70l 20.'t3

5 1e.5ol 20.70 20.4ol 1e.801 20.10

o 1e.7ol 20.70 20.4ol 1e.801 20.'15

7 1e.701 20.70 2o.tol 1e.8ol 20.23

Averaqe re.66l 20.70 20.331 le.771 20.11

SD 0.081 0.00 0.231 0.051 0.10

Table 3 shows that movement of the ruler by 10 mm in any direction generally resulted in a

lmm change of object magnification as measured across 100mm on the photographed ruler.

This is equal to a lo/o change in object size for every l0mm the object is closer to, or further

from, the camera. As expected, the increase was positive when the movement was toward the

camera and negative when away from the camera.
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Table 3: Magnification effects from movement of the ruler about the point of sharpest focus

All measures (mm) are based across l00mm.

Ruler Position FullFace Profile

Forward 40mm 103.9 100.5

Forward 30mm 102.9 100.5

Forward 20mm 101 .9 100.c

Forward 1Omm 101.0 100.5

Point of sharpest focus 100.0 100.c

Back 1Omm 99.0 100.c

Back 30mm 97,1 100.5

Back 40mm 96.1 100,5

Left 20mm 100.5 98.5

Rioht 20mm 100.0 102.C

Figures 9 and 10 show the six sequential facial photographs taken of the same subject. It can

be seen from these images that repeatability is high although not exact. True image borders

are indicated by the black borders at the top and the right of the images, while the left and

bottom borders are afüfactual (e.g., slide mount borders). The straight superimposition

(Superimposition 1, Fig. 9 and l0) is based on true image borders and illustrates repeatability

of sequential photographs. It can be seen from this image that variation in positioning was

minimal, but present. It can also be seen from Figures 9 and 10 that most variation in subject

positioning occurred in the anterio-posterior plane since repeatabilþ was generally less for

profile images. In Figure 10 the photograph taken eight days after the first, illustrates the

largest deviation from the average position and may be due to the subject leaning forward in

the instant between correct positioning and the pressing of the remote button to activate the

camera shutters. Also displayed in Figures 9 and 10 are superimpositions after alignment on

the eyes of the subject. From these superimpositions it can be seen that the slight deviations in

subject positioning had minimal effects on face morphology, even when photographs \ilere

taken on different days (Fig. 10).

Measurements of the faces taken on same and different days are represented in Tables 4,5,6,

and 7. These tables illustrate highly repeatable measures that appear to be precise for both
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conditions (same and different days) since coefficients of variation are low. The highest

variation appeared to be in the natuial head position, as measured by the angle formed

between t-ex (tragion and exocanthion) and the horizontal plane in profile, (coefficients of

variation of 6.3 for same day photographs and 6.7 for different day photographs) and in

profile measurement of the stomion to labiale inferius (coefficients of variation of 3.9 for

same day photographs and 7.5 for different day photographs). However, actual variations

rilere low, for example, the maximum variation for the angle formed between the horizontal

and the plane from tragion to exocanthion (t-ex) was 3.1 degrees (same day photographs),

which is comparable to the repeatabilþ of natural head position reported elsewhere (Cooke,

1990; Peng, 1999; Siersbaek-Nielsen and Solow, 1982; Solow and Tallgren,l97l).
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Trial 1 Trial2 Trial 3 Tnal4 Trial 5 Trial 6 supef-

imposition I
super-

imposition 2

Figure 9: Photographs of the sarne person taken on the same day
..Supãrimposition 1" shows a straight superimposition of the 6 photos. "superimposition 2" shows the superimposition of the 6 photos aligned on the eyes.

True image borders are indicated by the black top and right borders, while left and bottom borders are artifactual.
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Day I

Figure l0:

r! {*

6 days after
day I

7 days after
day 1

8 days after
day I

,{,

19 days after
day I

30 days after
day I

super-
imposition I

a 4 A(s ¡Ì
",tRla

super-
imposition 2

t.I ¿
Ò1
,á,

.1
"-t

#

Photographs of the same person taken on different days
,,supeiimposition 1" shows a straight superimposition of the 6 photos. "superimposition 2" shows the superimposition of the 6 photos aligned on the eyes.

truè image borders are indicated by the black top and right borders while left and bottom borders are artifactual.
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Table 4: Measurements (mm) of the subject's face, from same day frontal photographs

Table 5: Measurements (mm) of the subject's face, from same day profile photographs.

sn-sto

28.4

28.9

27.9

27.9

27.9

27.9

28.1

0.4

1.5

li-sto

12.4

12.9

13.4

12.9

13.4

12.9

13.0

0.¿1

2.9

ls-sto

10.4

10.9

10.9
'10.9

10.9

10.9

10.9

o.2

t_9

l+li

22.9

23.9

23.9

24.9

24.9

24.4

24.1

0.8

3.1

sa-sba H

60.7

60.7

60.2

60.2

60.2

60.7

60.4

0.3

0.5

sa-sba lrl

59.2

58.7

58.7

58.2

58.2

58.7

s8.6

o.4

0.6

sba-sba

149.3

149.8

149.3

148.3

148.8

149.3

1 49. 1

0.5

0.3

sa-sa

162.2

163.7

162.7

161.7

161.7

162.2

162.4

o.7

0.5

ex-ex

86.1

87.1

86.6

85.6

85.1

86.1

85.1

0.7

0.8

erren

32.8

32.8

32.8

32.3

32.8

32.8

32.8

o.2

0.6

en-ex ü
26.9

26.9

26.9

26.4

26.4

26.9

26.7

0.3

1.0

en-ex lrl

26.9

27.4

27.4

27.4

26.4

26.9

27.0

0.¿l

1.5

p-p

æ.2

64.7

æ.7
63.7

u.2
u.7
64.3

0.4

0.6

al-al

41.3

40.3

39.8

39.8

39.8

39.8

40.1

0.6

1.5

cph-cph

16.9

15.9

17.4

16.4

16.9

16.9

16.7

0.5

3.1

ch-ch

49.8

49.3

49.8

48.8

48.8

49.8

49.3

0.5

1.0

Trial

1

2

3

4

5

6

Average

SD

Error Goff

Z l-exlo horizontal

16.9

16.4

18.8

16.7

15.7

16.3

16.8

1.1

6.3

sn-sto

25.9
25.9
25.4
25.4

24.9
24.9

25.4

0.4

1.8

li-sto

11.4

11.9

10.9

10.9

11.9

11.4

1 1.4

0.4

3.9

ls-sto

10.0

10.4

10.4

10.9

10.4

10.4

10.4

0.3

3.0

ls-li

22.4
22.4

21.9
22.9

22.4
22.9

22.5

0.4

1.7

sa-sba

æ.7
64.7

63.7

æ.7
64.7

64.7

64.s
0.4

0.6

g-sn

69.2

68.2

68.2
70.6

69.2

68.7

69.0

0.9

1.3

sto-sl

22.4

22.9

22.9

22.9

22.9

22.9

22.8

0.2

0.9

sn-pm

11.9
11.4

11.4

10.4

11.4

11.4

11.4

0.5

4.3

pm-se

37.8

38.3

37.8

38.8

37.8

37.8

38.1

0.4

1.1

g-ps

126.9

126.9

126.9

127.9

126.9

127.4

127.1

0.4
0.3

t-ps
't29.9

129.9

129.4

129.4

129.4

128.4

129.4

0.5

0.¡l

t-pm
120.4

120.4

120.9

120.4

119.9

119.9

120.3

0.4
0.3

t-s
108.5

108.5

109.5

110.0

109.0

109.5

1 09.1

0.6

0.6

t-se

95.5
95.5
96.5

96.5
95.5

96.0
95.9

0.5

0.5

t-ex
80.'l
80.1

80.1

80.6
81.1

80.1

80.3

0.4

0.5

Trial

1

2

3

4
5

6

Average
SD

Error Coff.
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Table 6: Measurements (mm) of the subject's face, from diflerent day frontal photographs.

Table 7: Measurements (mm) of the subject's face, from different day profile photographs.

sn-sto

28.4

27.9

27.4

27.9

27.9

28.9

28.0

0.5

1.8

li-sto

12.9

12.9

12.9

12.9

12.9

13.9

l3.l
o.4

3.1

ls-sto

10.4

10.9

10.0

10.4

10.4

11.4

1 0.6

0.5

4.8

ls-li

23.4

23.9

23.4

22.9

23.4

25.4

23.7

0.9

3-7

sa-sba ill

60.7

58.7

59.2

58.7

60.2

61.2

59.8

1.1

1.8

sa-sba frl

59.2

57.2

57.7

56.7

58.2

59.2

58.0

t.0
1.8

sba-sba

147.8

146.3

14É.3

145.8

148.3

148.8

146.8

1.7

1.2

SA-SA

162.2

158.2

157.7

158.7

161.7

1U.7

160.5

2.8

1.7

ex-ex

86.6

83.6

83.6

84.1

85.6

86.6

85.0

1.4

1.7

en-en

32.8

31.8

31.8

31.8

32.3

33.8

32.4

0.8

2.5

en-ex [J

26.9

26.4

25.9

26.4

26.4

26.4

26.4

0.3

1.2

en-ex [r]

27.4

26.4

25.9

25.9

26.4

26.9

26.5

0.6

2.2

p-p

u.7
62.7

62.2

62.7

63.7

64.7

63.4

1.1

1.7

al-al

40.8

40.3

40.3

39.8

40.8

42.3

40.7

0.9

2.1

cptpcph

18.4

16.9

17.9

17.4

17.9

16.9

17.6

0.6

3.1

ch-ch

48.8

50.2

48.8

49.8

49.8

52.2

49.9

1.3

2.6

Trial

1

2

3

4

5

6

Average

SD

Error Coff.

z l-exto horizontal

16.5

18.2

15.3

18.2

16.9

't6.4

16.9
1.1

6.7

sn-sto

25.4

25.4

25.4
25.4

25.9
25.4

25.5
0.2

0.8

li-sto

12.4

10.9

10.9

1',t.4

10.9

12.9

fi.6
0.9

7.5

ls-sto

10.0

10.4

10.4

10.0

10.9

10.4

1 0.4

0.4
3.6

ls-li

22.4

21.4

21.4

21.9

21.9
22.9

22.0
0.6

2.6

sa-sba

64.7

63.7

æ.7
63.2

63.7
65.2

64.2

0.8

1.2

g-sn

68.2

67.7

67.7

67.2

67.2

69.7

67.9

0.9

1.4

sto-sl

22.9

22.4
22.9
22.9
22.9
23.9

23.0

0.5

2.1

sn-pm

10.9

11.9

10.9

11.4

10.9

10.9

11.2

0.4
3.7

prn-se

37.8

36.8

37.8
36.8
37.3
37.8

37.4

0.5

t.3

g-ps

125.9

126.4

126.4

126.4

126.4

128.4

126.6

0.9

0.7

t-ps
128.9

129.9

131.8

131.3

130.3

128.9

130.2
1.2

1.0

t-prn
120.4

120.4

121.9

120.9

120.9

119.4

120.6

0.8

o.7

t{
109.0

108.0

109.0
108.0
108.5

108.0

108.4

0.5
0.5

t-se

96.0

95.5

97.0
96.0
95.s
95.0
95.9

o.7

o.7

t-ex

80.1

80.1

80.6
79.1

80.1

79.6

79.9
0.5
0.6

Trial

1

2

3

4
5

6

Average
SD

Error Goff.
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Díscussion

Overall the results indicate that highly repeatable photographs can be taken on the newly

developed photography rig. However, this study also demonstrates that even with high

standardization, some variations between photographs remain. It is, therefore, expected that

between less standardtzed photographs variability is much greater, especially when subject-

camera distances are not precisely controlled by systems like the projected light range furding

mechanism described in this paper.

The range finding system described here successfully allows for non-contact, accurate,

repeatable, and fast photography of subjects, while mainøining the natural head position. The

non-contact properties of the rig are its primary advantages because: (i) subjects are recorded

in their natural head position as they normally appear in life; (ii) it allows many subjects to be

photographed in minimal time; and (iii) it makes photographing of young children easy and

simple. These items cannot be achieved using contact systems, or other non-contact systems

where various instruments may need to be placed about the head.

Also, the ability to take sirnultaneous profile and frontal photographs appears to be a

significant advantage since facial measurements can be grossly adjusted for the affects of

magnification by measuring distances of features from the focal plane on the opposite

photograph. Although this method is not precise (since real distances cannot be calculated for

measurements of features that do not fall in the same plane) it will compensate to a large

degree for magnification distortions and increase the accuracy of photogrammetric measures.

There are, however, some limitations with the photography rig as it presently exists and

improvements can be made. For example, the flash units are not adjustable and hence lighting

conditions may vary slightly between very tall and very short subjects. This is not favorable

since differences may become significant during longitudinal studies of small children
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through to adulthood. This could be improved by having flash units adjustable according to

the positioning of the horizontal camera beams'

Also, at present, the rig does not enable adjustment of the profile camera to obtain the same

subject to lens distances for individuals of differing head widths. Therefore, a profile

photograph of a person with a brachicephalic head will be magnified in comparison to person

with similar features but with a dolicephalic head since subject to film plane distances differ.

To enable more comparable profile photographs to be taken it would be necessary to mount a

projected light range finding system on the profile camera also and slide the frontal camera

accordingly so that the correct distances are achieved. However, such manual manipulations

of the rig would significantly compromise subject throughput as they would need to be made

for almost every individual.

Figure 1l also illustrates that care should be taken in subject positioning with the range

finding system, since small deviations from the correct position results in much larger

magnification errors on the photograph. For example, incorrect positioning of the subject with

the light aligners apart by about 2mm results in a bacla¡rard displacement of the subject by

approximately 5 times as much (i.e., lOmm). An improvement may be made by placing the

light pointers further apart so that they are more sensitive to subject movement. Additionally

small variations in subject positioning may be caused by correctly positioning the light "v's",

i.e., so they are touching, but with different degrees of overlap between photographs.
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(a) (b)

llllllll¡llllrlltrllr'"

(c)

Figure 11: Examples of inter "v" distance at differing distances to the frontal camera

(a) 10mm posterior to the point of sharpest focus; (b) 20mm posterior to the point of
sharpest focus; and (c) 30mm posteriorto thepoint ofsharpest focus.

It should be noted that frequent calibration of the photography rig is not required, provided

other uses of the rig do not tamper with the projected light range finders I camera position /

zoom / focus. Tampering with equipment may be inevitable in a clinical setting where there

are many users, however, it maybe minimized by restricting access to a few trained personnel.

Farkas et al. (1980) and Farkas (1994c) report photogrammetry to be valid (average

difference between average photographic and direct measurements of no more than 1mm) for

only a few measures including: n-sto; en-en; ps-pi; or-sci; n-sn; Sn-c'; sn-sto; sto-li; cph-cph;

and sbal-ls. Measures of the eye and mouth taken from photographs taken on this rig compare

closely to direct anthropometric measures taken by Farkas et al. (I994a; 1994b) on similar

(but not identical) populations, indicating that the scaling factor used here is adequate and that

the rig is accurate (Table 8 and 9). Table 8 also shows comparisons to results obtained by

other authors using photogrammetric methods to measure "Europeans". This table shows that

the photography rig described here generally gives measures more representative of those

obtained by Farkas et al. (1994a) on similar populations using direct anthropometric methods

than other photography rigs. Moreover, measures from average faces (generated using

photographs taken on the rig) also compare closely to Fakas et al. (1994a; I994b) suggesting

that the photographs taken on the rig described above are accurate (see Table 20).
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Table 8: Comparison of average measurements made from photographs of Self-perceived Europeans (aged 18 to 34 years) taken on the photography rig to direct
anthropometric measurements of 'î{orth American Caucasions" (aged 19 to 25) made by Farkas et al. (1994a; ß9ab) and photogrammetric values obtained by
other authors.

Anthropometric Photogrammetric

Sex

Mouth W¡dth (ch-ch) Male

Female

lnterpupillary Distance (p-p) Male

Female

Nose Width (al-al) Male

Female

mix/unknown

Mouth W¡dth (ch-ch)

Farkas et al.
(1 ee4)

Mean

54.5

50.2

66.9

62.6

34.9

31.4

SD

3

3.5

3.9

3.6

2.'l

2

n

109

200

40

40

109

200

SDn
3.1 27

3.2 55

3.9 27

3.3 55

1.5 17

2.6 44

This study

Mean

55.2

5'1.4

64.7

61.6

37.9

33.7

Gavan et al.
(1e52)

Mean SD n

Tanner and Weiner
(1e4e)

Mean SD n

49.9 4.2 65-70

38 2.6 65-70

Fraser and Pashayan
(1 e70)

Mean SD n

4002 31.5 0.5 20 M,30 F

Table 9: Comparison of average measurements made from photographs of Self-perceived CentraVsouth East Asians (aged l8 to 34) taken on the photography rig to
direct anthropometric measurements of "Chinese Subjects" (aged 18 years) made by Farkas et al. (Farkas et al.,l994a; Farkas et al.,1994b)

Anthropometric
(Farkas et al. l99rta)

Photogrammetric

Nose Width (al-al)

Male
Female
Male
Female

Mean SD
48.3 6.8
47.3 3.3

39.2 2.9
37.2 2.1

n

30

30

30

15

Mean
52.9

50.7

42.2

38.2

SD
5.3
3.4
2.8
1.9

n

26
25
12

15
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Mouth \ryidth

This chapter forms the basis for a full-length paper that has been published in The Amerícan

Journal of Phsycial Anthropologt,2003 (Appendix 2), and a technical note that has been

published in the Journal of Forensic Sciences, 2003 (Appendix 3).

Introduclion

There are three (subjective) guidelines commonly used in facial approximation for predicting

mouth width: (l) that mouth width is equal to interpupillary distance and can be determined

by dropping two perpendicular lines from the center of the pupils down to the level of the

mouth (Fig. l2a) (Krogman, 1962); (2) that the distance between the medial borders of the iris

is equal to the mouth width (Fig. l2b) (Prag and Neave, 1997); and (3) that the corners of the

mouth correspond to the junction between the upper canine and first premolar on both sides

(Fig. l2c) (Krogman, 1962).

The existence of multiple guidelines for predicting the same trait indicates a lack of soft to

hard tissue relationship knowledge, for it is logically and practically impossible for all of

these guidelines to be (on average) correct. Method 3 appears to be the most popular guideline

for determining mouth width and is reported in many major facial approximation texts

including Krogman (1962), Prag and Neave (1997), Gatliff (1984), and Taylor (2001a). Prag

and Neave (1997) have also suggested that method I is somewhat inaccurate, but provide no

evidence for their statement.

This study aims to determine the accuracy of the three traditional and commonly used

methods for estimating actual mouth width (cheilion-cheilion), as described above, by using

photogrammetric techniques. This study also aims to investigate other potential anatomical

relationships that may be useftil in determining the width of the month. Although the
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guideline that the corners of the mouth align with the centers of the eye sockets and the widest

points on the chin (Gatliff and Snow, 1979) has also been used to estimate mouth width this

guideline will not be evaluated here since it does not appear to be commonly cited and the

determination of "the widest points of the chin" is problematic from frontal photographs (too

subjective).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12: Traditional methods used to predict soft tissue mouth width
(a) cheilion determination from pupil centers
(b) cheilion determination from the medial aspects of the irises
(c) cheilion determination from the most lateral aspect of canines

Methods

Photography

Photographs were taken of 72 Australians of European extraction (55 females, mean age 22.8

years, SD 4.3 years; and27 males, mean age2l.4 years, SD 3.3 years), 5l Australians of East

Asian extraction (25 females, mean age 20.6 years, SD 2.4 years; and 26 males, mean age

19.7 years, SD 2.2 years), and 13 Australian individuals of extraction from other populations

(7 females, mean age2l.4 years, SD 5.7 years; and 6 males, mean age 19.5 years, SD 1.0

years), using the craniofacial photography rig described above. All participants were

photographed in frontal and profile views (simultaneously), in both smiling and neutral

expressions.
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Photographs were taken using 200 ISO Ekfachlome reversal slide film. Film development

was standardized as much as possible by having the same qualified photographer develop the

photographs in house. Once the slides were processed they were scanned into a computer

using a Nikon@ SF-2000 slide scanner. The resultant pictures were 1,200 pixels in width,

1,803 pixels in height and since they were large natural images they were saved in JPEG

format for easier file management.

Mouth width guideline | & 2 (mouth width based on pupil width and medial iris border

width)

Photographs were aligned so that the mid-plane, determined according to Farkas (1994a), was

exactly vertical. Perpendiculars (vertical guides in Adobe@ Photoshopt O.O) were then

dropped from the pupil centers, medial iris borders, and from the cheilions. Measurements

were made for interpupillary distance, distance between the medial iris borders, and mouth

width (Fig. l3a). Measurements (taken in mm) \ilere converted to actual values using the

scaling factor (4.975124) determined in the preceding chapter. Other magnification

differences were corïected by adjusting measurements by 7%o for every 10mm the feature

being measured fell in front, or behind, glabella (the point of sharpest focus), as determined in

the preceeding chapter. Since profîle and frontal images were taken simultaneously, feature

distances from the point of sharpest focus could be measured and, therefore, measurements

could be roughly corrected for magnification.

Measurements were analyzed using histograms, F-tests, Pearson's correlations and two tailed

t-tests þaired, two-sample equal variance, and two-sample unequal variance). Significance

was set at p<0.05 but altered according to the Bonferroni adjustment (i.e., p<0.02).
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: Main facial measurements taken
(a) Method I &.2:

1 - Inter-pupillary distance (p-P)
2 - Mouth width (ch-ch)
3 -distance between medial iris borders (iris-iris)

(b) Method 3:
1 - Distance between most lateral points of canines (c-c)
2 - Mouth width (ch-ch)
3 - Interpupillary distance (p-p)
4 -Nose width
5 - Jaw width at level of stomion
6 - Distance between most medial points of the iris (iris-iris)

Mouth width guideline 3 (mouth width based on canine width)

Photographs of participants used for this part of the experiment were the same as those who

volunteered for method 1, however, since some individuals did not show their

canine/premolar junction when the smiling photograph was taken sample sizes are less.

Photographs of 61 European Australians (44 females, mean age 22.9 years, SD 4.4 years; and

l7 males, mean age 2116 years, SD 3.7 years), 27 East Asian Australians (15 females, mean

age 2L l years, SD 2.7 years; and 12 males, mean age 20.3 years, SD 2.8 years), and 5

Australian individuals of other populations (2 females, mean age 19.5 years, SD 0.7 years;

and 3 males, mean age 20.0 years, SD 1.0 years) were used. Pairs of photographs (neutral and

smiling) were superimposed, aligned based on the pupil centers, and rotated so that the mid-

plane was exactly vertical.
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Measurements were taken of interpupillary distance, mouth width, distance between the

medial iris borders, jaw width at the level of stomion and nose width (Fig. l3b) and converted

to actual values as described above. Inter-canine width (from most lateral points) was

measured from the smiling photographs. Comparisons between smiling and non-smiling

photographs were made by superimposition with alignment primarily based on the pupil

centers. Measures were analyzed and compared using histograms, F-tests, Pearson's

correlations, and two tailed t-tests þaired, two-sample equal variance, and two-sample

unequal variance). Significance \ilas initially set at the 95%o confidence level but altered

according to the Bonferroni adjustment (i.e', p<0.01).

Nose width and jaw width (Fig. 13b) \ilere measured in addition to the other relevant

measures to determine if they could be used to help predict mouth width. Least squares

multivariate regression was used in an affempt to generate mouth width prediction equations.

Independent variables were only included when their 12 value was greater than 0.05. All

statistics were calculated using the Microsoft Excel @ 2000 software package.

Resuhs

Mouth width guideline I (mouth width based on pupil width)

Compar.ison of mouth width to interpupillary distance using two tailed paired t-tests showed a

highly statistically significant difference (p<0.001) in all participant samples with mouth

width being on average l7%o smaller than interpupillary distance (Table l0). Therefore, the

use of interpupillary distance to estimate mouth width is, on average, likely to cause an over

estimation of about l lmm (sd 4mm) resulting in a mouth 6/5ths of its actual width.

In only 3Yo of the sample was the cheilion found beyond the border of the pupil on any side of

the face. On average the cheilion fell approximately 5.9mm medial to the pupil in East Asian
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Australians, and 4.7 mm medial in European Australians. Mouth width and interpupillary

distance were conelated for both CentraVsouth East Asians (females : 0.36, males = 0.22)

and Eur<ipeans (females: 0.45, males :0.37).

Average interpupillary distances were different at statistically significant levels between

males and females for both populations of origin (p<0.001). However, mouth widths did not

differ at statistically significant levels for Asians (P>0.05), while they did differ at statistically

significant levels for Europeans (P<0.001). Average interpupillary distance and mouth width

did not differ at statistically significant levels between the populations of origin (P>0.05).

Mouth width guideline 2 (mouth width based on iris width)

Comparisons between the distance between the medial iris borders and mouth width indicated

an overall statistically significant difference (p<0.001). However, when the sample was

separated by sex and population group, no statistically significant difference was found for

female and male East Asians (Table l0), indicating that the guideline works fairly well for

these groups but not so well for Europeans. Overall, the distance between the medial borders

was found to underestimate mouth width by about 2mm (SD, 4mm), however, these two

variables were colrelated to some degree (Table l0).

Mouth width guideline 3 (mouth width based on canine width)

Comparisons of mouth width to canine width using two tailed paired t-tests showed a highly

significant statistical difference (p<0.001) in all participant samples with canine width being

on average 25Vo smaller than mouth width (Table l1). Therefore, the use of canine width to

estimate mouth width is inaccurate and is likely to result in an underestimation of mouth

width by about 13mm (sD, 3 mm), or a mouth 3/4ths of its actual width.
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In every case (n=93) the cheilion was found lateral to canine/premolar junction. In East

Asians this distance was about 5.9mm on avemge, and about 6.9mm on average in Europeans.

Canine width and mouth width showed moderate correlations (Table I l), indicating, not

surprisingly, that in both populations there is a trend for mouth width to increase, on average,

with increasing canine width.
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Table 10: Summary table of measurements made on participants in method I and2 (all values in mm).

ch-ch

sd

p-p

sd

iris-iris
sd

Paired t-test for ch-ch to p-p

Paired t-test for ch-ch to iris-iris

Correlation for ch+h to p-p

Gorrelation for ch+h to iris-iris

Male

Gentral/South

East Asian

(n=26)

52.9

5.3

65.5

3.5

53.4

4.3

0.00

0.70

0.22

0.18

Female

Central/South

East Asian

(n=25)

50.7

3.4

62.2

2.8

50.1

2.6

0.00

0.41

0.36

0.30

Male

European

(n=27)

Female

European

(n=55)

51.4

3.2

61.6

3.3

49.4

3.1

0.00

0.00

0.45

0.45

Other

lndividuals
(n=13)

51.9

3.5

61.3

5,1

48.9

4.7

0.00

0.01

0.64

0.70

Allgroups
(n=146)

52.3

4.0

62.9

3.9

50.6

3.9

0.00

0.00

0.44

0.40

55.2

3.1

64.7

3.9

51.8

3.7

0.00

0.00

0.37

0.34
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Table 11: Summary table of measurements made on participants in method 3 (all values in mm).

ch-ch

sd

c-c

sd

(ch+h - c-c)/(p-p - ca)*100 (=¿)

sd

(P-P - c-c)"a + c-c (=b)

sd

Average residual of b to ch+h
sd

Paired t-test for ch+h to c-c

Paired t-test for ch-ch to b
Correlation for ch-ch to c-c

Correlation for chch to b

Male

Central/South

East Asian

(n=12)

u.2
5.6

41.2

1.5

54.8

24.2

54.5

1.9

0.2

5.8

0.00

0.90

0.21

0.08

Female

Central/South

East Asian

(n=15)

51.2

3.5

40.8

1.9

50.0

15.7

51.3

1.9

0.1

3.1

0.00

0.91

0.50

0.46

Male

European

(n=17)

55.0

3.2

41.2

1.5

61.9

12.5

55.2

2.6

0.1

2.9

0.00

0.89

0.46

0.53

Female

European

(n=4/4)

Other

lndividuals

(n=5)

52.5

4.4

38.4

3.2

60.0

9.6

52.7

4.9

-0.4

2.2

0.00

0.87

o.92

0.89

All groups

(n=93)

52.5

4.0

39.6

2.2

56.6

15.0

52.6

2.7

0.1

3.4

0.00

0.78

0.51

0.52

5'.1.4

3.3

38.3

1.7

56.8

12.6

51.6

2.2

0.1

2.9

0.00

0.80

0.50

0.49
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Multivariate regression

Most regression equations generated for the variables represented in Figure 13b did not

explain more than 50% of the variance of mouth width indicating that the variables measured

were of limited use in predicting mouth width. As a result, this aspect of the study will not be

further discussed.

A new guideline

No statistically significant difference was found between the measures of mouth width and

canine width phts 57o/o of the cumulative distance between the lateral canine borders and the

pupil centers on each side (value b, Table l1; and Fig. l4). This indicates that this

measurement can be used to predict mouth width in the samples studied in this paper. The

average difference between these measures was Omm (SD 3mm), which is more accurate than

results obtained using any of the three other traditional methods studied here.

100
H

J,-r*ì{ry_-.?¿<+
s7%

Example of mouth width prediction using the new suggested guideline
Assuming symmetry, cheilion falls at a point 57%o of the way along the horizontal
distance between the canine/first premolar junction and the pupil center. "One
hundred percent" represents the horizontal distance from the canine/first premolar
junction to the pupil center.

Figure 14:
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However, this new guideline, like guidelines I art 2, are limited because they rely not only

directly on the skull but also on the soft tissue of the eye. In facial approximation the

assumption is made that the eyeballs are centrally located within the orbits (Gatliff, 1984;

Gatliff and Taylor,200l; Krogman, 1962; Taylor, 2001a) allowing the use of average eye

morphology to position other features such as the mouth. However, this assumption may be

incorrect and may lead to further error. Some have attempted to evaluate the validity of the

assumption (Eisenfeld et al., 1975) but sample sizes have been small (n:9) and statistical

power low. Consequently critical tests of the method are yet to be conducted. Results of

Eisenfeld and colleagues (1975) suggest that actual interpupillary distance is over represented

by central positioning in the orbits, however, it has been reported that that central positioning

results in an under representation of actual interpupillary distance (Stephan, 2002). Further

studies are needed to clariff the matter. However, it must be recognized that any inaccuracy in

positioning/representation of the eyeballs is likely to result in inaccurate mouth width

determination if the guidelines described above are followed. For this reason, instead of using

"b" it would be better to predict mouth width as a percentage (>100%) of inter-canine

distance.

Therefore, the ratio of inter-canine width to mouth width (chelion to chelion) was calculated

using the 93 photographs of participants used to assess method 3. Inter-canine width was

found to be equivalent to 75.8% of mouth width (or mouth width was about 733% of canine

width). Even though canine width (c-c) and mouth width (ch-ch) differed at statistically

significant levels between the European sexes and between European and Central/South East

Asian females (see above), c-c to ch-ch ratios for all samples were fairly consistent.

When canine width was used as a percentage to estimate mouth width for the total sample

(canine width/0.758) the average residual was -0.2 mm, s.d. 3.5 mm. Table 12 presents data
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across sub-samples when using the independent canine percentages and the 0.758 rule

generally determined. It seems that the 75.8% inter-canine width rule worked least best for the

"female CentraVsouth East Asian" and the "other individual" groups suggesting that their

independent ratios (79.9% and 73.1%o respectively) may be of some value. However, none of

the predicted mouth widths, determined using either the independent or the general percentage

guidelines, differed from actual mouth widths at statistically significant levels (two tailed

paired t-tests, p>0.003) indicating that the general guideline is sufficient.

These findings indicate that the general inter-canine width percentage guideline (0.758)

predicts mouth width essentially as accurately as "b". Average error is barely more when

using the inter-canine percentage guideline (-0.2mm, s.d. 3.5) than when using "b" (0.1mm,

s.d. 3.4mm). However, the canine width percentage guideline is advantaged because unlike

other guidelines it does not rely on subjective estimation of pupil location in the orbits. It,

therefore, seems more logical to use the distance between the most lateral points of the

canines as a percentage since guideline error is similar to that previously obtained and

anatomical landmarks used for prediction are known. Since the 95%o confidence range of the

population mean for the c-c to ch-ch ratio (calculated from the sample mean reported in this

study) is from 74.7% to 76.9Yo it seems valid to simply use 75Vo as the prediction rule, as

opposed to 75.8%o. This is useful since 75%o is an even number that is easy to remember and

apply in practical situations. The adjustment of the ratio by 0.8% slightly increased the

inaccuracy of mouth width prediction in the sample reported here, but not by more than 0.6

mm on average for any of the groups studied.
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Table 12: Summary table of canine width to mouth width ratios and mouth width prediction (all values in mm).

mouth width (ch+h)

inter+anine width (c+)
ratio c-c to chch
mouth width estimation:

c€ as a 7o of ch+h (=ç/o)

Average residual of c% to ch+h
mo¡¡th width estimation: c+/0.758

Average residual of c+/0.758 to ch+h

51.0

-0.2

53.8

2.6

2.4

3.1

2.5

3.1

2.0

2.9

1.9

2.9

4.4

1.7

4.2

1.7

Male

GentraUSorfh

East Asian

(n=12)

mean sd

54.2 5.6

41.2 1.5

76.6 8.2

53.7

-0.5

54.3

0.1

1.9

5.6

1.9

5.6

Female

GentraUSor¡th

East Asian

(n=t5)

mean sd

51.2 3.5

40.8 1.9

79.9 5.0

Male

European

(n=17)

Female

European

(n=,14)

Other

lndÍviduals

(n=5)

mean sd

52.5 4.4

38.4 3.2

73.'t 2.6

52.4

0.0

50.6

-1.9

All groups

(n=93)

mean sd

52.5

39.6

75.8

52.3

-0.2

mean

55.0

41.2

75.2

54.9

-0.1

il.4
-0.6

sd

3.2

1.5

4.1

mean sd

3.3

1.7

4.4

51.4

38.3

74.7

51.3

4.1

50.5

-0.9

4.0

2.2

5.3

2.9

3.5

2.3

2.9

2.2

2.9
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Dìscussíon

The result that mouth width differs largely, and at statistically significant levels, from both

intercanine width and interpupillary distance strongly indicates that these measures are not

accurate predictors of mouth width. Consequently, these guidelines should not be used in

facial approximation to predict mouth width. It is therefore apparent that previous facial

approximations constructed using these guidelines are likely to have incorrect mouth widths.

This may have contributed to low recognition rates of facial approximations in experiments

by Snow et al. (1970), Stephan and Henneberg (2001) and van Rensburg (1993).

Although the medial border of the irises approximates mouth width fairly well, on average, it

remains different at statistically signifrcant levels (p<0.001) being 2mm (SD, 4 mm) smaller

than mouth width. However, this guideline is the most accurate of the three traditionally used

facial approximation methods. Since the ratio guideline relies on bony points alone, unlike the

medial iris guideline and the others described above, and is a fairly accurate predictor of

mouth width (error of about 0.8mm on average) we suggest this new guideline should be used

instead of the traditional methods. However, this guideline needs to be tested in other samples

before it can be considered to be robust.
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(a)

Figure 15:

(b) (c) (e) (Ð

al to distance
junctions; (f)
Mouth width

equal to canine widthlT5%t
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Previously, the use of the traditional guidelines for determining mouth width of facial

approximations is likely to have caused facial approximations to have incorrect mouth widths.

This would appear to affect recognition as the errors introduced by using the pupils or the

canines (the most popular method) are distinctly visible and appear to dramatically change the

face (see Fig. l5). True positive recognition of these facial approximations is therefore

expected to be more diffrcult, especially when combined with any soft tissue prediction

inaccuracies of other features. However, the significance of mouth width by itself for facial

recognition may not be substantial since Haig (1984) has found that mouth width inaccuracy

alone has little effect on recognition rates. Haig's (1934) study altered mouth width in

isolation so that lip and other facial morphology lryas exactly the same as the tatget individual'

In facial approximation this is not the case as many features are likely to be inaccurately

represented and may interact together to dramatically reduce the ability for the target

individual to be recognized.

Although the new guidelines described here, are useful predictors of mouth width they do not

give any indication of mouth position. Until more accurate ways of predicting asymmetry of

the mouth have been determined, it is suggested that the mouth be placed symmetrically over

the teeth unless skull morphology clearly suggests otherwise. Presently the vertical mouth

location appears controversial as several authors provide differing opinions. For example,

Fedosyutkin and Nainys (1993) suggest that stomion falls at the inferior border of the upper

central incisors, while George (1937) suggests that stomion is located ll3 of the way up the

upper central incisors for females and a % of the way for males. This appears to be an

important characteristic to determine reliably since it independently appears to significantly

contribute to face recognition (people seem to be particularly sensitive to superior movement

of the mouth) (Haig, 1984).
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It could not be determined in this study if the mouth width was equal to the distance between

the mandibular second premolars, as has been suggested by Fedosyutkin and Nainys (1993)'

since the second premolar was in the shadow of the lips in the photographs used in this study.

However, a relationship to the 2nd premolars may be probable since these teeth appear to be

positioned closer to cheilion than the canines.

The results reported in this study appear to be directly applicable to two-dimensional drawing

approximations where a photographic image of the skull is directly used for the basis of the

facial approximation. The application of photogrammetric results, which are two dimensional,

to three-dimensional scenarios may be problematic due to perspective distortions inherent to

the photographic process (Farkas, 1994b; Farkas et a1.,1930). However, the two-dimensional

error in the results of this paper may be less since photogrammetric measures of the eyes and

the mouth are reported to be rather accurate; see Farkas et al. (1980), and p. 6l'62 of this

thesis. Until this study has been repeated in three-dimensions, any problems of perspective

may be avoided by photographing the three-dimensional approximation (using similar

methods as described in this study) to double check mouth width. This would seem not to be

too troublesome as three-dimensional approximations (at least clay ones) are usually

photographed anyway. Ultimately, three dimensional facial approximations should be

constructed with the use of skull to face video-superimposition so that the actual hard to soft

tissue relationship can be visualized and checked as the soft tissue is added over the hard-

tissue. While superimposition is routine when using two-dimensional methods (e.g', drawing

or computer-generated approximations) it should also be the case with clay approximations.

Video superimposition is also convenient since mouth width can then be evaluated/checked in

two dimensions during the facial approximation process without the need for photography.
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Pronasale Position and Nose Projection

This chapter forms the basis of a full-length paper that has been published in The American

Journal of Phsycial Anthropologt,2003 (Appendix 4).

Introduclíon

Nose projection is another feature for which many subjective and untested soft tissue

guidelines exist in facial approximation (see Fig. 16 or Table l). Although the nose has been

regarded to be of little import for face recognition in frontal view (Fraser and Parker, 1986;

Haig, 1984; Haig, 1936) its contribution to recognition may increase in other views like

profile (Bruce, l98S). As a result, the nose appears to be an important character to predict

accurately in facial approximation.

In general terms, the nose forms the exterior portion of the respiratory tract (Marieb, 1995)' It

is an anatomical structure that is usually loeated midsagittally, inferior to the eyes but superior

to the mouth. The upper portion of the soft tissue nose has underlying bone support from the

nasal bones and the frontal processes of the maxilla. The middle soft tissue portion is

supported by the septal cartilage, which divides anteriorly into the lateral cartilages

(Clements, 1969). The lower soft tissue portion is supported by the greater and lesser alar

cartilages, which appear to vary greatly in size and shape (Clements, 1969; Matieb, 1995)'

Each greater alar cartilage consists of: a lateral crus that supports the alar; and a medial crus

that forms part of the columella, which is located between the nostrils. The columella is also

supported superiorly by the cartilaginous nasal septum and posteriorly by the anterior nasal

spine. The cartilaginous septum joins with the hard-tissue septum, which is formed superiorly

by the perpendicular ethmoid plate and inferiorly by the vomer bone. The large portion of

cartilage that supports the external nose makes it a notoriously difficult feature to predict from
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the skull alone since cartilage relationships are not evident, at least given knowledge at this

stage.

Not surprisingly, it has been found that the breadth of the nose is usually wider than the

apertura piriformis (Schultz, 19lS) and that soft tissue nasal height is correlated with hard-

tissue nasal height, as is the prominence of the nasal bones (Macho, 1986). It is reported that

3/5th of the nasal aperture predicts actual nose width better than other methods (Hoffman e/

at.,l99l) and that the shape of the tip of the nose is independent of both the profile line of the

bridge of the nose and the direction of the nasal septum (Macho, 1989). Macho (1989)

provides evidence that the profile line of external nose does not follow its underlying hard-

tissue structures as suggested by Schultz (1918) but suggests that nasal bone prominence is

important for determining nasal shape, a finding consistent with the results of Posen (1967).

Others have suggested that dorsal nasal humps appear to occur more frequently in individuals

with Class II occlusions (Chaconas, 1969; Clements, 1969; Robinson et aL.,1986).It has also

been suggested that "straight skeletal face profiles" are associated with sfraight nasal bridges;

"convex skeletal face profiles" with convex nasal bridges; "concave skeletal face profiles"

with concave nasal bridges; and that -86% of individual nose morphologies can be correctly

classified using these relationships (Robinson et a1.,1986). Schultz (1918) indicates that the

subnasal point is on average -6.5mm from the lower border of the nasal septum, while others

suggest it is only l-2mm below the nasal spine (Fedosyutkin and Nainys,1993). Clements

(1969) also suggests that the shape of the alar cafülages will be influenced by hypertrophy of

the muscles located within the nostrils (e.g., compressor and dilatator nasalis muscles).

Several studies have examined soft- and hard-tissue nose projection and growth. Genecov and

colleagues (1990) studied 64 "Caucasian" individuals longitudinally. They found that anterior

nose projection continued to enlarge in males and females after skeletal growth had subsided.
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In persons aged about 17 years they found nose projections from nasion to pronasale

measured along the Frankfurt horizontal to be about 36mm (s.d. 3.5mm) for males and 34mm

(s.d. 3.5mm) for females (Genecov et a1.,1990). The greater projection in males was found to

be due to prolonged growth in comparison to females. Females had completed most of their

growth byl2 years with the nose only growing a further 2mm by age 17 years (Genecov et al.,

1990). In contrast, males showed a further 5mm of growth from 12 to 17 years of age

(Genecov et al., 1990). The angle of the nasal bone was also found to become more

horizontal with age (Genecov et al.,1990; Posen, 1967), changing by up to 6 degrees between

ages 12 and 17 years (Genecov et al., 1990).

Like Genecov et al. (1990), Nanda and colleagues (1990), in a longitudinal study of 40

"Caucasians", found females to complete nose growth earlier. They found nose projection to

be -90%o complete in females at age 13 and -70% in males (Nanda et al., 1990). While

female growth was almost complete at age 15, males continued to grow and appeared not to

have stopped at 18 years (Nanda et a1.,1990). The mean projection values for females at 18

years of age, as measured from nasion to pronasale, perpendicular to the pterygomaxillary

vertical plane, were -29mm, while for males they were -34mm (Nanda et a1.,1990). For nose

height (nasion to pronasale, measured parallel to the pterygomaxillary vertical plane) females

at age 18 averaged -38mm while males averaged just over 39mm (Nanda et al., 1990).

Therefore studies by both Nanda et al. (1990) and Genecov et al. (1990) found sexual

dimorphism (males larger than females) to be greater for projection of pronasale rather than

pronasale height. Furthermore, both studies found only small increases (-4 degrees) in

columella angle over the growth period, as measured either to the Frankfurt horizontal (age 7

to 17 years) (Genecov et a1.,1990) or the pterygomaxillary vertical plane (age 7 to 18 years)

(Nanda et a1.,1990). Other authors (Behrents, 1985; Robinson et al., 1986) have also made

observations similar to those mentioned above.
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With increasing adult age the nasal septum is reported to "sink" (Macho, 1989) with the nasal

tip becoming more down-turned (Behrents, 1985; Posen, 1967; Subtelny, 1959) and the nose

longer and wider (Behrents, 1985). The increasing vertical size of the nose may be due to the

action of gravity on aged tissues that: are less hydrated; have decreased numbers of elastic

fibers; and have atrophied collagen and muscle fibers (Patterson, 1980)' Additionally, as

supporting fibrous tissue is weakened with age the nasal cartilages separate, which may

predispose the nose to the action of gravity (Janeke and Wright, l97l; Krmpotic-Nemanic et

al,,l97li Patterson, 1980). Some also report that the increasing size of the nose with age may

be due to continued hyaline cartilage growth throughout life (Neave, 1998), however, this

conclusion appears not to be supported by any published evidence. Most other hyaline

cartilage appears to cease growth after the completion of puberty (Marieb, 1995).

Although several authors reported correlations between nose projection and the angle of the

nasal bones (Chaconas, 1969; Robinson et a1.,1936) few systematic papers appear to have

been published with specifrc regard to determining nose projection/pronasale position from

the skull. There are, however, 4 published subjective methods that are commonly being used

to predict nose projection (Fig. 16) and it is worth noting that all differ considerably.
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Figure 16: Pronasale/nose-projection prediction according to four methods using a male adult skull

ofEuroPean extraction
For actual softtissue to hardtissue relationship see Figure 19'

Method 1: Gerasimov (1971) method. Two tangents are projected, one following the last (distal) third

of the nasal bones and the other following the general direction of the nasal spine. 
'Where the tangents

intersect indicates the tþ of the nose þronasale). When placing the nasal bone tangent priority was

given to the superior rurfu". of the nasal bones as would be done with real skulls where complete

nasal bone profiles cannot usually be considered due to visualization limitations.

Method 2: Krogman (1962) method. Three times the length of the nasal spine (measured from

junction of the võmer and maxilla to the tip of the nasal spine (Taylor, 2001a)) is ad!9d to the average
"soft 

tissue depth (according to Rhine and colleagues (Rhine and Campbell, 1980; Rhine and Moore,

1984) as suggested by Tayior (2001a) at mid-philtrum (defined as a "midline point placed as high as

porríbl" befãie the cúrvature oithe anterior nasal spine begins" (Taylor, 2001a) following the general

àirection of the nasal spine (Taylor, 2001a). At the point of predicted nose projection a perpendicular

was drawn to indicate ihe level of nose projection (black arrow) as indicated by Taylor (2001a). Also

tested was a variation of this guideline by substituting the original nasal spine length for that

determined by the margin of the most prominent lateral nasal aperture line to the tip of the nasal spine

(nose estimation usingihis guideline indicated by gray affow - see methods for fi.rther explanation)'

Method 3: Prokopec/ubelaker (2002) method. The nasal aperture is divided nto 7 equal segments

along a line at rhinion (line B) that is parallel to the nasion-prosthion plane (line A). The distance from

line B to the edge of the aperture is measured and mirrored anteriorly. Two millimeters is added to

each of these measures, the-midline average soft tissue depths at nasion, mid-nasal bone, rhinion, and

subnasale (according to Helmer (19S4) are added, and the points joined, allowing the profile shape of
the nose and, hence, its projection to be estimated (Prokopec and llbelaker, 2002).

Method 4: George (1937) method. The distance from nasion to point A (the point of most flexion on

the maxilla in piofite; is measured. A percentage of this distance (60.5% for males and 560/o fot

females) is repiesented along a line parallel to the Frankfurt horizontal (line F) (George R.,2002,

p"..orrui comirunication) beginning at point X, which falls on the nasion-point A plane at the height

äf point AA (a point locateã midway along the inferior slope of the anterior nasal spine). A line

perpendicular to ihe Frankfurt horizontal is placed at the level of predicted nose projection.

Iì AA

I
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It appears that the authors first proposing these techniques (or at least fnst publishing them)

were: Gerasimov (1971) for rnethod I and 3, Krogman (1962) for rnethod 2, and George

(1937) for method 4. Gerasimov (1971) originally proposed method I for determining

pronasale position and nose projection while he used method 3 to determine the profile shape

of the nose. However, following descriptions of Prokopec and Ubelaker (2002) it seems

method 3 can also be used to indicate nose projection (see Fig. 16). Since Prokopec and

Ubelaker (2002) provide a detailed description of method 3, in this study they will be linked

with the technique, even though Gerasimov (1971) originally developed it. Methods I and 2

seem the most popular of the four methods, having been used by authors in many leading

texts, e.g., method l: Fedosyutkin and Nainys (1993), Gerasimov (197I), Prag and Neave

(tgg7); and method 2: Gatliff (1984), Gatliff and Taylor (2001), Taylor (2001a). Despite the

publication and broad use of all four methods of nose prediction, no accuracy/reliability tests

have been published and it therefore appears that at least some practitioners have blindly

followed informal observations of others. Although this is unavoidable in many instances, it is

not favorable since these soft tissue prediction guidelines may be far from the truth.

Virchow (1912; lg24) apparently "emphasized that the prominence of the nose cannot a priori

be predicted by the bony nose" (Macho, 1986; p.1392). However, Gerasimov (1971) p.5a

repofts that method I has been established as being reliable after "many years of work" and

that this guideline will generally give the position of the tip of the nose, but no evidence is

cited. Prag and Neave (lgg7), in contrast to Gerasimov (1971), have suggested that method I

only approximates nose projection rather than determines it reliably, but again no evidence is

provided. Stephan and Henneberg (2001) provide several examples in support for their

statement that method 1 results in an over prediction of nose projection, and unrealistically

large noses. It seems likely that method 4 may not be accurate in predicting actual nose

projection (George R., 2002, personal communication) because the method is based on
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"aesthetic" surgical methods of Goode that describe a 'balanced' nasal projection when the

nasofacial angle is at about 36o (Powell and Humphreys, 1984) which many individuals are

not expected to possess naturally (note: "balanced" and "aesthetic" are subjectively loaded

terms). However, in the three case examples presented by George (1987) method 4 appeared

to work fairly well. Taylor (2001a) has indicated that method 3 does not have any sound basis

in anatomy, yet uses method 2, which may also be questioned on similar grounds since no

reliable and/or specific hard/soft tissue relationships, at the present time, are known to exist

between the length of the nasal spine and the projection of the soft tissue of the nose.

While many authors (Fedosyutkin and Nainys, L993; Gerasimov, l97l; Prag and Neave,

1997; Taylor, 2001a) suggest that the nasal spine indicates if the nose points up, down or is

horizontal and use this relationship to predict nose projection/pronasale position, no formal

tests have been published. While it may be correct in a general sense, using a direct

relationship as in method 1 appears to be, at least, ambitious, given that most nose tips are

located considerably above the nasal spine (as easily seen from lateral head radiographs).

The aim of this study is to test, using lateral head cephalograms, the accuracy of the four

methods traditionally used in facial approximation to predict nose projection and/or pronasale

position and improve them if possible.

Melhods

The sample consists of 29 male (mean age24 years, s.d. l0 years) and 30 female (mean age

23 years, s.d. 5 years) lateral head cephalograms of Australians of European extraction,

randomly selected from the records of the Adelaide Dental Hospital and the University of

Adelaide. While this sample may be biased somewhat toward patients thought to require

orthodontic treatment, the sample also includes individuals who were not in need of treatment
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and who had been x-rayed for checkup. Since all individuals were drawn from the general

population and may be subject to a forensic enquþ, no attempt was made to lirnit the sample

to what may be considered "normal". That is, no individual was excluded if they displayed

malocclusions, prognathism/retrognathism, missing teeth, and/or were prelpost-operative.

Five tracings were made for each lateral cephalogram. First, one soft tissue and one hard

tissue tracing were made. Then, three duplications of the hard tissue tracing were made,

giving four identical dependent hard tissue tracings and one soft tissue tracing in total for each

lateral cephalogram. Tracings \ilere made using a 0.5mm FIB retractable pencil, and a

fluorescent light box in a darkened room with aperlure style shields to remove excess light

generated by the light box. Each individual's tracings were marked with three identical

reference points so that precise superimpositions could be made at a later time. The soft tissue

tracing was isolated from the other four tracings, which were used to estimate nose projection,

under blind conditions, according to methods described in Figure 16.

Tracing and measuring accuracies were assessed by comparing measurements of tracings and

independent re-tracings of l0 individuals. We chose to examine measurements that would be

used in the main experiment. The technical error of tracing/measurement was assessed as a

coefficient of variation of the enor (CVE). The CVE was calculated by taking the sum of the

squared differences between test and retest and dividing it by 2x the number of re-measured

individuals. The square root of the result was taken and divided by the mean of the test/retest

result of the first individual. Coefflrcients of variation of enor (CVE) were low for

measurements of the tracings indicating that the combined tracing and the measuring

techniques were rather repeatable (Table l3).
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Table 13: The technical error of tracing/measurement assessed as a coefficient of variation of the error

(cvE).
cvE (%)

x1
y1
Nasion to Rhinion 4

Nasion to Point A 2

Nasion to Point AA 1

Anterior tip of nasal sPine
to profile line of nasal aPerture 9

Areas of greatest variation appeared to be in determinin{tracing the orbit, external auditory

meatus, the lower anterior profile line of the nasal aperture, and the shape of the inferior

aspect of the nasal spine. Figure 17 shows superimpositions of two trace/retraces that indicate

the extremes of repeatabilþ observed. Over the l0 independent retraces, Frankfurt horizontal

repeatability was fairly high with the difference between tracings being on average 0 degrees

with a standard deviation of I degree.

A variation of method 2 (plus three times the distance from the tip of the nasal spine to the

border of the nasal aperture at its base) was included since on lateral cephalograms the

junction of the vomer with the maxilla can be indistinct (Fig. 13) and it was thought that the

aperture borders probably fall close to the vomer/maxilla junction. However, there is no

existing evidence for this relationship. Although the outline of the vomer bone could be

determined on some radiographs, it was generally difficult, and the precise point of the

vomer/maxilla junction was hard to indicate since the transition between the two bones was

smooth, showing little shape or density differences in profile. Figure 18 shows the delineation

of the nasal septum, and the relative position of the vomer/maxilla junction on an x-ray of a

dry skull. The anterior aspect of the perpendicular ethmoid plate was generally difficult to

determine in the lateral head radiographs due to hard- and soft tissue shielding, as was the

upper portion of the vomer bone. However, the distal portion of the vomer bone could be

determined on 44Vo of cephalograms and when it was, the length of the nasal spine to the

vomer/maxilla junction was estimated. This gave a sample size of 14 females (mean age 23
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years, s.d. 5 years) and 12 males (mean age 28 years, s.d. 15 years, range 19 to 72 years). The

border of the nasal aperture was also used for measuring nasal spine length in these and all

other cephalograms.

+

O

Figure 17:

0

+
(a) )

Selected superimpositions of independent tracings made from the samc radiograph

Note the placement of pronasale in each case indicated by the dash and highlighted by

the arrows. (a) shows high repeatabilþ superimpositions, although there is some

difference in the inferior aspect of the nasal bone and inferior aspect of nasal spine

curve. (b) shows low repeatability superimpositions, with differences between the

representation of the extemal auditory meatus, orbit margin, inferior aspect of nasal

spine curve, and mid portion of nasal aperture profile.
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Figure 18:

(a) (b) (c)

Nasal aperture and nasal septum delineation in lateral x-ray of dry skull

(a) shoïs an oblique phótographic image of the nasal aperture, vomer bone and

ierpendicular ethomoil plate. (b) shows the lateral x-ray of the skull with a pin

indicating vomer/maxilla junction held in place by Bostik Blu Tak@ (c) indicates the

anterior profrle line of the nasal septum (vomer bone and perpendicular ethmoid plate).

Once the soft tissue nose projection had been estimated on the hard-tissue tracings, the actual

soft tissue tracings \rere superimposed. Measurements were made for actual and predicted

nose projection/pronasale position using a Cartesian axis set up about the Frankfurt horizontal

(x) and a perpendicular at nasion (y) (Fig. 19). The most anterior point of the nose (i.e.,

pronasale/nose projection) was determined by bisecting the curve of the anterior most tip of

the nose as determined by sliding a perpendicular anteriorly along the plane of the Frankfurt

horizontal. Additional features to those used in estimating nose projection/pronasale were also

measured to determine if they explained any variance in pronasale position, these included:

the length of the nasal bones from nasion to rhinion; and the angle of the nasal bones from

nasion to rhinion with respect to the Frankfurt horizontal (Fig. 19). The angle of the nasal

spine and that of the soft tissue nasal septum was also measured with respect to the Frankfurt

horizontal (Fig. l9). All distance measures, but not angles, were reduced by a factor of 0.088

to obtain actual values since the cephalogram images were magnified by this factor in

comparison to life.
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Figure L9: Measurement of pronasale/nose projection and additional angles

Black lines indlcate those in the same plane as the Frankfurt horizontal or

perpendicular to it. "x" represents pronasale projection; ']" represents pronasale
;'h"ighf'; "a" indicates nasal bone angle; "b" indicates the soft tissue nasal septum

angle; and"c" indicates the nasal spine angle.

The predicted and acítal measures of nose projection/pronasale position were compared

statistically using paired and unpaired, two tailed, t-tests with significance levels set at

p<0.05, but altered according to the Bonferroni adjustment where necessary. Other measures

were anaþed using scatterplots and regression to try to determine more accurate ways of

predicting nose projection and pronasale position. All data analyses were conducted using

Microsoft Excel2000@.

Resalts

Actual pronasale position averaged: in males, x : 30'9 * 4.7mm, y : 44.3 + 3'5mm; and in

females, x:28.1r 4.1mm, y:43.0 + 3.5mm. Nose projection (x) was significantly different

between the sexes (p<0.05) while pronasale height (y) did not differ at statistically significant

levels (p>0.05).
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Table 14 summarizes the accuracy of methods l, (the variation oÐ 2,3, and 4. Table 15

summarizes the accuracies of method 2 using the vomer/maxilla junction instead of the profile

line of the nasal aperture. Overall, Method 4 (George) and 3 (Prokopec/tJbelaker) performed

best (error of about 2 t 4mm) with method 4 having slightly lower standard deviations of

error than method 3 (Table l4). The other methods performed much worse having either large

average e¡¡ors and/or large standard deviations of eror. Method I (Gerasimov) performed

worst of all having an average error of about 5mm and a standard deviation of error equal to

-9mm (Tables l4). Overall the methods predicted nose projection slightly better in males as

estimated values were less often statistically different from actual values, and had lower mean

enors than females (Table l4).

Table 14: Predicted nose projection compared to actual nose projection (mm)'

Males (n=29)

Actual Gerasimov (l) Krogman Variation (2) Prokopec (3) George (4)

30.9 97.2* 29.0 323 29.5

4.7 11.6 10.8 6.5 4'2

6.2 -1.9 1.4 -1.5

9.5 7.6 3.9 3.5

Females (n=30)

Actuat Gerasimov (1) Krogman Variation (2) Prokopec (3) George (4)

28.1 32.4* 24.0" 30'3* 25'3*

4.1 10.8 8.8 5.1 4.5

4.3 4.1 2.2 -2'8

8.4 7.0 3.9 2.4

' indicates statistically significant difference from actual values, p<0.01 (equivalent to p<0.05 after

Bonferroni adjustment for 5 tests)

X Average
SD
X Error
SD

X Average
SD
X Error
SD
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Table 15: Predicted nose projection compared to actual nose projection (mm)

Male sub-sample (n=12)

Actual Krogman (2)

X Average 31.1 25.4

sD 5.0 9.2

X Error '5.7

sD 6.4

Female sub-sample (n=1 4)

Actual
X Average
SD

X Error
SD

28.7

3.8

Krogman (2)

24.4

6.5
_4.3

6.0

' indicates statistically significant difference from actual values, p<0.05

Table 16 summarizes accuracies of methods 1 and 3 used to estimate pronasale position.

Accuracy for method 3 (Prokopec/[Jbelaker) was modest having an effor (shortest distance

between the predicted position of pronasale and the actual position) of about 5mm with a

standard deviation of about 2mm (Table 16). Method 1 (Gerasimov) performed poorly having

an average error of about llmm with a standard deviation of about 8mm. Overall, most

predicted averages were found to differ at statistically signifrcant levels from actual averages

(Tables 14 and 16).
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Table 16: Predicted pronasale position compared to actual pronasale position (mm)

Note that x values for methods (l) and (3) are repeated from Table 14.

Males (n=29)

Actual Gerasimov (l) Prokopec(3) Regression
32.3 31.1

6.5 3.7

1.4 0.2

3.9 2.7

45.8t M.7
3.4 2.8

1.6 0.4

2.6 2.3

4.6 2.3

1.9 1.7

44.2

X Average

SD

X Error
SD

Y Average
SD

Y Error
SD

Average shortest distance
SD

Females (n=30)

Actual
X Average 28.1

sD 4.1

X Error
SD

Y Average 43.0

SD 3.5

Y Error
SD

Average shortest dista nce

SD

Prokopec(3) Regression
30.3 28.0

5.1 3.1

2.2 -0.1

3.9 2.6

43.9t 42.3
3.5 3.1

1.0 -0.3

2.1 2.0

4.4 2.6

2.2 1.6

35

30.9
4.7

37.2',

11.6

6.2

9.5

51.7',1

7.7

7.5

6.4

11.8

9.0

32.4"

10.8

4.3

8.4

49.7'l
6.7

6.7

4.9

10.5
6.7

Gerasimov (l)

" indicates statistically significant difference from actual values, p<0.01 (equivalent to p<0.05 after

Bonferroni adjustment for 5 tests)

f indicates statistically significant difference from actual values, p<0.017 (equivalent to p<0.05 after

Bonferroni adjustment for 3 tests)

Nasal bone angle, measured between a line from nasion to rhinion and the Frankfurt

horizontal, was not related to soft tissue nose height measured vertically from pronasale to the

level of nasion (males 12: 0.00, females 12: 0.08), but was related to nose projection (males

f :0.52, females f :0.54). These relationships were slightly stronger than for those between

nose projection and the angle formed by the distal l/3'd of the nasal bones (males 12:0.32,

females r2 = 0.51). The distance between the tip of the nasal spine and the border of the nasal

aperture at its base also explained some of the variance in nose projection in both males (r2:
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0.35) and females (r2: 0.15). For males, the horizontal distance from rhinion to the most

posterior point on the nasal aperture prohle was related to nose projection (r2: 0.20). Using

these three variables for males çf : O.eA¡ and 2 for females (r2 : 0.58) regression equations

were generated (Fig. 20). For the sample studied, the regression equations were found to

predict nose projection better than the four traditional methods listed above and estimated

values did not differ from actual values at statistically signifrcant levels (average error for

both males and females : 0.0 !2.7mm, Table 16).

Figure 20:

r" S.E.

Pronasale projection:

Males x = -0.32(a) + 0.8s(b) - 0.A @) + 49.58

Females x: _0.41(a) + 0.37(b) + 49.87

0.66

0.58

2.80

2.70

e

Pronasale height:

Males and females V: C0.002(d) + 0.83)*(e) 0.64 2.17

b

Regression equations generated to predict pronasale position (x and y) in relation to

nasion and the Frankfurt horizontal
Image illustrates variables used in the equations. Black lines indicate those in the

samé plane as the Frankfurt horizontal or perpendicular to it. (a) : nasal bone angle,

as meãsured from nasion to rhinion, from the Frankfurt horizontal. (b): distance from

tip ofnasal spine to border ofnasal aperture (at its base). (c): distance from rhinion

tó most posterior point on nasal aperture border, measured perpendicular to the

nasion/prõsthion plane (see Line A, method 3, Fig. 16). (d) : nasal spine angle, as

-"u.urèd from ihe Frankfurt horizontal (positive if above Frankfurt horizontal;

negative if below). (e): distance of point X from nasion (also see Fig.16, method 4).

All linear measurements measured in millimeters at life size (i.e., radiographic

measures rescaled).
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It was also found that the ratio of vertical soft tissue pronasale height (pronasale to nasion (y))

to hard tissue nasal height (Point X to nasion) did not differ substantially being on average

0.82 + 0.05 in males and 0.84 + 0.04 in females. Nasal spine angle (as measured from the

Frankfurt horizontal) was found to explain some of the variance in the ratio (male s 12 : 0.26,

females f : 0.22) and when regression equations were generated (Fig. 20) they predicted

nasal height in this sarnple rather accurately with estimated values not differing from actual

values at statistically significant levels (average error for males : 0.4 + 2.3mm, average error

for females : -0.3 n 2.0mm, see Table 16). Despite some relationship to soft tissue nasal

height (see above), nasal spine angle was hardly related to the general direction of the

columella (males f : 0.07 , females 12: 0.05).

When the two regression equations generated in this study were used to position pronasale

from the skulls in this sample the average shortest distance between the predicted and actual

position (males :2.3 * l.7mm, females :2.6 + l.6mm) was much less and more accurate

than that given by the traditional methods (method 1: males : I 1.8 + 9.0mm, females : 10.5 +

6.7mm; method 3: males : 4.6 * l.9mm, females : 4.4 * 2.2mm, Table 16).

Díscussion

Irrespective of the planes used for measuring, the average sex specific values of nose

projection (x) tended to be -4mm smaller in this study in comparison to others (Genecov er

al., 1990; Nanda et al., 1990). However, nose height values (y) were -5mm larger in

comparison to those of Nanda and colleagues (1990). The same sexual dimorphism pattem

was found in this study as others with males having larger values than females (Genecov e/

a1.,1990; Nanda et a\.,1990; Posen, 1967; Subtelny, 1959). Consistent with the findings of

others (Genecov et a1.,1990; Nanda et a1.,1990), this study found differences between the

sexes to be about two times greater for nose projection (x) than nose height (y).
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Method 1: Gerasimov technique

This technique was highly unreliable, performing the worst of all four methods, and often

resulted in overestimation of nose projection as has been suggested previously (Stephan and

Henneberg, 2001). This is not surprising since the technique is rather subjective and imprecise

because it relies upon the "general directions" of two bones, yet many facial approximation

practitioners appear to regard this description as being precise enough for accurate replication

(e.g., Fedosyutkin andNainys,lgg3; Gerasimov,lg7l; Kustar, 1999; Prag andNeave, 1997).

It is suggested that this technique not be used to construct noses in future facial

approximations.

Method 2: Krogman technique

Both the actual technique and the variation reported in this paper performed rather badly,

being 3'd best out of 4 methods. Based on the evidence found in this sample, it seems that

these methods should not be used in future facial approximations. However, this

recommendation may be harsh because: (i) the determination of the vomer/maxilla junction

may be more accurate on real skulls than in radiographs; and (ii) that the distance to the

profile line of the nasal aperture does not indicate/corroborate any inaccuracy of the original

guideline since the two measures may not be the same.

However, it is worth noting that the variation of method 2 performed better than the original

technique although sample sizes are small for the latter (Tables 14 and 15). The difference

between the original technique and the variation of method 2, although statistically significant

0<0.05), was only 3mm, indicating that the difference between the two measures of nasal

spine length was only about lmm since the measures are multiplied by 3. The difference of

lmm does not appear to be significant because the error in determining the vomer/maxilla
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junction on real skulls may be of equal magnitude. For example, the dots Taylor (2001a) uses

to mark the vomer/maxilla junction are -lmm in diameter, and measurements from the dots

are not consistent, that is, not always from the dot's center or its distaVproximal border (see

Taylor (2001a), p. 393). Therefore, this evidence seems to indicate that both method 2 and its

variation should not be used in future facial approximations.

This study demonstrates a significant limitation of the Krogman method because it relies on

multiplying the nasal spine length by 3, which magnifies any error by three times.

Furthermore, the use of the mid-philtrum soft tissue depth seems illogical when it is not

directly related to the nose and more directly associated depths exist, like that at subnasale

(see Helmer, 1984). In addition, placing the mid-philtrum depth so it follows the general

direction of the nasal spine as indicated by Taylor (2001a) seems problematic since soft tissue

mid-philtnrm is actually located inferiorly to hard tissue mid-philtrum (George,1993). From

images provided by Taylor (2001a) and Gatliff and Taylor (2001), it can be seen that the mid-

philtrum depth is often placed at the level of soft tissue subnasale, which is unrealistic. Using

the mid-philtrum depth to represent subnasale is inaccurate since the subnasale depth appears

to be about -5mm greater than that reported by Rhine and Moore (1984) at mid-philtrum

(Helmer, l9S4). In Figure 12.25, p.394, used by Taylor (2001a) to specifically describe the

determination of nose projection the mid-philtrum marker actually falls well above subnasale

(see Fig.21), which clearly contradicts the directions of Rhine and Campbell (1980) forthe

placement of this soft tissue depth marker.
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X'igure 21: Determination of nose projection according to Taylor
Image drawn after Taylor (2001a) Fig. 12.25, p .394. Note that the mid-philtrum soft
tissue depth marker falls at subnasale and the upper lip margin marker falls at about

mid-philtrum.

Other inaccuracies may also be introduced by the use of large cumbersome rubber cylinders

to mark soft tissue depths as recoÍrmended by Taylor (2001a) and Gatliff et al. (Gatlift 198a;

Gatliff and Snow, 1979; Gatliff and Taylor, 2001), since they sometimes cannot be placed

flush against the skull at particular anatomical locations, like nasion and subnasale (Fig.22a),

and because when glued to the skull they follow bone contours rather than actual directions of

soft tissue measurement (see Fig.22b). An alternative that seems more appropriate is to make

a precise plaster or acrylic skull cast, and bore holes to properly locate small diameter,

pointed, soft tissue markers (e.g., stainless steel nails or sharpened plastic/wood rods) placed

at realistic angles (see Fig. 22b). Using a skull cast for the basis of clay facial approximation

is also advantageous since the original can be referred to during the process (Taylor R

personal communication) and fragile skulls are not put at risk of breaking due to the weight of

the clay (Taylor, 200Ia).
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(a) (b)

I'igure22z Soft tissue depth markers
(a) use of large rubber cylinders. Inset highlights inaccurate representation. Image

reproduced from Taylor (2001a) with reprint permission by K. Kinkade; (b) use of
small diameter sharpened plastic rods inserted at realistic angles on a high precision
skull cast.

Method 3: Prokopec/Ubelaker technique

This technique performed rather well, however, standard deviations of error were higher than

that of method 4. While pronasale prediction was considerably more accurate than that of

method l, new methods described in this paper performed better. Therefore, this method

should not be used if the regression equations described here, or method 4, canbe. Despite the

accuracy of this method in predicting pronasale position, observations made in this study

suggest that much caution should be used when employing this method to predict profile nose

shape as suggested by Prokopec and Ubelaker (2002) and Gerasimov (1971)'

Method 4: George technique

This method estimated nose projection well being the best of the four methods studied. The

success of this method seems to be attributable to the finding that nose projection did not vary

considerably or consistently with nasion-point A height. Since this technique was based on
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considerably or consistently with nasion-point A height. Since this technique was based on

methods to predict aesthetically pleasing nose projections it seems surprising that the method

worked so well. The accuracy of this technique appears to indicate that either: natural nose

projections are aesthetic for the majority of the population; or that the sample studied

happened to possess "aesthetic noses" despite its random selection.

General discussion

Two out of the four traditional methods of facial approximation used to predict nose

projection and/or pronasale position were inaccurate. It seems that new methods reported in

this study predict nose dimensions better than the other two traditional methods that were

quite accurate (methods 3 and 4). However, these regression equations need to be tested in

other samples before they can be considered robust. It therefore seems that either the new

methods reported here or the methods of George (1987) and Prokopec and Ubelaker (2002)

can be used to estimate nose projection and/or pronasale position with a rather high degree of

accuracy in future facial approximations.

When estimating nose projection from dry skulls caution may be needed if the distal ends of

the nasal bones have changed shape as a result of dehydration (Taylor R., 2001, personal

communication). We have noticed arching of the nasal bones in the coronal plane after

processing and drying of skulls with long nasal bones (like those of koalas, possums, and

kangaroos), but this phenomenon is yet to be systematically measured and verified in humans.

Since human nasal bones are rather short and robust in comparison to other mammals the

amount of dehydration related change may be minimal - however, the possibilþ that it may

occur should not be disregarded. If it does cause significant changes then the soft tissue

relationships of the hydrated nasal skeletal profile found in this study are probably different

from those that exist between hydrated (living) soft tissues and dehydrated (dry) skulls.
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The furding that the two most popular methods of determining nose projection/pronasale

position are inaccurate suggests that many facial approximations have been made with

inaccurate noses. It also suggests that practitioners using various methods will generally

produce, on average, noses with different projections, e.g., method I leads to further

projecting noses than method 2. Some support may be found for this in the literature' For

example, profile images of facial approximations by Neave (Prag and Neave,1997), who uses

method l, typically appear to have slightly more projecting noses than that typically

represented on facial approximations by Gatliff (Gatliff and Taylor, 2001), who uses method

2. It is worth noting here that frontal images are of little use in evaluating nose projection

because lighting shadows often produce misleading impressions (see for example Gatliff and

Taylor (2001); Fig. 13.48, p.aæ). Given that popular methods of nose projection used in this

sfudy lead in some instances to extreme and even unrealistic estimations of nose projection in

a sample of 59 individuals, it is expected that some facial approximations in the literature

would also display unreal nose projections if guidelines were objectively followed. However,

this appears not to be the case and suggests that either: facial approximations with unrealistic

noses are not published; or facial approximation practitioners in some instances "curb"

guidelines (maybe unconsciously) when the noses they predict seem unrealistic. If the latter is

done, it seems reasonable given that facial approximation attempts to build a face as accurate

as possible, however, one has to wonder why specific nose projection guidelines \ilere ever

used in the first place if they require subjective adjustments to be made ad libitum?
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Eyeball Projection

This chapter formed the basis for a full-length paper publication in the Journal of Forensic

Sciences, 2002 (Appendix 5).

Introduction

Besides the placement of average soft tissue pegs, one of the first procedures in any facial

approximation is to locate the eyes within the orbit. Eyeball (or globe) positioning takes place

in three planes: (i) the medio-lateral plane; (ii) the superio-inferior plane; and (iii) the anterio-

posterior plane. Traditionally, globe location in the medial-lateral and superior-inferior planes

has been accomplished by central positioning of the pupil (Gatliff, 1984; Gatliff and Taylor,

2001; Krogman, 1962; Taylor, 2001a), which can also be achieved according to methods of

(Eisenfeld et a1.,1975).In the anterio-posterior plane, the globe has been placed by aligning

the most anterior part of the cornea with an "imaginary" tangent from the superior to the

inferior orbital rim (Gatliff, 1984; Gatliff and Taylor, 200I; Krogman, 1962; Taylor, 2001a)

(Fie. 23).

Figure 23: Eyeball projection determined according to traditional methods
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Despite the publication and promotion of the above positioning guidelines, there appear to be

no published tests of these methods, by the original authors or by any other authors, in the

scientific literature. It therefore appears that these guidelines have been based on untested

observations and other facial approximation practitioners have followed the method blindly

(e.g., Gatlifr, ß84; Gatliff and Taylor,200l; Stephan and Henneberg, 2001; Taylor, 2001a)'

Consequently, the accuracy and reliability of these facial approxirnation guidelines are

unknown.

Experience of the author indicates that adherence to these globe positioning guidelines results

in an under representation of globe projection and distance between the pupils. However, here

only the projection of the globe in the anterio-posterior plane will be adressed. It seems

worthy to note that while palpebral ligament attachments (Stewart, l9S3) and the canthi of the

eyelid (Angel and Krogman cited in (Caldwell, 1986)) may be useful to some extent for globe

positioning in the mediolateral plane, these features offer little use for determining globe

position in the superio-inferior and anterio-posterior planes because these structures are not

directly associated with the globe itself. If the palpebral ligament attachments and the

locations of the canthi are used to position the eyeball in these two planes then unjustifiable

assumptions must be made concerning curvatures of eyelid borders (for globe positioning in

the superio-inferior plane) and eye proptosis (for anterio-posterior globe positioning).

Exophthalmometry, appears to be useful in determining globe position in the anteriror-

posterior plane since it involves the measurement of the anterior protrusion of the globe in

living subjects using standard instruments and methods. Exophthalmometry studies began as

early as the 1870's (Emmert, 1870; Keyser, 1870), twenty-five years before scientific facial

approximations began in 1895 (His, 1895b) so it is somewhat su¡prising that methods and

knowledge have not been used previously with regard to facial approximation.
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In exophthalmometry, globe projection measures are most commonly taken using a Hertel's,

or Luedde's exophthalmometer (Fig. 2 ). Both exophthalmometers are used to measure the

projection of the globe from the deepest point on the lateral orbital rim/s to the anterior most

point of the cornea (Barretto and Mathog,1999; Davanger, 1970; Drews, 1957).

'When measuring, the exophthalmometer is placed fïrmly against the orbital rim and the

projection of the cornea read off the scale. The lateral rim is chosen since it appears to have a

thin covering layer of soft tissue regardless of the size or weight of the body (Knudtzon,

lg49). However, using the lateral rim as a reference point is somewhat dubious because, in

reality, it is not frxed (Davanger, 1970) (i.e., the lateral orbital rim position varies across

individuals due to variation in skull growth; consequently a normal globe projection may, for

example, be interpreted as being pathologically large if the lateral orbital rim is posteriorly

displaced in comparison to the rest of the skull). Cohn (1865), who is reported to be the first

to construct an exophthalmometer (Davanger, !970), originalty used the lateral orbital wall,

however, he found it not to represent the "ideal plane" since it was often asymmetric between

1eft and right sides and so he built a new exophthalmometer two years later that used the

superior orbital margin as the reference (Cohn, lS67). However, others have reported that the

supraorbital rim is just as variable as the lateral orbital rim (Keyser, 1900). Several other

reference points have also been proposed (Drews,1957), however, the lateral orbital wall is

the most commonly used today because of the advantages listed above.

Although the accuracy of Hertel's Exophthalmometer has been challenged (Davanger, 1970),

it is one of the most commonly used instruments to measure globe proptosis and has the

advantages that: it is easy to operate; it measures both eyes simultaneously; and has cross

hairs that allow correction for parallax (Quant and Woo, 1992). Despite the most likely source

of error when using Hertel's exophthalmometer being misplacement of the instrument's foot
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plates (Davanger, lg70), both the Hertel's and Luedde's exophthalmometers are reported to

have a measurement accuracy of about lmm (Bertelsen, 1954; Drews, 1957; Musch et al',

1985), with the lowest reported error being 0.5mm (Drews, 1957). However, the accuracy of

the Hertel instrument starts to decrease if the transverse bar is not parallel to the frontal plane

(usually caused by asymmetrical orbits) (Drews, 1957)'

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 24: Example of an Luedde's exophthalmometer
so double scale (one scale on each side of
ntire length of exophthalmometer; (b) superior

exophthalmometer and double scale that is aligned

for reading to reduce effor as a result of parallax; (c) clinical use of

exophthalmometer.

The aims of this study are: (i) to determine if there are any previously published papers that

directly support, or refute, the facial approximation guideline for determining globe

projection; and (ii) to determine if reported measures of globe projection from the lateral orbit

correspond to the tangent from the superior and inferior orbital rims as predicted by the

traditional facial approximation method.

, rrrrrlrr{lrrulrr[lrlrlr r[lrrrrlrr!l
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Methods

A search of the ophthalmology and related literature was conducted for papers reporting globe

projection values in normal healtþ adults. Searches were conducted using Medline, Cunent

Contents, and reference lists of exophthalmometry papers. Of those papers found,

exophthalmometry values were collated in a database. Table 17 summarizes those papers and

displays, where possible, sex specific averages, sample sizes, standard deviation and type of

exophthalmometer used. Decimal places, as presented in reviewed articles, are presented in

Table 17.

To establish if exophthalmometry values, as measured from the lateral orbital rim, correspond

to the guideline used in facial approximation, measurements were also taken on crania from

the deepest point of the lateral orbital rim to the tangent from the mid-superior to the mid-

inferior orbital rim. Twenty-eight Caucasoid adult crania (as determined using standard

osteological methods, e.g., sharpness of nasal sill; "pitchittg" of nasal bones; breadth of nasal

aperture; shape of orbits; and degree of supraorbital ridge development etc. (see Briggs , 1998;

Gill, 1998; Gill and Rhine, 1990; Krogman and Iscan, 1986; Stewart, 1979a; White,2000)

were used in the analysis. No attempt was made to separate this sample into sexes or ages

because of its small size.

The mid orbital tangent was represented on the skulls using a plastic rod, fixed in the mid-

sagittal plane of the left orbit using Bostik Blu-Tack@, placed over the plastic rod (Fig. 25a).

A metal ruler was then used to measure the distance of the mid point of the rod from the

deepest point on the lateral orbital rim (Fig. 25blc). Before measuring, all skulls were

inverted, but placed in a position equivalent to the natural head position (splanchnocranium

rotated superiorly by -5 degrees in comparison to the Frankfurt horizontal). The skull was
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also placed as symmetrically as possible according to methods of Drews (1957) using the

intermaxillary suture, the foramen magnum, and the two glenoid fossae.
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Table 17: Summary table of exophthalmometry studies found

Exophthalrnometer r¡sed

Hedel
Herlel and Luedde

htRl
Hertel
Hertel
Hertel
Herlel

Rhodenstock apperatus
Hertel

Luedde
Hedel
Herlel
Hertel
Own

Hertel
Herlel
Heñel
Hetel
Otvn

Hertel
Hertel
Hertel

Rollet-Durand
Satler and Hering

Olvn

Not Specified / Other
Male Female

15.18 t 2.16 (n=1 '16) 14 82 r 'l 98 (n=185)

'15.2 +,2I (n=79)

16.66 * 1.86 (n=120) 15 57 r 1 78 (n=123)

13.5 15

16.5't *2 26 (n=102) 16 01 + 1 73 (n=101)

17.3 (n=100)

14-16

15.9 (n=65)

18 I (n=1000)
18.0 (n=200)

14.4 (n=324) 14 I (n=76)
16-17 (n=4500)

16 67 (rr=300) 15.68 (n=225)
12-14 (n=200)

15 (n=120) 14.5 (n=30)
13.6 (n=12)

1 4 (n=24)
12-14 tn=2001

Black American
Male Female

18.49+3.08 (n=1 13) 17 82+2 57 (n=241)
17.9 t2.86 17 1 !.2.71

18.23 t2 26 (rr=33) 17.27 +1.44 (n=28)

1B20 r.2 97 (n=139) 17.46 r 2.64 (n=170)

18 (n=47)

White Americalr
Male Female

15.51 +2.59 (n=127) 15.41 12 34 (n=200)
16.0 t 2.30 14.7 x 1.92

147t17 (n=51) 17.0r2.9 in=87)

17.00 t2 65 (n=34) 15.98 t2.22 (n=31)

16 (n=53)

17 1 t 2.08 (n=263) 16.8 * 2.05 (n=99)

Author (date published)

Bolanos-Gil-de Nlontes et a/. (1999)
Baretto and Malhog (1999)

Goldberg et at (1999)
Guant and \&oo (1992)

Dunsky (1992)

Majekodunmi and Oluwole (1989)
Bogren el at (1986)

Fledelius and Stubgaard (1986)
Migliori and Gladslone (1984)

de Juan et ai. (1980)
Brown and Douglas (1975)

Drescher-Bened¡cl (1950)'
Knudtzon (1949)

Gormaz (1946)

Soley (1942) f
Ruedemann (1936)'

Wagener (1934)
Lee (1930) f

Jackson (1921)'
Helmbold (1916) t
Woods (1915) T

Eirnbaum (1915) t
Geraud (1912) f

Birch-Hirschfeld (1900) t
Emmert fl870ì
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The metal ruler was wide enough to be placed, simultaneously, on the lateral orbital rim and

directly beside the rod (Fig. 25c). Measures were rounded to the nearest millimeter. This

technique is similar to that employed when using Luedde's Exophthalmometer. Every effort

was made to ensure the ruler was in the sagittal plane, as any deviation from it would

introduce etror, as would be the case if using Luedde's exophthalmometer (Davanger, 1970;

Drews, 1957).

Figure 25:

(a) (b) (c)

Eyeball projection determined according to the mid superior and mid inferior orbital

margins
(a) Representation of the tangent (connecting the superior and inferior orbital rims in its

sagittal plane) by plastic rod and held in place with Bostik Blu-Tack@ placed over the

rod. (b) measurement of the dist¿nce from the deepest portion of the lateral orbital rim
to the tangent. (c) close up inferior-oblique view of the orbit showing the scale directly

beside the rod and touching the lateral orbit while being held in the sagittal plane. In this

case the projection of the tangent would be read as 13mm.

Exophthalmometry values were then compared to the tangent-orbit measures made. For

exophthalmometry studies that were conducted on adult Caucasoid samples and reported,

means, sample sizes, and standard deviations; two-sample t-tests were used to determine if

statistically significant differences existed in comparison to the tangent-orbit measures made

in this study. Significance was initially set at p<0.05 but altered according to the Bonferroni

adjustment (i.e., since 11 tests were conducted, signihcance was taken at p<0.0045).
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Results

A paper by Goldberg et al. (1999), using MRI techniques and a sample of 79 individuals,

found that the anterior corneal surface falls, on average, 3.6 t 3.3 mm anterior to the superior

orbital rim and I1.3 I 3.3 rnm anterior to the inferior orbital rim. This observation shows that

the facial approximation guideline of the tangent fiom the superior to inferior orbital rims

under-represents actual globe projection in the vast majority of cases.

The average distance from the left lateral orbital rim to the tangent connecting the superior

and inferior mid-sagittal orbital margins, as measured on 28 Caucasoid adult skulls, was l2'5

mm (SD 1.5 mm). This value was less than the average globe projection (76.2 mm, SD 2'3

mm) reported by the exophthalmometry literature (Table 18). Comparisons of tangent-orbit

measures made in this study to reports of exophthalmometry in similar samples showed

highly statistically significant differences (p<0.006) in every case (Table 18)' This further

supports the conclusion that the facial approximation guideline for anterior globe projection is

inaccurate. The magnitude of this difference (4nun) also appears to be considerable in relation

to other orbital measures like eye fissure length and height. Figure 26 illustrates the conect

positioning of a prosthetic eyeball on a skull in comparison to the incorrect position obtained

using traditional methods.
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Table 1g: Comparison of exophthalmometry measures taken on Caucasoid adults to the tangent-

orbitmeasuresmadeinthisstudyusingtwo-samplet-tests.

p<n accordin g

Þrz¡l sd rh odl
Strrdv sex nev

Goldberg et a/. (1999)

Barretto and Mathog (1999)

Barretto and Mathog (1999)

Fledelius and Stubgaard (1986)

Fledelius and Stubgaard (1986)

Migliori and Gladslone (1984)

Migliori and Gladslone (1984)

Brown a nd Dou glas (1 975)

Brown a nd Dou glas (1 975)

Knudlzon (1949)

all

male
female

male
female

male
female

male
female

male

79

34

31

102
101

127
200
51

87

263

15.20

17.00
15.98

16.51

1601
16.51

15.41

14.70
17.00

17.10

2.80
2.65
2.22
2.26
1.73

2.59
2.34

1.7t
2.9t
2.O8

6.48
8.48
7.21

11 .16

10.64

11 .05

8.95
6.06
10.76

1476

0 0005 (0.0055)

0.0085 p.0055)
0.0005 (0.0055)

0 0005 (0.0055)

0.0005 (0.0055)

0 0005 (0 0055)

0.0005 (0.0055)

0.0005 (0.0055)

0 0005 (0.0055)

0 0005 (0.0055)

le 16 1Knu

Total all 1174 16.20 23O

tangent-orbit measures made in
this studY all 28 12.43 1.53

d
FJ*.

r
,

(a) (b)

Figure 26: Difference in globe position as a result of using either exophthalometry measures (a) or

traditional facial approximation methods (b) on the same skull

A Luedde's exophtiralmometer indicates anterior comea distance from the lateral orbital

rim in both cases. Note that camera position has changed with globe protrusion to

ensure alignment of double scale of exopthalmometer'

Discussion

previously published MRI data (Goldberg et al., Lggg), and measurements taken from skulls

in this study in conjunction with published exophthalmometry studies (Table 17 & l8)'

indicate that the traditional facial approximation guideline for determining globe projection is

inaccurate and is likely to underestimate the position of the cornea by more than 2'5mm

(average underestimation : 3.7mm). It is, therefore, suggested that the traditional facial
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approximation guideline should be replaced by exophthalmometry values as measured from

the lateral wall of the olbit.

Exophthalmometry values, as measured from the lateral orbital wall, appear to be useful to

facialapproximation practitioners since they have been comprehensively studied. Values have

been calculated for numerous adult populations including: Chinese (Quant and Woo, 1992);

Mexican (Bolanos Gil de Montes et al.,1999); White American (Barretto and Mathog,1999);

Black American (Barretto and Mathog, 1999); and African (Majekodunmi and Oluwole,

1989). Studies also cover a relatively wide range of age groups. Fledelius and Stubgaard

(1986) give values for children from 5 to 20 years, Nucci et al. (1989) give values for children

aged 3 to 10 years, and Gerber et al. (1972) provide values from 10 to14 years of age.

Although not shown in Table 17, many of the samples used by these studies have also been

divided into age groups. Furthermore, globe projection has been shown to increase up until

the late teenage years (about 17 years of age) when they reach adult values (Fledelius and

Stubgaard, 1936). Values also appear to be slightly greater (1 to 2mm) for American Blacks

than Whites (Table l7). Average male values appear to be consistently larger than females,

however, the differences are generally not more than 1 mm (Jackson,l92l), being about the

same as published instrument errors (Bertelsen, 1954; Drews, 1957; Musch et al., 1985),

indicating that this difference may not be real. It is also commonly reported that globe

projection is larger on the right side (Drews, 1957; Gerber et al., 1972; Y*tudtzon, 1949;

Quant and Woo, 1992; Schlabs, 1915) but this asymmetry is not usually more than about

2mm in Whites (de Juan et al., 1980; Dunsþ, 1992; Fledelius and Stubgaard, 1986;

Knudtzon, 1949; Migliori and Gladstone, 1984; Nucci et al., 1989; Quant and Woo, 1992)

and Mexicans (Bolanos Gil de Montes et a\.,1999), and about 3mm in Blacks (Bogren et al.,

1976; de Juan et al.,l9S0). Asymmetries of 3-4 mm have, however, been recorded in normal

healtþ subjects (Bogren et a1.,1986; Majekodunmi and Oluwole, 1989). Majekodunmi and
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Oluwole (1989), and Fledelius and Stubgaard (1936) report more proptosis of the leftrather

than the right side. However, other authors report that the difference between the sides is not

statistically significant (Dunsþ, 1992; Migliori and Gladstone, 1 984).

In general, weak to no correlation in exophthalmometry values have been found for height (de

Juan et a1.,1980; Majekodunmi and Oluwole, 1989; Migliori and Gladstone, 1984; Quant and

Woo, l9g2),head length (Quant and Woo, 1992),head width (Quant and Woo, 1992), temple

width (Quant and Woo, lg92) and weight (de Juan et a1.,1980; Majekodunmi and Oluwole,

1989), but stronger correlations have been found for inter-orbital distance (Bertelsen, 1954;

Quant and vy'oo, 1992) and corneal pituitary distance (Bogren et a1.,1986).

Bertelsen (1954) has suggested, from measurements he made, that proptosis can be predicted

by adding lmm to 15mm for every 4mm that pupillary distance increases beyond 61mm (and

to remove 1mm from l5mm for every 4mm that the pupillary distance is less than 6lmm),

however, error rates are not reported. It has been suggested that globe projection increases

with shallower orbits (Dunsþ, 1992;Emmert, 1870; Migliori and Gladstone, 1984) and this

has been proposed as a possible determinant of the higher exophthalmometry measures in

blacks (Dunsþ, 1992; Emmert, 1870; Migliori and Gladstone, l9S4). The possibilþ exists

that correlated measures may be useful in predicting individual values of globe projection,

however, more research in this area is needed'

It seems illogical that some previous exophthalmometry studies report distances to two

decimal places (see Table 17) considering that the error of measurement is about 0.5 to lmm

(Bertelsen, 1954; Drews, 1957; Musch et al.,l9S5). It is, therefore, suggested that in facial

approximation exophthalmometry values only be used to 0.5mm accuracy. It is also unlikely
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that eyeballs can be located beyond this precision in three-dimensional clay approximations

anyway

It may be considered by some that the inaccuracy of the traditional guideline, probably not

much more than about 4mm on average, is quite small and may not be of significance if it

does not affect facial approximation recognition. However, this appears not to be the case.

Firstly, a differenc e of 4 mm is fairly large when dealing with small features of the face such

as the eyes. For example, it is equal to -13%o of the eye length, en-ex, (Farkas et al.,I994a)

and -37Yo of eye height, ps-pi, (Farkas et al., 1994a). Secondly, elrors are introduced into the

facial approximation each time a feature is built. Therefore, this error will accumulate as

many features are approximated and cause the final lacial approximation to largely differ

from the actual target individual, probably resulting in misidentifications (Stephan and

Henneberg, 2001). Consequently, it seems important to limit the error introduced in all facial

approximation guidelines to make facial approximations as exaet and recognizable as

possible.

The complete absence of papers referencing exophthalmometry studies in the facial

approximation literature, and the use of a guideline that deviates from, and is unsupported by

mainstream ophthalmology, are rather surprising. It indicates that facial approximation

practitioners have blindly followed methods suggested by others, ignoring relevant

exophthalmometry literature that uses accurate and reliable methods @ertelsen, 1954; Drews,

1957; Musch et a1.,1935). This is surprising for two reasons: (i) a major priority of facial

approximation practitioners would appear to be comprehensive and up to date knowledge and

understanding of the anatomy and soft/hard tissue relationships of all facial features; and (ii)

if facial approxirnation is really a blend of science and art as it is reported to be (Taylor,

2001a),"facial approximationists" should be conducting frequent litetature reviews in an
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attempt to keep pace with new scientific knowledge and review it in a logical and scientific

manner. It appears that the lack of a thorough literature review and/or logical assessment of it

has, in this case, led to the use of an inaccurate technique for the last 40 years despite more

reliable and accurate scientiflic methods that have existed for the last 80+ years. Data directly

refuting the facial approximation guideline for globe projection have also been available since

1 999 (Goldberg et al., 1999).

Since this research on globe projection has been conducted and published, independent

investigators have repeated the results obtained here using their own methods. Wilkinson and

Mautner (2003) report from MRI measurements that the traditional globe projection guideline

underestimates actual globe projection by 3.9mm, as comprlred to the aveÍa9e underestimation

of 3.7mm reported in this thesis. E. Craig (2003) has suggested that the traditional globe

projection guideline was not inaccurate because if it is used to position the iris, correct globe

projection is achieved. However, it is clear in the literature that the traditional guideline

described predicts the anterior cornea, not the iris; see Krogman (1962) p.266, Krogman and

Iscan (1986) p.429,Taylor (2001b) p. 381, Gatliff and Taylor (2001) p.429, Gatliff and Snow

(1979) p.29, or Gatliff (198 \ P. 328.

Superciliare Position

This chapter formed the basis for a full-length paper publication in Forensíc Science

International, 2002 (APPendix 6).

IntroducÍìon

Another guideline that has been suggested for facial approximation is that superciliare (the

most superior part of the eyebrow) is located directly above the lateral point of the iris

(Taylor, 2001a) (Fig. 27). This guideline has also been used in the past to cosmetically

position the arch of the female eyebrow when plucking or waxing (Campsie, 1997; Campsie,
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1998) and a similar guideline has been used in plastic surgery with superciliare being aligned

based on the lateral limbus, which lies near the lateral ilis (Brennan, 1980; Ellenbogen,I9S3;

Powell and Humphreys, 1934). The guideline of superciliare being located above the most

lateral point of the iris may be close to the truth since the arch of the eyebrow generally

appears directly above the eye.

Figure 27: Guideline for determining superciliare from the lateral iris

Few studies have been conducted on the eyebrows. Rozprym (L%$ has presented a general

study of eyebrow morphology (and eyelashes) in over 500 individuals describing eyebrow

form and providing classifications for them which appear to be useful. Rosprym (1934) found

large variations in eyebrow form between individuals. Oestreicher and Hurwitz (1990) have

also conducted studies on the position of the eyebrow, but did not specifically address

superciliare position. They studied the right eyebrow on 46 males and 30 females (Oestreicher

and Hurwitz, 1990). Their results indicated that mid eyebrow height tended to decrease with

age with respect to the superior orbital rim, although the trend was not statistically significant

þ>0.05). The difference between the young (<40 years) and old groups (>59 years) was only

0.7lmm. However, females were found to have eyebrows, which were higher than males at

statistically signifìcant levels (males : -3.23mm, females : -0'99mm, "-" fuldicates brow

position below the superior orbital rim, p<0.004).
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This study aims to determine the accuracy and reliability of the traditional facial

approximation guideline to position superciliare, both metrically and non-metrically, using

photogrammetric methods.

Melhods

One hundred and twenty eight participants, aged 18 to 30 years, average 21.4 yearc (SD 3.8

years), were photographed on the craniofacial rig described above. Frontal photographs of

participants (in a relaxed, natural head position, with lips closed) were taken. Photographs

were scanned into a computer using a Nikon@ SF-2000 slide scanner and measured in Adobe@

Photoshopt 6.0. The resultant pictures were 1,200 pixels in width, and 1,803 pixels in height.

All images were rotated as required so that the mid-saggital plane, as defined by Farkas

(1994c), was exactly vertical. Superciliare \ryas defined as the most readily determinable

superior point of the eyebrow when all of the face could be seen using a Diamond View@

l995SL 483mm monitor. The horizontal distance from the lateral iris to superciliare was

measured on each side of the face (Fig.28). Four othermeasures were taken to determine if

there was any relationship between them and the position of superciliare. Those measures

were: the distance from the midline to the pupil center; the distance from midline to alare; the

distance from rnidline to cheilion; and the vertical distance between the endocanthion and

stomion (Fig. 2S). All measures were adjusted by a scaling factor of 4.975124 @. 52) to

obtain actual values in millimeters.
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Figure 28: Measurements taken in this superciliare study
(a) distance of superciliare from lateral iris border, "4" was positive if it
fell lateral to the lateral iris and negative if it fell medial; (b) the distance

from the midline to the pupil center; (c) the distance from midline to

alare; (d) the distance from midline to cheilion; (e) the vertical distance

between the endocanthion and stomion.

Participants were also asked to indicate if they plucked/waxed their eyebrows and in which

location they did so according to Figure 29. Although plucking in region 2 has the potential to

dramatically alter the position of superciliare the decision was made not to exclude these

individuals since they may also be subject of a forensic inquiry.

Figure 29: Illustration of the zones used to describe eyebrow plucking/waxing.

F-tests and histograms were used to compare data before the use of the relevant t-test (either

equal or unequal variance). Significance was initially set at the 95Yo confidence level but
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altered according to the Bonferroni adjustment. Pearson's correlations were also calculated

between the position of superciliare from the lateral iris and the other measurements.

Resulîs

Overall, superciliare was found to be approximately 2.7 mm lateral to the lateral iris.

However, values showed a large distribution resulting in high standard deviations (1 SD : 5.0

mm). Table l9 summarises the results for each sample. No statistically signifrcant differences

in horizontal superciliare location were detected between the sides or the populations of

origin. There were, however, statistical significant differences between the sexes for all

populations (P<0.017).On average, male superciliares were 3.5mm more lateral to the iris

than in females and had smaller standard deviations (Table 19). Non-metrically, 80% of right

superciliares could be found in the region between the pupil center and the exocanthion. For

the left superciliare, almost 70% could be found between the pupil center and the

exocanthion.

Table 19: Summary table of horizontal distance from superciliare to the lateral iris for males and

females separated by population of origin.

Male European
Female European
Male Aeian
Female Asian
Other male individuals
Other female individuals
Total Male
Total Female
Total

Right side (mm)
Average S.D
4.4 2.7

0.7 4.8

4.9 4.5

2.3 5.2

6.4 3.6

0.4 4.4
4.8 3.5
1.1 4.9
2.7 4.7

Leftside (mm)
Average S.D
4.2 3.7

0.9 6.3
5.8 2.5

2.5 5.1

4.1 3.0
-0.8 2.8

4.8 3.2

1.2 5.8

2.7 5.2

n
27
48
20
19

7

7

54

74
128

Other measures showed weak correlations with superciliare, however, actual superciliare

values were disparate and therefore attempts at its prediction were unsuccessfi¡I. As a result,

this aspect of the study will not be further discussed.
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Overall, few males reported eyebrow manipulation. Of those that did (15% of male Europeans

and 5%o of Asians) most removed hair in zone 1 (see Fig. 29). Sixty-five percent of female

Europeans removed eyebrow hatr, 23%o of this group removing hair in zone 2. Eighty four

percent of female Asians removed eyebrow hair,47%o removing hair from zone 2. The fernale

European sample was the only group large enough to test for differences between those that

removed portions of their eyebrow and those that did not. No statistically significant results

were found between these groups, although averages were closer to the lateral iris for those

females who removed eyebrow hair (Right side : 0.13mm, Left side : 0.32mm) in

comparison to those that did not (Right side : l.79mm, Left side = 2.02mm). This suggests

that these females may have represented the traditional facial approximation guideline well

only because they plucked there eyebrow hair following cosmetic guidelines (e.g., Campsie,

1997; Campsie, l99S) which happen to be similar to the facial approximation guideline that

has been suggested. Standard deviations were also slightly greater for the hair removal group

(Right side : 4.88mm, Left side : 6.96mm) than the group that did not remove hair (Right

side: 4.65mm, Left side:4.84mm).

Díscussion

The guideline that superciliare is located directly above the lateral iris may appear to be fairly

accurate, especially in fernales, since small differences were found between the average

horizontal position of superciliare and the lateral point of the iris (lmm for females and 5mm

for males). However, the large variation in superciliare position, as reflected by large standard

deviations (especially for females), and the observation that up to 30 percent of people's

superciliares (about I in 3) fall outside of the region between their exocanthion and the pupil

center demonstrate the large inaccuracy of this guideline and its limited usefulness. It seems

that females only approximate the guideline closely because they pluck their eyebrow hair
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using cosmetic guidelines that are similar. It is suggested, therefore, that the guideline that the

horizontal displacement of superciliare is equal to the lateral iris, is only used in a very

general sense, if at all, in future facial approximation methods'

Since the lateral limbus of the sclera./cornea could not be precisely located frorn frontal

photographs, the accuracy in using this landmark to predict the horizontal position of

superciliare could not be evaluated. Since the limbus may fall slightly lateral to the lateral

border of the iris, this guideline maybe slightly more accurate than using the lateral iris border

itself. However, the magnitude of the measurements found for males in this study would

suggest that this guideline is also inaccurate, at least for predicting male superciliares.

Overall, it seems that this guideline should also only be used in a very general way to predict

superciliare position and practitioners should note the wide range of variability in actual

superciliare location.

It appears that the frrding of a large proportion (up to 80% in this sample) of people's

superciliares falling between the region of the exocanthion and the pupil center will be useful

to facial approximation practitioners. The furding that superciliare is, on avefag%2mm lateral

to the lateral iris, and that this distance increases for males will probably also be useful.

It should be noted that some difficultly was encountered in the placing of superciliare due to

the structure of the eyebrows, which are not generally well-defrned arches. The individual hair

fibers in the superior mid-portion of the eyebrow are angled inferiorly and laterally, becoming

denser toward the center of the brow, but the density transition may be smooth or abrupt (Fig.

30). In smooth brows it is likely, from a distance, that the judgment of the superior part of the

brow arch would be lower than it is in reality due to the scarcity of superior hair follicles' This

placement of superciliare may be higher, from a distance, than the relative placement of a

"false superciliare" in a person who has an abrupt density change (Fig. 30). Also, technically
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defining superciliare seems to be generally quite difficult since eyebrow hairs were observed

to be present, although sparse, surprisingly high up on the forehead. Therefore, the

determination of superciliare depends on the subjective interpretation of where hair density

justifies it (Fig. 30 illustrates where superciliare was positioned in this study). The approach

was taken in this study to define superciliare as being the highest point on the eyebrow that is

readily detenninable when the whole face was in view on the computer monitor (however, as

seen in Fig. 30, numerous other hairs were present above and lateral to the position of

superciliare).

(a) (b)

Figure 30: Example of density change in male eyebrows
(a) smooth densrty transition to the "main brow" (b) abrupt density transition to the

"main brof'. Black arrow indicates region of superciliare. White arrow indicates

region of the "false superciliare".

It is necessary to acknowledge that photogrammetric methods are limited by magnification

and perspective distortions inherent to all photogaphy methods (Farkas, 1994b; Farkas et al.,

1980; Gavan et a1.,1952; Iscan, 1993). However, measures of superciliare to the lateral iris

border in this study are expected to be affected little since alarge focal length lens was used,

measures of superciliare and lateral iris borders were close to the camera focal plane at

glabella, and the distance being measured was small (so absolute error in comparison to larger

measures was much less). The validþ of photogrammetric measures of the eyes is also

supported by other studies that have found these measures not to differ from direct

anthropometric measures in living subjects (Farkas, 1994b; Farkas et a1.,1980).

î
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Atthough additional suggestions have been made for determining other features of the

eyebrow it appears that these should be regarded with some caution until they have been

tested and verified. These guidelines include: the medial most point of the brow falls

vertically in line with the alare (Brennan, 1980; Ellenbogen, 1983); the lateral most point of

the brow falls in line with a tangent connecting alare to the exocanthion (Brennan, 1980;

Ellenbogen, 1983); the medial and lateral brow should fall horizontal to each other (Brennan,

1980; Ellenbogen, 1983); in males the brow arc is at the supra'orbital rim and in females it is

above it (Brennan, 1980); individuals with strongly developed supraorbital margins have

lower brows (Fedosyutkin and Nainys, 1993); strongly developed supra-orbital margins and

brow ridges indicate an acute angle of the brow arch where less developed supra orbital

margins and brow ridges indicate a more smoothly arched brow (Fedosyutkin and Nainys,

t9e3).

This sudy comfirms observations of Rosprym (1934) that eyebrow form is highly variable.

However, since Rosprym's (1934) sfudy was conducted over 75 years àEo, current

experiments that aim to test the repeatability of Rosprym's categories and character

frequencies on modem samples would appear to be useful.

Average Face MorphologY

Since facial approximation rnethods closely rely on averages for estimating facial features

from the skull, like average soft tissue depths, the faces built will tend toward the average and

therefore, should all appear somewhat similar, that is, average. However, facial

approximations rarely appear to look similarly average. The lack of references in the facial

approximation literature to articles describing average human faces (e.g., Alley and

Cunningham, l99l; Langlois and Roggman, 1990; Langlois et al., 1994;LittIe et a1.,2001;
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Penton-Voak et al., 1999; Perrett et a1.,1994; Rhodes et al., 1999; Rhodes and Tremewan,

1996; Rowland and Perrett, 1995) suggests facial approximation practitioners are not

generally aware of the anatomical appearance of average human facial features, and use their

own subjective interpretations.

Additionally average human faces appear to be useful to facial approximation processes since

they can be used to objectively create faces from skulls, particularly when using computers.

Current computer generated facial approximation techniques generally involve 3D

representation of the skull and soft tissue depths to which a facial surface is warped (Vanezis

et a1.,2000). At present, the final approximations are surface colour free since for any given

skull this information is not known (Vanezis et a1.,2000). It would be possible, however, to

map the 3D facial surface with an average facial colouration appropriate to the individual's

age and other characteristics. Although this would result in facial approximations that are

somewhat similar looking, it would, at present, be the most objective way of creating facial

approximations according to the American method that uses average soft tissue depths (Prag

and Neave, 1997). The warping of average colour and texture information to 3D computer

facial approximations may also increase their recognition accuracy compared to current

computer techniques since slow-varying intensity patterns (colour and texture information)

that are known to contribute to facial recognition (Bruce and Langton, 1994; O'Toole et al.,

1997) would be included.

Evenhouse and colleagues (1990) have attempted to use average faces in facial approximation

methods before, but results have been less than optimal because nonstandardized face images

were used, the sarnples used were extremely small (n:5), and averaging techniques they used

were not entirely appropriate and have become outdated (e.g., average dimensions describe by

Farkas (19q1) were used to generate whole average faces). The aim of the studies following is
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to generate accurate standardized average faces of Australians by using highly standardized

photographs and enhanced computer averaging techniques that can be used for modeling

facial approximations.
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Standardized Average Face Colour, Texture and Shape

Introduclion

Facial averages can be generated by collecting two-dimensional (2D) photographs of faces

and blending them together. Many 2D average faces have previously been generated, mostly

for use in psychological studies (e.g., Alley and Cunningham, 1991; Kujawa and Strzalko,

1998; Langlois and Roggman,1990; Langlois et al., 1994;'Penton-Voak et a1.,1999; Penett

et a1.,1998; Perrett et a1.,1994; Rhodes et a\.,1999; Rhodes and Tremewan,1996) but there

has been one attempt with regard to forensic facial approximation as described above

(Evenhous e et a1.,1990). Facial averages have also been generated from 2D outlines (Rabey,

1977-78) and in three-dimensions using laser scanned images of faces (McCance et al.,

7997a; Tiddeman et a1.,2000; Tiddeman et al.,1999)-

The ability for facial averages to be representative of reality is dependent upon: (a) the qualþ

of the original images/photographs (e.g., resolution, standardization, head position); (b)

alignment methods used during averaging (e.g., rigid body registration and warping); and (c)

blending process (e.g., texfure preservation). Consequently, some averages may not be

realistic since the methods used to collect and/or average the original images may not be

appropriate.

Early attempts at generating average images consisted of superimposing facial images at

various picture opacities (Grammer and Thomhill, 1994; Kujawa and Strzalko, 1998;

Langlois and Roggman,1990; Langlois et a\.,1994) (Fig. 3l). However, this method did not

generate average faces well, rather it displayed the variability within the face set with the

more "solid" parts of the face representing standard deviations more than averages (Fig.31).

Also, the colour information displayed in these faces is not average since corresponding

points on the faces may not be averaged together. For example, the colour information of the
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lips of one face image may be averaged with the colour information of part of the cheeks of

another face image. Often this method also involves the manþlation of individual facial

images to make the interpupillary distance and the height of stomion the same (Grammer and

Thornhill, 1994; Langlois and Roggman, 1990) so that the clarity of the average image is

higher (Fig. 31). However, this image manipulation changes the size, proportions and

individual features of the face (see Fig. 31), and is valid only if they replicate the dimensions

of the true average face (Alley and Cunningham,lggl; Rowland and Perrett,1995).

(1) Q) (3) (4) (s) (6)

X'igure 31: Examples of "Average faces" made from the same 32 female Europeans using

different techniques
(1) straight superimposition aligning at nasion; (2) superimposition after normalizing

faces based on pupil width (not average) and aligning faces on the pupils before

blending; (3) superimposition after normalizing faces on pupil width and stomion

position (not average) before aligning images based on these points and blending; (4)

"Average face" resulting from methods similar to those used by Evenhouse and

colleagues (1990) employing the "average face template" of Farkas (1981); (5)

calculated average using a linear averaging method; (6) calculated average made using

additional algorithms to preserve texture information.

Evenhouse and colleagues (1990) used average dimensions and templates describe by Farkas

(1981) to generate whole average faces by warping and blending 5 faces to this template (see

Fig. 3l). However, Evenhouse and colleagues (1990) approach is less than optimal since

average colour information was only generated for five faces which is probably not

representative of population means. Also average feature shapes are not represented in

Evenhouse and colleagues (1990) methods since Farkas did not measure them, rather he only

measure d facial proportions.
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Since these earlier attempts method of generating average faces has improved' The approach

taken now is to calculate the avera ge face shape from x,y coordinates of individual images

before warping the individual images to the average shape and blending the colour

information together (Fig. 3l). This method was pioneered by Penet and colleagues (Benson

and Perrett , 1992;Penton-Vo ak et al., 1999;Perrett et a1.,1998; Perrett et al', 1994; Rowland

and Perrett ,1995; Tiddeman et a\.,2001) and other authors have employed similar methods

(Kujawa and Strzalko, 1998; Rhodes et al., 1999; Rhodes and Tremewan, 1996)' Here this

method will be referred to as the calculated average technique. This method is advantaged

because actual two dimensional face shapes are calculated and the colour information at

corresponding points is averaged. It is worth noting that average faces have been produced

using similar techniques in three-dimensions (Tiddeman et aI.,1999)'

Image collection: Photographic techniques

To enable the generation of accurate, reliable and repeatable average faces the photography

method used must be highly standardized. Differences in camera position, subject position,

subject distance to the camera, type of lens, lighting and film development will alter

photographs between sessions and will dramatically limit the usefulness of any comparisons

(Dobrostanski and Owen, 1998).

To enable life-like images to be generated, alatge focal length lens (e.g', l05mm) and a large

subject to camera distance must be used to minimize distortions due to perspective, like object

magnification and false edge representation (Gavan et al',1952) (see p' 41 of this thesis)' It

has been suggested that when using a l00mm lens, a distance of approximately l '5m gives an

image similar to that seen during normal social contact (Dobrostanski and owen, 1998)'
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Use of cameras with small focal length lenses (e'g', <100mm), or small subject-camera

distances (e.g., <lm) will result in images that are not well balanced' For exarnple' featules of

the face that are closer to the camera (like the nose) will appear prominent and unrealistically

large. In addition the true edges of facial features (like noses, head outline, and ears) will not

be seen. Furthermore, features fuither from the camera, like the ears' appear proportionately

and unrealistically small as previously described (Fig' 5)'

Few previously published averaging papers adequately describe the photographic methods

they use making it difficult to evaruate what the "stand ardized procedures" apparently

employed were and how realistic the final images actually are' For example' many papers

simply state that frontal photographs, with neutral expression, were digitized (e'g'' Langlois e/

al.,1994;Perrett et a1.,1994;Rhodes and Tremewan,1996)' others go as far as saying that

faces were also photographed under the same/standard lighting conditions (Kujawa and

strzalko, 1998; Perrett et a1.,1998; Rowland and Perrett, lg95) and at standard distances

(Langlois and Roggman, 1990), but do not specif, what the standard conditions actually were'

This makes it diff,rcult to compare these studies and/or repeat their results. Also, even if the

conditions used are reported as being standardized, they may not be appropriate for realistic

facial recordings, but one cannot tell since the exact conditions are not reported'

Althoughithasbeensuggestedthatstandardizationforlighting,view,facialexpression,and

makeup, is not necessary when using samples larger than 30 individuals (Rowland and

Perrett, lggs),this does not argue against using standardized images' while it is true that a

small number of images that deviate from standardized conditions have rittle power to affect

averages made from large numbers of highly standardized photographs' the case seems to be

different for small samples of partially standardized images' Partially standardized

photographs are likely to include variations between many ages increasing their power to
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affect the mean. Such variations are unlikely to be random (due to photographers technique

etc,), particularly in smaller samples (n<50), resulting in different means in comparison to

highly standardized images. Consequently, images should be as highly standardized as

possible.

Image collection: Head Position

Not only do photographic techniques need to be appropriate and standardized to generate 2D

average faces that are representative of reality, but the position of the head must also be

standardized. If facial anatomy is to be recorded as other individuals normally see it,

photographs must be taken with the head in a position commonly adopted by individuals'

Therefore, the natural head position or the position of the head "when a person is standing

with his visual axis horizontal" (Broc a,1862) should be used since individuals are represented

as they naturally appear in life (Cooke and Wei, 1988b; Moorees and Kean, 1958; Moorees et

a\.,1976).

There are many other reference lines that can be used to standardtze head position' the

Frankfurt horizontal being one that has previously been used for generating facial averages

(McCance et al.,lggTb). others (Rabey, 1977-78; Tiddeman et al',1999) have also used a

reference line that is comparable to the Frankfuit Horizontal' However, these reference lines

are not optimal since they do not represent the typical position in which the head is normally

held, and they assume stability of reference points that are, in reality, subject to biological

variability (Garn, 1961; Moo rees et al., 7976), e.g., in the Frankfurt horizontal three reference

points are used, both porions and left orbitale. The Frankfurt horizontal is additionally limited

because it assumes that the transmeatal axis is perpendicular to the midsagittal plane

(Cavallaro et al.,lg74). The use of the Frankfort horizontal in living subjects also appears to

be somewhat illogical since it was derived for the purpose of orienting skeletal remains that
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could no longer assume an upright posture (Moorees et a1.,1976) and in the living a natural

head posture can be directly obtained (Moorees et a1.,1976).

The natural head position also has the advantage to other planes because it is more repeatable

(even after 15 years (Peng, 1999)) having an effor of about 2 degrees (cooke, 1990; Peng,

1999;siersbaek-Nielsen and Solow,lgS2) in comparison to the Frankfurt horizontal and the

nasion-sella line, which have an error of about 5 degrees (Cooke and Wei, 1988a; Cooke and

Wei, 1988b; Moorees and Kean, 1958; Solow and Tallgren' 1971)'

Image alignment

The lack of highly standardized photography methods seems to have lead to photographs

being ..normalized,, to compensate for any differences in size and to control for orientation'

Often interpupillary distance is used for image alignment (Langlois and Roggman' 1990;

Penton-vo ak et al., 2001; Perrett et al., 1994; Rowland and Penett, 1995), and a midpoint

along a tangent connecting the pupils has also been used (Penton-Voak and Perrett, 2000)'

Unless the average interpupillary distance is calculated prior to and used for normalization,

the size of the final average image will not be representative of reality (Rowland and Penett'

1e9s).

Normalization techniques, like reference lines for determining head position, assume that the

registration points used (often the pupil centers) are stationary, or fxed' across faces' which is

not the case (Garn, 196l; Moorees et al., 1976). Since registration techniques require

assumptions to be made that are not generally true across individuals, it is best to use as few

registration points as possible to reduce the number of assumptions made, ê'E', a single

midsagittal point is preferable to two or three bilateral points.
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When photographs are stand ardizedwith all individuals identically positioned about a single

midsagittal point (e.g., glabella), with two direction vectors (e.g., vector of the individual

facing the camera and the downwards vector of gravity), no post-photographic image

registration/n ormaluation is needed. This is advantageous because it limits the number of

assumptions made regarding the fxation and symmetry of reference points' Although it

appears to be possible to align images using a midsagittal point after photogaphy, in practice,

it is difficult since most midsagittal anthropometric points cannot be accurately determined

from frontal or profile images alone (Farkas, !994b; Farkas et a1.,1980)'

Blending processes

The realistic appearance of the anatomy of facial averages has also previously been limited by

the blending process itself since textural information is lost during image blending, resulting

in unrealistically smooth images (Tiddeman et a|.,2001). However, this can be reduced using

additional algorithms (Tiddeman et al', 200 I )'

The aim of this study was to generate high qualþ two-dimensional images of average human

face morphology of Australians from Melbourne that are closely representative of reality by

using strictly standardized craniofacial photography, natural head position' and averaging

techniques that retain texture information, but without the use of any post-photographic

normalisation methods.

Averages were generated for Australian individuals grouped into 4 categories according to

self-perceived ancestry: (a) Male Asians; (b) Female Asians; (c) Male Europeans (d) Female

Europeans. The averages are not intended to be standards of Asian or European face

morphology but an illustration of socially perceived, population-specific morphotypes'
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Methods

Sample

The sample consists of 152 individuals, aged between 18 and 34 years, living in Melbourne

Australia. All gave informed consent before taking part in this study. The participants were

grouped according to their perceived main ancestral background and sex. Seven individuals

reported mixed ancestries and so were not included in the averaging process, giving a sample

size of 145 individuals.

Four groups \¡/ere established to classiff the sample according to self-reported population

ancestry: Female European (r57 at rest, n:56 smiling), Male European (n:29 at rest, n:27

smiling), Female Central/South East Asian (n:28 at rest, n:27 smiling) and Male

CentraVsouth East Asian (n:31 at rest, n:30 smiling). Some sample numbers differ between

smiling and non-smiling scenarios since several subjects failed to smile and/or stay conectly

positioned during photography of the smiling pose.

Pbotography

participants were photographed, in the natural head position, in smiling and neutral

expressions, in both frontal and right side profile, on the craniofacial photography rig

described above (p. 39 to 62).

Although participants were photographed individually they were brought into the

photography room in pairs. The presence of a friend seemed to make smiling more natural to

the subject being photographed. However, care needed to be taken to ensure subjects were

correctly positioned since they would often lean towards the camera when laughing or smiling

(one reason for smaller smiling sample sizes in this paper). The advantage of a friend being
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present \ilas that a natural smiling expression seemed to be obtained rather than a "posed"

smile

Film development was standardized as much as possible by having the same qualified

photographer develop the photographs in house. Once the slides r¡/ere processed they were

scanned into a computer using a Nikon@ SF-2000 slide scanner. Several preferences in

Nikon@ Scan were selected (e.g., clean image function was set to normal, bit depth was set to

8, multisample was set to 4x (fine), interpolation was default, colour space was RBG Adobe

1998, and autofocus and autoexposure were turned on) during image scanning. These

preferences were held constant during the scanning of the slides. The resultant pictures were

l,2¡¡pixels in width, 1,803 pixels in height and were originally saved in TIFF format before

being converted to JpEG format. JPEG conversion was used for easier file management'

Since the images were very large natural images, conversion to JPEG format did not appear to

affect their visual aPPearance.

Delineation

The faces \¡vere scanned into a computer and were then delineated, by hand, before averaging

took place. Both the delineation and averaging were done using "Psychomorph" software

developed by Perrett et al. (Benson and Perrett, 1992; Rowland and Perrett,1995; Tiddeman

et a1.,2001). The delineation process involved placing landmarks at certain locations on the

face, some being standard anthropometric points (Fig.32 anð33, and Appendices 6 and 7).

Many of the landmarks were joined together by contour lines that gave the outline shape of

the face (Fig.32 and 33). These outlines will be referred to as "delineation maps" of the face'

Although automated delineation methods are possible (Vetter et al., 1997), they are not

always exact, and therefore a manual approach was taken here to ensure anthropometric

landmarks were corectly placed at specific anatomical locations'
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The delineation maps were originally adapted from Brennan (Rowland and Perrett, 1995)' In

the past these delineation maps, have inclu ded lT4landmarks in frontal view. For this study,

we modified an existing front¿l delineation map and created a new profile map. The new

frontal delineation map includ ed 219 points (Fig. 32) placed at strategic anatomical locations

(Appendix 6). The inclusion of more landmarks in the new delineation map enabled the shape

of many more morphological features to be included. The new profile delineation template

included I47 landmnrks (Fig. 33) and outlines similar features as described by frontal

delineation maps (APPendix 7).
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Figure 32: Frontal delineation map including 219 points

(see Appendix 7 for landmark descriptions)
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Figure 33: Profile delineation map including 147 points
(see Appendix 8 for landmark descriptions)

Averaging

The averaging procedure had several steps. First the computer generated art average

delineation map from the individual maps by calculating the average x and y coordinate for

every point making up contour lines (Fig. 34). No normalization was required in this step

since all faces had been photographed under repeatable conditions using glabella for

alignment. The computer warped each individuals face into the average template using a

multi-scale algorithm (Tiddeman, 1998) (Fig. 3a). The average colour (with red, green and

blue components) of each pixel was calculated to produce the initial aveÍage face image (Fig.

34). To preserve textural detail in the blends an additional algorithm was applied to ampliff

the edges (at different positions, spatial scales and orientations) to the appropriate amount for

the sample (Tiddeman et a1.,2001) (Fig. 3a). The resultant average faces had the same

resolution as the original input faces, being 1200x1803 pixels.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (Ð

Figure 34: Examples of face averaging
A standa¡dized face photograph (a) is delineated (b). The face delineations for each

photograph in the sample is averaged (c) and individuals' faces are warped to the

*"tu!" shape (d). Faces warped to the average face shape are then blended together,

(e) and (0. (e) - shows the blend of face (a) with two other faces without texture

preservation and (f) - shows the same blend with texture preservation.

Since direct anthropometric measures do not exist for the sample sfudied, measurements made

from the fural average images \ilere compared to direct anthropometric measures made by

Farkas et al. (1994a; lgg4b) on similar ancestral groups but from North America and

Singapore, to check for accuracy. Since it has been found that only eye and mouth mea$res

made photogrammetricly compare to direct anthropometric measures (Farkas, 1994b; Farkas

et al., 1930) we expected only these to be similar if the average faces were to be

representative ofrealþ, however we made many other measures also (see Table 20).

Measurements taken from the scanned photographic images (mm) were scaled to life size by a

factor of 4.975124 as deterrnined above and were also adjustedby 1% for every lOmm the

feature fell behind or in front of the camera focal plane as determined above. Since profrle and

frontal images were t¿ken simultaneously feature distances from the focal plane could be

determined and therefore feature measurements could be roughly corrected for scale

according to the above information.
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Results

Figure 35 shows the frontal averages generated for each population of origin. Figure 36 shows

the average faces for each population of origin in profile view. Figure 37 shows enlarged

facial features that demonstrate the high resolution of these pictures. These pictures represent

average human anatomy as normally seen from the frontal and profile views because the

photographs were highly standardized, participants were photographed in the natural head

position, post-photographic normalization was not used in the averaging process, and texture

detail was retained. The high quality of these average images is evident from the photographs

since single flash unit reflections can be seen on the eyes, and facial characteristics are

distinct, e.g., medial canthal ligaments can easily be seen, and even individual hairs in the

eyelashes and eyebrows are evident. The successful generation of such high quality images

has resulted from the high level of photographic standardization, combined with the use of

improved computer graphic methods.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Average frontal faces generated for each group

fop rãw shows the 
-average with n ttral expression, lower row shows smiling

exiression. (a) female CentraVsouth East Asian: Top n:28 (aged 20 + 2 years);

bottom n:27. (b) male CentraVSouth East Asian Top n:31 (aged 20 + 3 years);

bottom n:30. (c) female European Top n:57 (aged 23 + 4 years); bottom n:56. (d)

male European Top tr29 (agedz2 t 4 years); bottom tr17 '

X'igure 35:
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Figure 36:

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(d)

Average profile faces generated for each group

ì;p r[; shows the ïerage with neutral expression, lower row shows smiling

expression. (a) female central/South East Asian: Top n:28 (aged 20 !- 2 yeats);

bottom n:27. (b) male centravsouth East Asian Top n:31 (aged 20 + 3 years);

bottom n:30. (c) female European Top n:57 (aged 23 + 4 years); bottom n:56' (d)

male European Top rr29 (agedz2 + 4 years); bottom n:27'

[*
(a) (b) (c)

il

nose (male European) showing skin pigme

Figure 37:
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Table 20 presents metric measures taken on each of the average faces (adjusted for scale and

magnification) and their comparisons to direct anthropometric measures taken by Fatkas et al'

(lg94a; lgg4b) on other European populations. It can be seen that measures not only of the

eyes and mouth compare closely to the 95% confidence range of the population mean taken

by Farkas et at. (1994a; 1994b) but also measures of other features like the ears compare

closely. This indicates these average images (and the photogtaphs from which the averages

were generated) are representative of realþ'

Discussion

The average images presented here are useful reference guides for facial approximation

because they provide objective average face information' which previously has been

determined subjectively, particularly for features not yet known to be related to the skull' It

also appears that because soft tissue facial morphologies are unlikely to ever be exactly

estimated from the skull, facial approximation practitioners will be forced to rely on such

averages despite their disadvantages, i.e., (i) averages are not representative of unique

individual appearances (Brues, 1958; von Eggeling, l9l3), (ii) prediction effor is increased

for some individuals when single population averages are used for traivs that are not normally

distributed , e.8., display binomial distributions, (iii) averages increase similarity between

facial approximations and, therefore, probably make specific recognition more diffïcult' (iv)

the application of avefage methods to less typical, or more distinct, skulls decreases the

distinctiveness of the face and makes those faces harder to recognize (Bruce and Young'

1ee8).
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Table 20: Comparison of average face measures (adjusted) to those taken on similar populations by Farkas et al. (1994a; 1994b)

Ninety-five percent conf,rdence intervals-of Farkas et al. of population *.*. are repiesented by the 1.96 SEM; en-en to sa-sba (l) are taken from frontal

images; n-gn to sn-sto are taken from profile images.

Measurements

Frontal

en-en

ex-ex

en-ex

ps-pl

al-al

ch-ch

ls-sto

sto-li

sa-sba [r]

sa-sba ü

Male Asian
Farkas et al.

37.6

9'1.7

29.4

9.4

39.2

48.3

11.2

10.8

61.0

60.7

Male European

Farkas et al. 1.96 SEM Av. Face

33.3 0.5 33.1

91.2 0.6 8E.5

31.3 0.2 28.0

10.8 0.2 11.1

34.9 0.4 37.8

54.5 0.6 51.7

8.0 0.3 6.0

9.3 0.3 9.4

62.7 0.7 61.4

62.9 0.7 62.5

Female European

Farkas et al. 1.96 SEM Av. Face

31.8 0.3 31.0

87.8 0.4 85.8

30.7 0.2 27.9

10.9 0.2 11.1

31.4 0.3 33.8

50.2 0.5 48.8

8.7 0.2 5.5

9.4 0.2 8.5

59.6 0.s 56.1

59.9 0.5 56.7

1.96 SEM Av. Face

1.2 37.0

1.4 92.2

0.5 27.9

3.4 10.0

1.0 41.8

2.4 49.5

0.4 8.4

0.5 10.9
't.3 61.4

1.4 63,0

1.9

1.4

1.9

1.5

1.8

1.3

1.4

1.0

0.8

124.O

75.0

72.4

49.0

84.4

74.O

81.9

51.6

23.4

Female Asian
Farkas et al. 1.96 SEM Av. Face

36.5 1.1 35.8

87.3 1.9 E6.8

28.5 0.6 26.2

9.s 0.4 11.0

37.2 0.8 38.3

47.3 1.2 48.0

10.1 0.5 7.4

10.5 0.5 10.4

58.8 1.3 54.3

57.6 1.4 57.5

114.9

71.8

66.4

47.2

81.2

62.3

82.5

51.7

21.6

1.8

2.0

2.0

1.2

1.5

1.6

1.1

1.2

0.8

113.4

69.7

65.0

43.7

76.4

71.8

77.4

48.4

21.3

Profile
n-9n

n-sto

sn-gn

sto-gn

prn-gn

g-sn

t-ex

n-sn

sn-sto

124.7

76.6

72.6

50.7

91.7

67.2

85.3

54.8

22.3

125.7

75.6

72.0

50.1

85.0

68.8

78.0

53.7

21.9

111.4

69.4

64.3

43.4

81.4

63.1

78.9

50.6

20.1

0.7

0.4

0.6

o.4

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

116.4

70.2

66.5

46.3

78.0

68.1

76.5

50.4

19.8

123.6

78.2

72.7

53.4

88.8

66.5

87.3

s3.5

23.5

1.1

0.8

0.8

0.8

1.1

0.9

0.6

0.6

0.4
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The average images generated in this study are likely to be more representative of real

average facial appearances than other average faces presented elsewhere (e'g', Alley and

Cunningham, l99l; Langlois and Roggman,1990; Langlois et al',1994;Litfle et al''2001;

Penton-voak et al., 1999; Perett et al., 1994; Rhodes et a1.,1999; Rhodes and Tremewan,

lgg6; Rowland and perrett , lgg5) because highly standardized craniofacial photographs,

natural head position, and techniques that retain texture information were used without any

post-photographic normalization methods. The accuracy of these irnages is indicated by the

similarity between measures from the avercge face images and direct anthropometric

measures (Table 20).

It is worth noting, that any abnormal rotation of subjects' heads away from the frontal plane,

in the natural head position, (except for rotations within the focal plane of the camera' e'g', the

coronal plane if images are taken with a frontal camera) would result in smaller average head

sizes than in reality. Since participants could see their faees in a mirror when adopting their

natural head position it seems likely that normal participant head positions were recorded and,

therefore, that the average faces generated are representative of the average as would

normally be seen in life (i.e., in the natural head position).

Generation of average faces in 3D, using highly controlled conditions and the natural head

position would be a vast improvement on the current study since facial measurements from

the average 3D face would be directly comparable to anthropometric measures giving a better

indication of the averages accuracy. Additionally the inclusion of more individuals into the

average would be an advantage as it would give a better representation of general human

anatomy. Because of the limited sample sizes used in this study, the average faces presented

here are expected to be most representative of people from Melbourne Australia and are

probably not representative of people from disparate geographic locations' This indicates that
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other average faces should be produced for people from disparate regions and that the faces

produced here should be used in the meantime'

It is worth noting that features evident in these average faces reflect findings of soft tissue

studies reported above, e.g., that the width of the mouth is less than the width of the pupils

and the position of superciliare is slightly lateral to the lateral iris, especially in males' These

images are therefore useful because they alrow these resurts to be visualized with respect to

other average features rather than just appearing as numrical values'

It would not be surprising if readers furd the average faces presented here attractive and also

familiar. These are coÍrmon furdings of many other studies examining average faces (Alley

and Cunningham, 1991; Langlois and Roggman, 1990; Perrett et al''1994; Rhodes et al''

1999;Rhodes and Tremewan, 1996).It is also readily observable that the average faces are

much more symmetrical than most individuals' faces due to the averaging of features where

left and right differences are normally distributed about a mean of zero'

It can be seen from Figures 35 and 36 that the teeth are not clearly defined in the average

images of the smiling faces. This is the result of the warping individual faces to the average

shape without delineation of the teeth. The hair also appears to have a wavy appearance and

again,this is due to a lack of delineation and the averaging process' These artifacts may be

reduced by inclusion of more delineation points, however, these features are extremely varied

and therefore not easily delineated, e.g., not all persons smile showing the same number of

teeth, nor do they all have similar haircuts. These artifacts need to be addressed in future work

so current techniques can be fuither irnproved'
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It is also worth noting that the average faces made here do not indicate differences between

.,races,, nor are they standards of European and Asian facial anatomy since the faces were not

segregated into groups based on real genetic ancestry' Groupings were made based on

subjects' self-perceived ancestry, excluding those who had mixed perceived ancestry' For this

reason, the faces represent socially perceived facial morphotypes and are probably indicative

of population stereotypes. It is possible that in reality some of the individuals are grouped

incorrectly because their true genetic ancestry differs to thei'perceived ancestry. Despite this,

calegorizations based on self-perceptions are useful because actual genetic ancestries are

rarely known for sure. Additionally these average faces indicate facial anatomy that is typical

of the various socially perceived "population groups"' Average faces generated according to

such groupings, may also be useful to police and medical sulgeons in addition to facial

approximation practitioners, since the faces display objective information about stereotypical

population groups that is probably more accurate than an individuals' subjective

interpretation.

One limitation to the above averages is that it is unknown how many faces need to be

included in the sample before a robust average can be obtained. This is the topic of the next

chapter

Sample Sizes Needed to Generate a Robust Face Average

Introductíon

While many attempts have been made in the past to create images of the average human faces

(seeabove)noonehasattemptedtodeterminewhatsamplesizesmustbeused.Forexample,

it is unknown if a sample of 30 male, European, University of Adelaide students' aged 18

years, is adequate to generate an average face displaying the true average facial anatomy of

male, European, University of Adelaide sfudents, aged 18 years' Furthermore' avefage human
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faces from small samples are unlikely to be representative of broader population groups' e'g',

male Europeans from a particular city are unlikely to represent male Europeans country wide'

nor may they be likely to represent male Europeans from other countries' Therefore' when

specific samples are used to make averages, the averages should be specifically referred to'

rather than being described just as "aveÍagehuman faces", which appears to be misleading' It

certainly seelns that Evenhouse et al. (1990) attempt by using 5 faces in an application for

facial approximation is less than adequate for generating a generalized average face'

It is necessary to know the minimum number of individuals needed to generate reliable

avefages for particular groups of individuals if studies are to be repeatable and so the

generality of experimental results, across broader groups, can be estimated' The samples

previously used for averaging have tended to be small (n<50) and specific - often I't year

students from particular universities. Sample sizes have ranged from less than 20 (Little et al''

ZxlI;Penton-Vo ak et a1.,1999) to little more than 30 in many cases (Langlois and Roggman'

]99L;Langlois et al.,1994; Perreff et a1.,1998; Rhodes and Tremewan' 1996)' The highest

number of individuals used for generating an average face is reported by Penett et al' (1994)

who,inonecase'usedasamplesizeor342individuals'

While it would be best to determine how many faces are needed for the reliable representation

of broad population groups, e.g., people of socially self-perceived European origin, this goal

is unrealistic given the large sample that would be required and the time restraints of this

project. Therefore, this study aims to establish what sample sizes are needed to create a

reliable facial average of a very specific population sub-group: female European students at

the university of Melbourne who are predominantly studying dentistry' This infonnation is

useful because it indicates the minimal sample sizes that must be used for broader population
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groups and gives some indication of how reliable average faces generated from such broader

population groups are'

Methods

Average Face Stimuli

One hundred and thirty female volunteers, between the ages of 18 and 34 (mean age 223

years, sd 4.0 years), were photographed under highly standardized conditions using the

craniofacial photography rig described above. The subjects were predominantly "white"

dental students at the University of Melbourne'

The photographs were sorted into independent samples by randomly selecting individuals at

each age year. Five different stimulus groups were created, i.e., samples consisting of 10

individuals, 26 individuals,44 individuals, 60 individuals or 130 individuals, as described in

Table 21. Faces in each sample were averaged using software developed by Penett et al'

(Perrett et a1.,1998; Rowland and Perrett,1995; Tiddeman et al',2001) at the Perception

laboratory, The University of St. Andrews. This resulted n 12 average faces in total: 3

averages made from independent groups of l0 individuals; 3 averages made from independent

groups of 26 individuals; 3 averuges made from independent groups of 44 individuals; 2

averages made from independent groups of 65 individuals; and 1 average made from a group

of 130 individuals.
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Table 21: Summary table of the average faces made in this study

Average face no.
No. of people included in
the averaqes Averaqe face code

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10

11

t2

10

l0
l0
26
26
26
44
44
44
65
65
130

10 I
r02
103
26_l
26]
26-3
44_l
44]
44_?
65_1
6s]
130 1

Average faces within each stimulus group were affanged so that they could be compared in

pairs, side-by-side (Fig. 38). Facial images were printed on Epson photo quality ink jet paper

(matt) using an Epson@ Stylus 740 colour printer. Average face images (including the image

border) were 200mm in height and l33mm in width'
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A

(t) to_yz (2) 26_U2 (3) 44_y2 (4) 6s_U2

(1) l0_1/10_l (2) 44:3t130_l (3)130-1t6s-r

endent samples. (1) example averages made from independent samples

individualå. (3) examptè averages made from independent samples

dividuals.
30 person average and44 (2) and 65 (3) person averages'

B

Figure 38: of l0
of 44
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Study Protocol

To determine if the faces generated from independent samples of the same number of

individuals were the same or not, face perceptions were statistically tested, rather than using

rnultivariate analysis of face metrics. This was done because face recognition primarily

depends on people's perceptions not necessarily exact anatomical similarities or differences in

faces. However, some facial dimensions, like distance between chelions, exocanthions, and

alares were also taken to determine if any differences existed'

Twenty trials (10 frontal and l0 profile views) were presented in a random order to 50

assessors (22males and 28 females, mean age32 years, SD 15.7 years) who were asked to

indicate, in a forced choice scenario, if they thought the faces they were presented with

(which were in fact averages made from independent samples of the same number of people)

were of the same person or of different people. Trials consisted of combinations of average

faces made from 10 to 65 individuals. Participants were una\¡/are that the faces had been

standardized and averaged. To ensure that facial recognition of participants was tested, and

not their ability to determine if the images were identical, participants were urged to look at

the overall facial appearance. It was also explained that the pictures may have been taken on

different days and, therefore, some features may vary between the photos even if they were of

the same person. Thirty-three participants (16 males and 17 Females, mean age 33 years, sd

13.5 years) were also tested with control images. These face comparisons consisted of two

images of the same face but with one image being 5olo smaller than the other. Testing

scenarios included both frontal and profìle views.

Recognition results were compared against expected chance levels for guessing(50%) and the

recognition rates of the control images (truly same face images) using Fisher's exact tests

included in the JI\,P@ (3.0.1) statistical package. The average faces made from the smallest
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samples, that were perceived to belong to the same individual at rates statistically above

chance and not statistically different to control rates would suggest the minimum number of

individuals needed to make a robust average face. It may be expected that the recognition

rates of control images would be around 70%o snce this is the rate recorded for correctly

matching individuals in video footage to theil respective facial photograph in face pools

(Hancock et aL.,2000).

Resuhs

It can be seen from figure 39 that when assessors were presented with the control images (trvo

photos of the same exact person, but with one made 5% smaller) only 73%o believed the

frontal images to be of the same individual (statistically above chance rates p<0.10), and 67Yo

of assessors perceived the profile images to be of the sarne individual þ>0.10). Since

recognition rates were not 100o/o, it appears that in this study some subjects gave priority to

pictorial rather than structural codes, as described by Bruce and Young (1986). These

recognition rates are also similar to those obtained in other studies (70%) using an unfamiliar

identification scenario of real people from video images to photographic face pools (Hancock

et aL.,2000).

Averages made from 44 people were perceived to be of the same person, between 68Vo and

76Yo of the time for frontal views. These rates were statistically above chance in two out of

the three scenarios G)<0.05, Fig. 39) and were not statistically different from control images

in any case (p>0.79). In profile views, recognition rates decreased. Averages made from 44

individuals were only recognized as belonging to the same person 58%o and 68Yo of the time,

and while these rates were not statistically different to those of chance (P0.10, Fig. 39) they

also did not differ at statistically significant levels from the control images (p>0.49).
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When the average faces were made from 65 individuals the recognition rate increased to 88%

in frontal views, which was statistically above chance rates (p<0.01) and those of control

images (p<0.10, Fig. 39). In profile views recognition rates increased to 70Yo, which was

statistically above chance rates þ<0.10, Fig. 39) and not significantly different from rates of

the control images.

Average faces made ftom 26 individuals were not recognized as the same individuals above

chance levels in either frontal or profile views (p>0.10, Fig. 39). However, two frontal image

comparisons were not recognized significantly less than control images (p>0.05) while one

case (26_l/3) was (p<0.01). In profile there were two instances where recognition rates were

below control rates at statistically significant levels (p<0.05) and one instance were it was not.

Faces made from l0 individuals, in both frontal and profile views, were perceived as not

belonging to the same individual above statistically significant levels when compared to

chance (p<0.05, Fig. 39), or control images (p<0.001). Overall, profile views of average faces

\ilere consistently reported to be of different people at higher rates than frontal images

0<0.05). Even though averages made from small samples were almost always identified as

not being the same individual, differences in metric dimensions between these averages were

small (Table22).
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Figure 39: Frequency of average facial images being recognized as the same individual.
Chance rate
Control recognition rate frontal view
Control recognition rate profile view
statistical significance at p<0.10 in comparison to chance

statistical significance at p<0.05 in comparison to chance

statistical significance at p<0.01 in comparison to chance

Table 22: Meftic comparisons between the average faces

.4,v. Face en-en ex-ex al-al ch-ch li-ls se-sa sba-sba sto-sn sn-s

10 I
lo2
103
26 I
262
263
44_t

442
443
65 I
6s2

29.5

29.0

29.r

28.5

28.5

29.1

28.0

29.0

29.6

28.0

29.0

84.0

85.2

86.4

83.6

84. I

8s.4

84. l
85.2

84.7

8s.2

84.8

33.8

32.8

32.3

3r.8

3 r.8

32.8

32.3

32.3

32.3

32.3

32.3

49.t

48.5

49.8

47.6

48.2

48.7

49.2

47.2

47.6

48.7

48.1

13.9

13.9

14.9

12.9

13.9

13.9

14.4

13.9

14.9

13.4

14.4

183.6

181.6

185.2

r83.2

183.0

185.2

185.5

183.8

184.9

185.2

184.0

t47.1

142.5

147.6

145. I

147.3

147.8

148.8

147.2

147.9

147.9

147.2

45.0

42.3

43.0

44.0

44.0

46.1

44.5

44.1

44.5

45.1

43.s

19.9

18.9

19.4

18.9

20.4

20.9

20.4

19.9

21.4

t9.9

20.9

63.0

63.4

65.6

64.0

63.5

64.6

64.0

64.0

63.9

64.0

64.5

Average

2 SI)

32.4

1.1

48.4

t.6
14.1

1.2

44.2
2.1

20.1

1.6

64.0

1.4

28.9 84.8

1.0 1.6

184.1 146.9

2.4 3.4

Note. Ãllmeasures have been adjusted for scale and magnification to obt¿in life size values, and are in

millimeters.

+Full-Face

***Profile

tt
tt

tt
tT

I
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Discussìon

Since frontal averages made from independent samples of 44 faces v/ere perceived to be the

same at rates well above chance and similar to control images @ig. 39), averages made from

44 or more individuals appear to be reliable, at least for specific samples, e.g., individuals of a

particular age, in a particular course, at a particular university, in a particular country. The

observation that average faces made from independent samples of 65 faces were perceived as

being the same more frequently than control images suggest that faces made from 65

individuals are highly reliable for such specific samples. To double check, a 130 face average

was also constructed and tested against the 65 and 44 face averages using the sample of

assessors above, although this 130 face average was not made from an entirely independent

samples (e.g., when compared to a 65 face average only half the faces in the 130 face average

were independent). The comparisons showed no large differences. Since recognition of faces

as the same individual did not decrease when average faces made from 44 and 65 individuals

were compared to the 130 individual average, it appears that using more than 65 individuals

in an average will not increase the accuracy or reliabilþ of (frontal or profile) averages made

from highly specific samples much'

Although average faces made fuom26 individuals \¡/ere, in some instances, recognized at rates

not statistically different from control images these faces seem not to indicate very reliable

averages since they were not statistically above chance rates for guessing "same" or

"different". Also perception rates of the 26 lace averages as "being the same" was much less

than those for 44 faces, which were much closer to control rates overall (Fig. 39).

While faces made from 10 individuals were not perceived to be the same, Table 22 indicates

that metric differences between the faces were small. This suggests that even if a face has

similar dimensions it may or may not be recognized as belonging to the same person. This is
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not unexpected, since it is well known that recognition decisions can be based on features like

shape, colour and texture information rather than dimensional and configural characteristics

(Fraser and Parker,1986; Haig, 1984 Haig, 1936). This may have significant ramifications

for the success of forensic facial approximations (a method used to rebuild faces from skulls),

which presently relies heavily upon accurate replication of configural characteristics

interpreted from the skull rather than feature specific cues (Taylor,200la).

There appears to be two alternative explainations for the decrease in "same face" responses

for profile view (see Fig. 39). It may be becasue recognition in profile view is harder than in

other views. Support for this is that response times are slower in profile (Bruce et a1.,1987)'

People may be more unsure when looking at profile views, and more likely to assume the

faces are different when this is the case. However, it nust be noted that in Bruce's (1987)

study participants were probably looking for evidence of "sameness" to base their decisions

rather than evidence of "differences" (Bruce et al., 1987), which may involve different

processes (Bruce et a1.,1987). Since the average faces used in this study looked very similar,

',differences" may have been used by participants in their decision-making rather than

"sameness". If this was the case it may be that profiles views are more distinguishing than

frontal views, rather than profiles being harder to recognize as being the "same". This issue

may be resolved by conducting a study that determines if recognition response times for the

same face sets (that include highly similar and different faces) differs depending on whether

the question "are these faces different?" is asked in comparison to "are these faces the

same?".

The furdings of this research paper suggest that previous studies that have not used 44 or more

individuals in their averaging sample may not provide reliable results since the average faces

used are unlikely to represent the group from which the sample was drawn (an even less likely
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to represent broader population groups). This makes it diffrcult to repeat such studies because

using a new set of individuals, even drawn from the same group, will not give repeatable face

averages. Since this studies sample consisted of females between the ages of l8 and 34 years,

who were predominantly "white" and studying dentistry, it is logical to conclude that the

average faces generated here are not even representative all female dental students from the

University of Melbourne between the ages of 18 and 34 years since not all dental students at

The University of Melbourne are "white Europeans". This highlights further, the specific

nature of averages that have been made to date, which are not general human averages, and

should therefore be referred to specifically in terms of their sampling rather than just being

called "human averages". Figure 40 shows examples of several average faces drawn from

similar but more broadly defined groups (white European males), from different localities and

averaged using calculated average methods. Despite a "common theme" between the images,

it can be seen that the faces differ considerably. It seems likely that these faces would not be

perceived as belonging to the same individuals and much of the similarity between the faces

may be due to averaging techniques , a.8., the ñtzztness of the hair and the smoothness of the

image rather than actual face morphology.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

X'igure 40: Comparisons of average "Caucasoid" males made from different samples, by different

authors using similar techniques
Images have been standa¡dized on interpupillary distance. (a)

made by the authors using Psychomorph@ and highly standar

individuals, predominately dental students, aged 18-34 years,

Melbourne, Australia. (b) average (tinear reverse) made by Penton-Voak et al. (1999)

using Psychomorph@ and loosely standardized photographs of 21 second year

undergraduates from The University of St. Andrews Scotland, mean_ age of 20 years.

(c) male average made by Langlois using Gryphon's Morph@ and "loosely"
standardized photographs of 32 individuals from Texas, USA (courtesy of Langlois J).

(d) male average made by using Gryphon's Morph@and "loosely" standardized

photographs of 24 individuals from New Zealand and the US (reprinted with
permission from Rhodes et al. (1999) @ Blackwell publishers).

The specificþ of human averages that have been made to date, may also affect the generality

of research results interpreted from average face experiments, like those of preferences for

facial attractiveness (e.g., Little et a1.,2001; Penton-Voak et al., 1999; Perrett et a1.,1998;

Perrett et a1.,1994; Rhodes et a1.,2000). For example, in studies of facial sexual dimorphism

it is often assumed that the average female face is 0% feminine and the male face is 0%

masculine, however since these averages are only sample means, the sexual dimorphism of

these faces probably differs in relation to the sexual dimorphism of true group averages, that

is, the average faces generated from the samples may in fact be more masculine or feminine

than on average. Therefore it can only be concluded from face preferences studies that

femininity / masculinity is attractive, not that masculine or feminine faces are attractive.

Since highly standardized photography techniques were used in this study the sample size

needed to generate a reliable average (-45) is probably much less than in those instances
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where less standardized photography techniques are used because various photography

conditions are unlikely to be random and average to the same mean, particularly in smaller

samples e.g. n<50. Likewise, if sampling of individuals is not random, or includes individuals

with large anatomical variability, the number of individuals needed to genetate a reliable

average is likely to be greater.

Since the sample sizes used to generate average faces for specific stereotypical population

groups in the previous study were rather small we increased sample sizes by adding an

additional 137 people to the averages overall. These additional faces were also taken on the

same photography rig but by different investigators at different times. These average faces are

presented in Figures 4l and 42.

It can be seen from Figures 4l and 42 that the revised average faces differ to some degree in

shape, colour and texture to the original faces. Especially prominent are the colour

differences, which may be due in part to slightly different photography conditions between

the samples and possibly due to some degradation of slide films of earlier photographs during

storage. Despite this, the revised averages are considered to be superior because they have

been produced from larger samples. It is probably unrealistic to expect these faces to represent

the average of all Australians, but since these are the only averages that have been developed

for Australians using standardized photographs so far, they will be used in the next section for

facial approximation on individuals from South Australia.
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n=39

n:28

n:55 n:130 n=58

n :31 n=t-/ n=29

Revised average human faces (frontal)
Top Row: revised ùverage faces made from larger samples. Bottom Rom: Original

averùge faces made from smaller samples.

Figure 41:
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n=39

n:28

n=55

n=31

n=130

n:5/

n=58

n:29

X'igure 42: Revised average human faces þrofile)
Top Row: rwised average faces made from larger samples. Bottom Rom: Original

average faces made from smaller samples.
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Facial Approximation Recognition:

Assessment And Potential

How to Assess Facial Approximation Accuracy: Resemblance Ratings versus Face Pools

This chapter formed the basis for a full-length paper publication in the Journal of Forensic

Scíences, 2002, (APPendix 9)'

Introduction

Since the ultimate goal of facial approximation is to promote specific and purposeful facial

recognition (Prag and Neave ,1997;Taylor, 2001a), an accurate facial approximation should

be easily recognized as the person to whom the skull belonged (target individual)'

As previously mentioned, the accuracy of facial approximations has been assessed

experimentally by face pool comparisons (Snow et aL,1970; Stephan and Henneberg' 2001;

van Rensburg, 1993). This method requires a facial approximation to be shown to a group of

assessors who attempt to identif,' the targetindividual out of a number of other faces (the face

pool). The face pool is usually made up of the target individual's face and non-target faces' of

the same age, sex, and population of origin as the target individual' However' depending on

the experimental method the target face may or may not be present in all face pools' once the

assessors have attempted to identiff the target individual, the confidence at which

identifîcation rates for each face can be considered to be above' below' or equal to chance' can

be calculated using statistical methods (e.g., chi squared test, Fisher's exact test). The higher

the identification rate of the target individual above chance, at statistically significant levels,

the more accurate the facial approximation'
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The accuracy of facial approximations as measured by face pool comparisons appears to be

generally low. Stephan and Henneberg (2001) found only one of 16 facial approximations to

be identified at a statistically significant rcte (25%o) above chance (p<0.05), with many non-

target individuals identified for all facial approximations, some significantly above chance

rates þ<0.05). Snow et al. (1970) found two of two facial approximations to be identified

significantly above chance (p<0.05), one identified12% above chance rates, the other 54Yo

above chance rates. Again, non-target individuals were identified in both cases' In 'case 3',

two non-target individuals þhotos 4 and 6) were selected at rates close to that of the target

individual (Snow et al.,lg70) and appear to be above chance at statistically significant levels

(p<0.07). Van Rensburg (1993) found that 15 facial approximations were, on average,

identifred at arate lgvo above chance, with the remaining identifications being of non-target

individuals.

Not all authors have, however, assessed a facial approximation's accuracy by testing its

ability to be recognized. Others (Diedrich, 1926; Helmer et a1.,1993; Krogman, 1946;Prag

and Neave , 1997; Stadmuller, 1922; Stadmuller, 1925; Suzuki, 1973; von Eggeling, l9l3)

have attempted to assess the accuracy of forensic facial approximations by directly comparing

the appearance of the facial approximation to the corresponding target individual for

similarities (expressed as a resemblance rating).

The accuracy of facial approximations, as judged by recent direct comparisons to a target

individual, appeats quite high in comparison to the accuracy obtained in experiments

previously mentioned. Examples of the judged accuracy by direct comparison are: [the facial

approximation is] 'recognizable as that of the subject chosen' (Krogman, 1946); 'the

resemblance between the two [the target individual and the facial approximation] was quite

striking, (Suzuki, 1973); and 'The reconstructed face bore an uncanny resemblance to the

photograph' [of the targetindividual] (Prag andNeave, 1997)'
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Helmer et al. (1993) measured the resemblance of facial approximations to their

corresponding target individuals on a scale from I to 5 (l being a great resemblance and 5 no

resemblance). They concluded that 'in general it can be said that at least a slight (rating of 4)

and often even a close resemblance (rating of 2) was achieved' (Helmet et al'' 1993)'

However, direct comparison assessment from older studies (Diedrich, 7926; Stadmuller'

1922; Stadmuller, 1925; von Eggeling, 1913) have found little resemblance between facial

approximations and target individuals'

It appears that resemblance ratings are used to indicate the accuracy of a facial approximation

because it seems that when two faces are similar they are recognizabre. However, the validity

of using resemblance ratings to assess a facial approximation's accuracy can be questioned for

three reasons:

(1) Similar faces may not be the only tecognizable faces. A face that does not appear to be

morphologically similar to another may still be recognizable as belonging to the same

person if observers are able to perceive recognizable characters in both faces despite their

morphological differences. This may be evidenced in forensic casework where poor

quality facial approximations, despite bearing timited resemblance to target individuals'

are still identified correctly. Caricatures, as well as coarsely pixilated images of faces,

present a similar scenario since these images are not precise representations of an actual

face yet often remain recognizable (Benson and Perrett, I99I; Rhodes et al'' 1987)'

Furthermore, caricatures have actually been shown to increase the ease of recognition of

familiar faces (Benson and Perrett, 1991; Rhodes et al,, |987).

(2) Resemblance ratings are not a relative measure, that is, they do not take into account non-

target faces, which may beaÏ equal or higher resemblance to the facial approximation

makingthemmorerecognizablethantheactualtargetface.
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These limitations may be the etiology of the discrepancy between the accuracy of facial

approximation as measured by face pool comparison (low accuracy) and recent direct

comparison methods (high accuracy). This study tests the second limitation by determining if

facial approximations correctly identified as the larget individual receive a higher

resemblance rating than those facial approximations that are incorrectþ identified as the target

individual

Methods

Four skulls were approximated with four different techniques of facial approximation: (l) a

3DAmericanscuþingmethod;(2)a3Dcombinationsculptingmethod;(3)a2DFACE

assisted computer method; and (4) a 2D American drawing method (for details of techniques

and examples of facial approximations see stephan and Henneberg (2001))'

Thirty-seven assessors, with a background in the medical sciences, attempted to identiff

target individuals from a face pool for each facial approximation' Face pools consisted of 10

photographs. Antemortem photographs were used of the target individuars. Non-target faces

in the face pools were of the same sex and approximate age as the target individual' Faces in

the face poors were stand ardy¿edfor size, although this resurted in some photographs differing

in resolution.

since antemortem photographs of target individuals were used, the choice of photographs was

limited and resulted in one photograph of a target individual wearing a hat and another

sunglasses. In these cases the corresponding faces in the face pool also had similar attire e.g.

hat or sunglasses. All photographs were developed and printed on Ilford@Is3'1M

photographic paper (lllmmx 100mm) in black and white. In order to keep lighting between

the faces in the face pools and the facial approximations consistent, facial approximations

were photographed in a fluorescent-lit room without a flash. This was done to simulate an
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average, indoor, amateur'snap shot', which many of the photographs of the target individual

faces appeared to be.

Assessors were presented with a racial approximation and a conesponding face pool (which

included 10 faces) and asked if they could identifu a face from the face pool that was the

individual approximated. Assessors had the option of not being able to make an identification'

that is, deciding that the facial approximation did not correspond to any face in the face pool'

Not all face pools included the target individual. of 592 identification scenarios,472 included

the target individual and l2}did not. Face pools that did not include the target face had one of

the other faces in the face pool repeated in a slightly altered position so that no new

individuals were introduced into the face array, keeping face pools as consistent as possible'

Repeated faces were developed in black and white on a slightly higher contrasting (Ilford@

IS4.lM) photographic paper (l27mmx l00mm)'

Facial approxirnations, with corresponding face pools, were presented to assessors who

followed written instructions and completed a questionnaire regarding: which face (if any) the

assessor could identiff as being that of the person approximated; the resemblance of the facial

approximation to the face identified by the assessor; and the confidence with which the

assessor thought they had made a correct identification. As assessors completed one

assessment scenario (one facial approximation compared to the corresponding face pool) they

were given another (in random order) until all 16 assessments were cornpleted. Since four

diflerent methods of facial approximation were used on each of the four skulls, face pools

were repeated for each facial approximation of the same individual. Since assessors were not

a\ryare of the total number of faces approximated and that each face pool included only one

target individual, assessors were forced to treat each identification assessment as an

independent case.
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The written instructions indicated that when an identification was made, assessofs were to rate

the resemblance of the facial approximation to the face identified on a scale from 0 to 10.

weighting of the assessors' judgements \¡/as guided by the description that: O:no

approximation; 2:slight approximation; 4=some approximation; 6:close approximation;

8:great approximation; and l01erfect approximation' Every other number between 0 and 10

represented the mean weighting of the numbers immediately higher and lower' Assessors

were also asked to rate the lever of confidence that they had correctly identified the target

individual by indicating if they were: not confident; slightly confident; fairly confident; or

confident.

The distribution and variance of the two samples (true positive identifications and false

positive identifications) were analyzedto determine if the assumptions for an unpaired t-test

were fulfilled before a two tailed, equal variance, unpaired t-test was used to determine if any

statistically significant difference existed between the average resemblance ratings (p<0'05,

powergOo/o). Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient was also used to determine if

any relationship existed between the resemblance and confidence levels of both samples'

Microsoft@ Excel 98 was used for all data analysis'

Resuhs

of the total identification scenarios (592) there were 151 instances Q6%) where no

identification was attempted and 44r instances (74%) where identifications were made. of

these identifications, 354 (ilI%)were made when the target face was present in the face pool

and 87 (2I%)when the target face was not present' Thirty-eight (9%) of the identifications

made were true positive (correct identifications of the target individuals) and 403 (91%) were

falsepositive(identiflrcationsofnon-targetindividuals)'
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A histogram indicated that both the true positive and the false positive samples were normally

distributed , i.e., 68%o of sample scores fell within one standard deviation of the mean and 99Yo

of samples scores fell within three standard deviations of the mean (Table 23)' An F-test

indicated that variance of the average resemblance ratings for correct and inconect

identifications of target individuals were not significantly different (p<0.05). A ¡wo tailed,

equal variance, unpaired t-test þ<0.05) indicated that there was no significant difference

between the average resemblance for correct and incorrect identifications of target individuals

at a power of 90Yo (Fig' a3).

The resembrance rating of the facial approximation to the face identified tended to increase as

the assessor,s confidence level increased, independent of whether or not the correct face was

identified (Fig. aa). These trends were significantly correlated (10'95)' Latge standard

deviations for resemblance ratings (as reflected in Figs' 43 and 44) and large ranges in

confidence intervals were also observed'

Table 23: Percentage frequency of resemblance ratings for true positive and false positive

identifications

Resemblance

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I
10

Average (SD)

True Positive (o/o)

0.0

0.0

10.5

2.6

10.5

31.6
18.4

18.4

7.9

0.0

0.0

5.3 (1.7)

False Positive (%)

o.2

1.5

6.9

8.7

13.9

20.8

19.1

17.9

10.2

0.5

0.2

5.3 (1.8)
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Figure 43: Average facial approximation resemblance for true positive and false identifications of

faces.
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Discussion

The observation that average resemblance ratings for true positive and false positive

identifications do not differ at statistically significant levels (p<0.05, ß:0'10) does not support

the thesis that resemblance ratings indicate a facial approximation's accuracy (ability to be

recognized as the targetindividual). It can, therefore, be concluded that resemblance ratings

of a facial approximation to a target individual, do not indicate a fac\al approximation's

accufacy.

The increasing resemblance rating with the assessor's confìdence level is to be expected since

it is logical to assume that when the resemblance of a chosen individual's face to a facial

approximation is perceived as being great, the assessor would believe he/she has made the

correct choice and be confident of it. However, the results indicate that an assessor may not

have made a correct identification even if an assessor is highly confident s/he has selected

correctly and believes that the resemblance is high. This furding is also consistent with the

results of police lineup studies (Bothwell et a\.,1987; Cutler and Penrod,1995; Lindsay et al''

I 998; Sporer et a1.,1995). The large range in responses for resemblance and confidence levels

is not unexpected since both are subjectively determined.

Since resemblance ratings appear not to be valid in assessing the accuracy of a facial

approximation, articles that have used such methods to assess the accuracy and/or quality of

facial approximations (Gerasimov, I97l; Helmer et al., 1993; Krogman, 1946; Prcg and

Neave, 1997; Stadmuller, 1922; Suzuki, 1973; Taylor, 2001a; von Eggeling, 1913) are

probably unreliable. Future studies assessing the accuracy of facial approximation should use

the face pool comparison as opposed to the direct comparison method (resemblance ratings)'

This study also demonstrates that printing images of a facial approximation and the

corresponding target individual (as has been done in almost all previous publications of facial
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approximation) to indicate to readers afacialapproximation's accuracy is of little use' In such

a scenario, only the similarity between the two is indicated, not the "tecognizabilþ"/accuracy

of the facial aPProximation

Since face pool comparisons assess a facial approximation's ability to be recognized, those

studies that have used this method appear to give the best indication of a facial

approximation's accuracy and quality. The main disadvantage of this method is that only an

unfamiliar identification scenario (the use of assessors who are not familiar with the target

individual) has previously been employed. unfamiliar identification scenarios are not

representative of a real forensic environment because a familiar person usually recognizes the

facial approximation. It has been shown that recognition of unfamiliar faces is much poorer

than is the case with familiar faces (Hancock et a1.,2000). Unfamiliar face identification from

stilr video images in a face pool comparison scenario of l0 faces shows that approximately

30%o of responses can be expected to be incorrect, even if viewpoints of the faces and

expression are constant (Hancock et a1.,2000). Therefore, assessing afac\al approximation's

accuracy in a familiar identification scenario may increase the accuracy estimates of facial

approximation.

Unfamiliar identification scenarios are also not representative of a real identification scenario

since in familiar recognition it is the internal features of the face, as opposed to the external

features, that play a more significant role in recognition (Ellis et at', 1979)' For unfamiliar

scenarios the external feafures of the face appear to contribute as much as, or more than, the

internal features for recognition (Ellis et al., 1979; Hancock et al'' 2000)' Present

understanding of face recognition also shows differences in the mechanisms used to recognize

a face.In an unfamiliar identification scenario recognition is primarily based on pictorial

codes (Bruce and Young, 1986). In comparison' recognition of faces in familiar identification

scenarios appears to be based on structural codes (Bruce and Young, 1986)' The use of
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structural codes in unfamiliar scenarios may be facilitated however, by presenting assessors

with several views of each photograph or by presenting alr faces in the same exact conditions

(e.g. same orientation, lighting, emotion etc') (Bruce and Young' 1986)'

Since achieving a familiar identification scenario for deceased individuals is difficult (Stephan

and Henneberg, 2001), the face pool comparison method appears to be favorable as it presents

assessors with a recognition task (despite the limitations listed above)' However' the face pool

comparison test is expected to be a more rigorous test of facial approximation accuracy than

would probably occur in real scenarios since the use of structural codes is limited in face pool

comparison methods. It is worth noting that if viewpoint or expression changes between the

faces in a face pool or the stimulus face, misidentifications are expected to increase (Hancock

et a1.,2000). Also, short video clips in comparison to still images' and colour images in

comparison to gray scale, appearto offer no advantage, as they seem not to alter identification

rates (Hancock et a1.,2000).

ceiling Limits of Recognition F'rom Two'I)imensional F'acial Approximations

Introductíon

Facial approximation methods rely heavily on averages for face construction and while this

approach is useful (although not necessarily optimal (Simpson and Henneberg ' 2002)) to

maintain objectivity in methods, it is unknown if this rnethod can actually result in specific

and purposeful facial recognition. Therefore, any confidence in the "average approach" to

facial approximation seems premature, as facial approximations made using these techniques

may not be easilY recognized.

The ability for facial approximation to achieve specific and purposeful facial recognition from

average guidelines may be unlikely because facial approximation aims to predict unique

individual appearances not average ones (Brues, 1958; Simpson and Hennebetg' 2002)' Also'
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when using averages to estimate a feature, prediction error is increased for many individuals if

traiys are not normally distributed, è.8., display binomial distributions. Average methods also

increase the similarity between facial approximations and, therefore, probably makes specific

recognition of facial approximations more difficult. Furthermore, the application of average

methods to less typical, or more distinct, skulls decreases the distinctiveness of the face and

makes those faces harder to recognize (Bruce and Young, 1998).

It is possible to determine the ceiling recognition rates for average facial approximations

methods by representing features that are unlikely to ever be determined from the skull, e'g',

specific face colour and texture, as averages while other facial characters, that may be

potentially determinable from the skull, e.g., major face feature dimensions and shapes, are

exactly representated. By doing this, this study aims to test the "best case scenario" or ceiling

level recognition rates for average two-dimensional facial approximation methods by testing

if facial approximations with average surface colour and texture but with exact face shapes

(outlines) can be recognized. This test is useful because it will demonstrate the best case

scenario for specific and purposeful recognitions from average facial approximation methods'

It is also useful because the recognition rates found here will allow for the expected

recognition rates of traditional (subjective) facial approximation rnethods, which are not

exact,to be relativelY gauged.

Melhods

Average face generation

The one hundred and thirty female average face generated from people self-reporting a

socially perceived goup membership as "European" (mean age 22.3, sd 4.0 years), were used

in this study. The average face template and the average face were generated as described

earlier, p.l26to 145 and p. 158-160. For convenience images are repeated in Figure 45'
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Figure 45:

Warping of the average face

Three other female individuals, self-identiffing Europeans, from Melbourne Australia, were

photographed and delineated as mentioned above. The average face was then warped to the

exact same face shape for each of these three individuals using the Psychomorph@ software

and delineations of the faces (Fig. 46b). Figur e 46a and 46c show the original and the warped

average faces (mock facial approximations displaying exact face shapes but average colour

and texture information) for each tatget individual respectively. Two other mock facial

approximations were generated according to methods described above from randomly

selected face photographs to test for false positives. These individuals were also from

Melbourne, Australia. Thus, five stimulus mock facial approximations were generated in total

including three whose target individuals were used in this study (to test for true positive

recognitions) and two whose target individual faces were not used (to test for false positive

recognitions). Two recongnition trials were conducted to test for recognition' one was an

(a) (b)

Average socially percieved European female face

t"l UtJ calculated average face shlne t9 which individual face shapes are ya*!-d
àíd colour information b"lended (this delir eation map is the same as that in Fig' 3a)'

(b) the final averag e face after warped faces have been blended together (this image

iì ihe sa-e as the Èuropean femalJaverage face generated in Fig. a1).
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unfamiliar sceneario, e.g., assessors did not know any of the individuals used in the study; the

other was a familiar scenario, e.g., assessors knew the target individuals used in the study.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 46:
X'41 FA4 FA5

Generation of the mock facial approximations whose target individuals were used for

true positive recognition tests
(a) iilustrates theãctual photographs of target individuals. (b) shows the delineations

òí fu"" shapes for each individual. (c) shows the frnal mock facial approximations

made by warping the colour and texture information of the average face (Fig' 45-b)19

each individuais face shape. (d) shows the superimposition of the facial

approximation with the original target face to demonstrate that exact face shapes were

replicated.

/

Unfamiliar recognition trials
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Forlry-three assessors (27 females' mean age 22 years, sd 8 years; 16 males' mean age 30

years, sd 14 years) from Adelaide, Australia, who v/ere unfamiliar with all faces' i'e'' did not

lcrow any of the people whose faces were used in the experiment, took part in five recognition

trials (one for each facial approximation). Assessors attempted to identify from a face pool the

target individuial whom the facial approximation represented' The face pool included 6

individuals from Melbourne, Australia (three target individuals and three non-target

individuals , Fig. 47). The face pool was printed in colour on Epson@ Photo Quality Ink Jet

paper (matt) using an Epson@ Stylus@ 890 printer. Each face image measured 100 x 66'7mm'

Figure 472 Theface pool used in the unfamiliar identification tests'

since the experiment was primarily run during a university open day' trials were conducted'

one at a time, in a random set order @acial approximation 1 first' then 2 then 3 etc" as

indicated in Fig. 46), removing the need to randomly shufTle pictures and increasing the speed

of participant throughput. we therefore traded time for possible trial order effects, although

such effects may be reduced since only 5 trials were conducted and no participant appeared to
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express fatigue. The three facial approximations with "targets" were numbers 1, 4, and 5;

while the two..non-target'facial approximations presented to test for false positives were

numbers 2 and3. Assessors were asked to examine a warped average face, compare it to the

face pool, and attempt to make an identification, or indicate if they thought the target face was

not present in the face pool. Assessors therefore had a 50% chance indicating that the target

face wasiwas not present and an 8.3%o chance of choosing any face in the face pool (50%

chance that the face was there and a 16.5% (1/6) chance of choosing the right face from the

six display ed; 50Yo x 16.5%o : 8'3%o).

A common face pool was used across recognition trials, so that the experimental procedure

was simple, easily achieved by participants without constant investigator supervision, and so

assessor throughput was rapid. This protocol, as opposed to using new face pools for each

trial, seemed valid since assessors were aware that facial approximation methods included

prediction error and that it was possible that two facial approximations while looking different

may actually be of the same person. Also, since participants were unaware of how many

different facial approximations (average facial warps) there were and if their respective target

individual was, or was not, present in the face pool, they were forced to treat each trial

independently. Despite the use of the same face pool several individuals choose the same

faces as those chosen in previous trials confirming the validþ of this approach (see results)'

Data were collated in the JMP 4.0 statistical package and analyzed using Fisher's exact and

Chi-squared tests (p<0.05).

Familiar recognition trials

Ten assessors (mean age 22 years, sd 3 years) who knew at least one of the target individuals

personally also completed the recognition trials, however, these differed from the unfamiliar

trials since face pools were not used. Assessors were presented with each mock facial

approximation (FAl, FA4, FA5) and asked if they recognized whom the facial approximation
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represented. A correct identification required participants to corectly name the person whom

the facial approximation represented. Sample sizes of familiar assessors were: facial

approximation 1: n:4;facialapproximation 4:n=5; facial approximation 5: n:7'

Nine assessors (mean age 30 years, sd 10 years) who knew at least one of the non-target

individuals included in the face pool used in the unfamiliar trials (face pool photo 2: n:2; face

pool photo 4: n=7; face pool photo 6: n:1) also completed the familiar recognition trials to

help test for false positives. After the recognition trials were completed, all assessors indicated

how long they had known the person in question that they were familiar with and what their

relationship with that person was (e.g., brother, friend etc.)'

Results

Unfamiliar recognition

A considerable propofüon (40o/o) of assessors identified the same face from the face pool, on

one or more occasions, for different facial approximations (four assessors repeated

identifications for two face pool photos), indicating that use of the same face pool did not

result in assessors discounting a previously selected face for later trials. This suggests that

original chance recognition rates appeared to be valid for later trials. Overall, there were 2l

instances of repeated face selection in a total of 215 recognition trials. Face pool photo 1

(Fppl) was identiflred twice by 12 independent assessors; FPP2 by I assessor; FPP3 by 3

assessors; FPP4 by I assessor; FPP5 by I assessor; and FPP6 by 3 assessors. Facial

approximations 3 and 5 (Fig. 48) were the most frequently identified (n:8) as representing the

same face pool photo þhoto no.l).
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x'45 x'A.3 Target Individual
of FA5

(Face Pool Photol)

Figure 48: The facial approximations frequently identified as the same target individual in
unfamiliar tests.

Of the I29 identiftcations made when the target face was present in the face pool, 55 (43%)

were true positive (correct) identifications, 36 (28þ were false positive (incorrect)

identifications and the remainder consisted of 38 Q9%) instances where no identifïcation was

(incorrectly) made. Two of the three target faces were correctþ identified above chance rates,

p<0.05 (Fig. 49), the other being close to chance, p<0.07. Facial approximation no. 5 (FA5)

was identified the most accurately, with identification rates 56%o above chance rates (Fisher's

exact test, p<0.001). FAI was identified 32o/o above chance rates (Fisher's exact test,

p<0.001). FA4 was identified the least accurately at 16%o above chance rates @isher's exact

test, p<0.07). These results indicate that facial approximations displaying average colour and

texture may be correctly identified by unfamiliar assessors, but rates were not very high

(average of -43%o above chance), even though most were statistically sþifrcant.
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Figure 49: True-positive identification rates of facial approximations with target individuals

indicates chance rate; * indicates statistical significance

In the two instances where target faces were not present (FAz *' FA3) identifications of the

target face as not being present in the face pool were not significantly different from chance

rates (chi-squared test, p<0.05, Fig. 50). This indicates that even though participants could

correctly identiff target individuals when present they could not tell when target individuals

were not Present.
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Figure 50: False-positive identification rates of facial approximations without target individuals

---- indicates chance rate

Familiar recognitÍon

of the three facial approximations represented by target individuars in the face pool (i'e',

FAl,FA4,FA5)twowerecorrectlyidentified'ofthesevenpeoplefamiliarwiththeperson

represented by FA5, six made correct identifications (86%)' Most of these assessors lryefe

colleaguesofthetargetwhohadknownherforthreeyears.ofthefivepeoplefamiliarwith

thepersonrepresentedbyFAl,twomadecorrectidentifications(40%).Mostofthese

assessors were friends of the target and had known her for about four years. It is worth noting

that a sibting of the tatget of FAl who had known her for almost 20 years did not make a

correct identification. of the four people familiar with the person represented by FA4, none

made correct identifications (0%). Most of these assessors had known the target for about two

yearsbutagainasiblingwhohadknownthetargetforalmost20yearsalsodidnotmakea
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only two false positive identifications were made out of a total of 95 familiar identification

responses (2%). one assessor in the familiar testing scenario correctly identified one of the

..non-target" facial approximations, which was not represented by its respective target face in

the face pool used for unfamiliar testing'

Comparison between testing scenarios

comparison of identification rates in unfamiliar trials to familiar trials indicated that both

follow sirnilar trends, however, the magnitude of responses differed. For example, in both

familiar and unfamiliar scenarios FA5 was correctly recognized the most, followed by FAl

and then FA4. However, FA5 was recognized considerably more reliably in the familiar

identification (g6%, n:7) compared to the unfamiliar identification scenario (56yo, n:43)'

FAI was recognized at similar rates in both scenarios, 40%o (n:5) in familiar compared to

44%;o (n:43) in unfamiliar scenarios. FA4 was recognized much less in familiar scenarios (0olo,

n:4) compared to unfamiliar scenarios (28yo, r43). Overall, average recognition rates were

similar between testing scenarios being 42o/o for familiar, and 43Vo for unfamiliar' There were

considerably less false positive identifications in the familiar testing scenarios (2%) n

comparison to the unfamiliar tests (28%)'

Discussion

The results from both unfamiliar and familiar recognition trials generally indicate that two-

dimensional average faces warped to individual face shapes can be used to promote facial

recognition of the majority of target individuals, ho'evef, recognition rates are generally low

(average of 43%).This suggests that the average approach to facial approximations may work

so long as an individual's face shape can be very accurately predicted' Further tests are

needed to determine at what stage deviations from individual face shapes cause significant

reductions in recognition accuracy
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This study demonstrates a best-case scenario for recognition of facial approximations made

using average methods since exact face shapes were replicated here' This is not possible in

forensic casework. The recognition rates observed in this experiment are' thetefore' expected

to be dramaticailyhigher than those that would be obtained in general faciar approximation

practice. This appears to be the case since those who have conducted scientific tests of

traditional methods (Snow et aI.,Igl};stephan and Henneberg, 2001; van Rensburg, 1993)

generally report rates that are less than 48Yo above chance (the highest rate obtained in this

study using unfamiliar tests). Although the reliabiltty of facial approximation in this study

was rather high, i.e., facial approximations recognized above chance in four out of six trials

(five out of six trials if the borderline statistical significance is included), the reliability in

practice for traditional methods is probably much less since exact face shapes cannot be

represented like they were here. This study, therefore, supports conclusions of others that

traditional faciarapproximation methods are probably inaccurate and unreliable (Stephan and

Henneberg, 2001).

Even though true positive recognitions \ryere generated in this experiment' recognition rates

werelow,forexample,thehighestgeneratedintheunfamiliarscenariowas48o/oabove

chance which indicates that if one person said they recognized the facial approximation no

reliable conclusion could be made if they were right or wrong' However' all facial

approximations were identified at least once, except FA4 in farniliar tests, indicating that most

had the potential to be identified in a forensic environment' It should be noted' however' that

successful recognition in the laboratory environment does not necessarily mean that the facial

approximationwillberecognizedinthefïeldsincelaboratorytestsexcludeadditional

variables like the broadness of media coverage/who sees the media reports etc' (Haglund'

le98)
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The furding that trends seen in the unfamiliar trials were similar to those in familiar scenarios

suggests that unfamiliar testing scenarios are useful in evaluating facial approximation

accuracy even though facial approximations are usually recognized by familiar individuals'

not unfamiliar ones. This is significant for laboratory tests of facial approximation since

testing of familiar individuars can be probrematic due to availabilþ of such individuals and

ethical concerns for their proronged exposure to traumatic events. one limitation to unfamiliar

testing, indicated by this study, is that false positive identifications appear to be significantly

increased in comparison to familiar tests. Therefore, suggestions that small but significant

recognition rates of facial approximations in unfamiliar scenarios (e.g', 8%) may be

troublesome since many significant false positive identifications may be generated (Stephan

and Henneberg, 2001), does not appear to be true for forensic environments where familiar

individuals usually recognize the facial approximation'

The problem of false positive recognitions in unfamiliar tests may be resolved by using

sequential lineups rather than face pools since this procedure has been shown to decrease false

positive identifications without significantly effecting true positive identification rates for

eyewitness identification (Lindsay et al., 7991a; Lindsay et aI',1991b; Lindsay and Wells'

1985; Steblay et a1.,2001). In sequential lineups (face pool) images are shown one at a time

to the assessor who decides wether or not that person is the target individual before the next

person in the sequence of face pool photographs is shown (note that the experimenter holds

more photographs than is to be shown so that the assessor cannot anticipate the end of the face

array). The reasoning behind this is that assessors are forced to rely more on absolute criteria

(e.g., is this the target individual or not?) rather than realtive criteria (is this individual more

like the perpetrator than other lineup members?) (Lindsay and wells' 1985)' such an

approach may be useful to the assessment of facial approximation also, however, it is worth

noting that facial approximations may be so uffepresentative of target individuals that

assessors furd it difficult to make absolute responses and consequently no identification
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responses may result. This would be a good additional test to further establish how accurate

facial approximations actually are'

It may be possible that recognitions could be established from face outlines (e'g', face

templates) alone without the need for average colour and texture information to be

addtitionally presented. However, recognition rates of studies testing face outlines appear to

be less than those obtained in this study (average 43Vo) when average colour information was

also included indicating that the inclusion of this information is useful. Rhodes et al. (1987)

found that frontal face outlines alone, similar to those used here to generate the averages but

using 169 points rather thanllgpoints, were recognued3S% of the time' Davies et al' (1978)

found that their ..line outlines" (which displayed slightly less information than the face

derineations used in this study) were recognized atarate or23%o, while their line drawings

(which displayed much more information than the face delineations used here) were

recognized 47Vo ofthe time. Therefore, there seems to be some advantage in using average

colour rn 2D facial approximations since recognition rates appear to be increased slightly

?5%),perhaps because the faces appear more realistic. This may not be surprising since it is

known that slow-varying intensity patterns (colour and texture information) contribute to

facial recognition (Bruce and Langton, 1994; O'Toole et al', 1997) and the inclusion of

average colour and texture would crudely approximate that of many individuals. while it is

unknown if face delineations alone can generate recognition rates equal to that of warped

average faces, even if they did it would not argue against the use of average colour and

texture since this objectively represents faces unlike traditional tr¡¡o-dimensional facial

approximation methods where face colour and texture are subjectively represented by pencil

tonmg.

As previously mentioned, average colour and texture may also be useful for three-dimensional

computer approximations where faces are derived by warping laser scanned images of heads
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to average soft tissue depths placed on skulls (vanezis et al',1989; Vanezis et al'' 2000)'

Since the recognition of such laser scanned faces, is well below that of photographs (Bruce e/

at.,l99l)it is possible that their recognition may also be increased þerhaps only slightly) by

the inclusion of average colour and texture information. Additionally, average faces seem

advantageous to practitioners for three-dimensional clay facial approximation because they

can be used as a basis for constructing the face maintaining objectivity to a gteatet degree'

An interesting observation of this study is the similarities/differences between the two facial

approximations (FA3 and FA5) perceived by many unfamiliar assessors to represent the same

individual (FPPl). Visually, the face shape of these two facial approximations is rather

different (Fig. 48), yet they were recognized as representing the same person' FA3 appears

much more euryprosopic and brachycephalic than FA5 (which exhibits the exact face shape of

the target individual). Additionally, the shape/position of the upper lip' eyebrows and ears

differ considerably. However, both facial approximations display similar hairlines that deviate

to the right, left eyes that are positioned slightly higher than the right eye, and rather "squafe"

jaw lines. Perhaps these were the features that resulted in the faces being identified as the

same pefson by unfamiliar assessors. Either way, since no familiar assessor incorrectly

identified FA3 as belonging to the target individual of FA5 it appears that familiar assessors

were able to differentiate between these facial approximations, unlike unfamiliar assessors'
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Applying Knowledge Described Here To Facial Approximation Methods: Does it

Increase Their AccuracY?

Inlroductíon

It has been found in the preceeding sections that several traditional methods for building

prominent faciar features from the skull have considerable inaccuracy, like those for eyeball

projection, pronasale position, mouth width and superciliare position' New guidelines that

better predict these soft tissue features have also been presented as well as methods that

objectively represent features that cannot yet be determined from the face, like average face

colour and shape. Additionally, it has been demonstated, by using exact face shapes and

averagefacemorphologythattheceilinglimitoftwo.dimensionalfacialapproximationsis

about 4gVo, andthat face pools should be used for assessing the accuracy ("recognizability")

of facial approximations. This aim of this study is, therefore, to determine if by using the

average faces and the new improved soft tissue prediction guidelines described here facial

approximations can be generated which are correctly recognized above chance rates as tested

in an unfamiliar identification scenario'

Although the improvements made to traditional soft tissue prediction guidelines made above

are significant, they are few and hence close replication of individual face shapes and

increases in recognition rates may be unlikely at this stage. However, it would be encouraging

if recognition rates were found to increase since this wourd indicate immediate rewards for

the use of a few systematically tested guidelines. Even if recognition rates are not found to

increase, those determined wi[ be usefur since they will enable traditional subjective methods

of facial approximation to be relatively judged'
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Methods

Facial approximations were constructed for each of three skulls ("Kate": female, aged 20-30

years, European population of origin; "Jaîe": female, aged 30-40 years' European population

of origin; and "Fred": male, aged 40 years, European population of origin) previously used for

facial approximation testing by Stephan and Henneberg (2001)' The skull of "Sam" was not

included since his age (40,50 years) feil we[ outside that of individuals used to generate the

average faces (mean age22years, age range 18-34 years)' "Fred" WaS alsO outside this range

but not by as much as "sam" and was therefore included to increase the sample size' "Jaîe"

was borderrine with respect to age (30-40 years) so she was included. "Kate", who was aged

about 20-30years was well suited to the average face agerange' The use of these skulls was

convenientbecauseresultsoftestsconductedhereusingnewfacialapproximationmethods

could be compared to those of stephan and Henneberg (2001) using traditional subjective

methods. Since the new methods employed here are objective (because they use average faces

and predetermined soft tissue prediction guidelines), the fact that I had previously seen the

actual faciar appearance of target individuars was not considered to be a signifîcant factor

since any bias in face construction, i.e., deviations from predetermined soft tissue prediction

guidelines, would be evident in the final facial approximations'

Construction of the facial approximations

The facial approximation method used here is best classified under the American technique

since it does not rely on any facial muscle buildup' This is probably an advantage since

determining facial muscle origins, insertions and shape/bulk is highly subjective as these

muscles leave little clue to their form on the skull as previously mentioned' The technique

used here is an adaptation of the averaging/caricaturing software developed by Perrett and

colleagues (Benson and Perrett , Tggl; Rowland and Perrett,1995; Tiddeman et al'' 2001) at

the university of st. Andrews. The technique requires the delineation of the two-dimensional
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face shape over the skull using a large number of landmarks joined by contour lines.

Landmarks determining the face shape are located using as many tested soft tissue prediction

guidelines as possible with other unknown aspects being supplemented with untested

guidelines. Totally unknown feature shapes are left as much as possible to the computer

normalized shape of the average face which is based on three reference points (see below),

hence limiting the subjectivity of determining unknown positions of certain landmarks. Some

landmarks required small amounts of "tweakin1",to ensure contour lines did not overlap or

were too close since this can produce artifacts in final images (see e.g., Fig. 51). The sex, age,

and population specific average colour and texture information was then warped to the

delineated face shape to obtain the final facial approximation.

Figure 51:

(a) (b) (c)

Averaging artifacts caused by contour lines too close or overlapping

(a) delineation template with overlapping neck/gonion region, inappropriately placed

àiá1¿1 nasotatial foid points, and overlapping proximal epicanthal points. (b) resulting

face warp with distortions; note gonioal region abberations, exaggerated lines at - ^
corners óf mouth (oromental groãves), an I abnormal medial eye morphology. (c) face

warp created using a delineation template with non-overlapping contour lines'
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Skull casts were used as the basis of facial approximation so small-diameter, shar¡lened

plastic rods could be rigidly mounted at realistic angles. A heated sheet of modeling wax was

used to ensure a free way space of about 2mm (Fig. 52), which naturally occurs between the

occlusal surfaces of the teeth when individuals are relaxed (Nairn, 1976). Additionally, the

interarticular disc of the temporomandibular joint was also simulated using modeling wax.

Age specific soft tissue depths reported by Helmer (1984) using ultrasound were used to

establish general face shapes. Only depths at landmarks thought to be useful with regard to

the new methods were used (Tabte 24). Mid-sagittal depths were oriented at realistic angles

according to guidelines of George (1993).

Figure 52: Use of heated wax to achieve free way space and hence the correct position of
mandible in relaxed state

Also note the simulation of the interarticular disc of the temporomandibular joint

using modeling wax.

Skull casts were mounted in a typical natural head position, and photographed at a glabella -

film plane distance of approximately l2}4mmwith a 35mm SLR camera frtted with a l05mm

lens, in both front¿l and right-profile views. Photographs were then scanned into a computer

using a flat bed CanoScan D 660U scanner and images were saved as JPEG's. All

measurements made from the images for purposes of facial approximation were adjusted for

scale according to values of direct measurements taken on the actual skull casts.

.+ ¡h

-Fl"
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Table 24: selected avefage soft tissue depths of Helmer (1934) used for facial

approximation
Áúrn"urntes have been rounded to the nearest 0'5mm'

Location
Vertex
Euryon
Zygion
Mid-masseter
(between gonion and zYgion)

Gonion
Gnathion
Metopion
Glabella
Nasion
Mid-nasal
Rhinion
Subnasale
Labrale suPerius

Labrale inferius

Mentolabial sulcus

Pogonion

Number
1

29

31

32

Use
frontal/profile
frontal
frontal
frontal

Kate
Female,2O-29Yrs

4.5
5.0
5.0
17.O

Jane
Female, 30-39Yrs

5.0
5.5
5.0
18.5

Fred
Male,4049Yrs

5.0

6.5
5.5

20.5

33

16

3

5

6

7

8

1',|

12

13

14

15

frontal
frontal/profile
profile
profile
profile
profile
profile
profile
profile
profile
profile
profile

11.5

7.0
4.5
5.5
7.0
3.0
2.5
14.O

12.0

12.0

10.5

9.5

11.5

7.0
4.5
5.5
6.5
3.0
2.5
13.0

10.5

12.0

11.0

10.0

13.5

9.5

5.0

6.0
7.0
4.0
2.5
15.5

12.5

14.O

13.5

11.5

Frontal Facial Approximation of specific features:

General face outline

The 2D average face shape was initially adapted to the skull in frontal view using the pupil

centers (landmarks I e, 2) and stomion (landmark l) as reference points (see Fig. 32 or

Appendix 6 for all landmark positions named in this section)' Adjustrnents ürere then made to

the normal ized 2D face shape delineations, as required, to accommodate the underlying skull

with average soft tissue depths (Fig. 53 to 58)' Relaxed average faces were used since skull

casts were mounted with a freeway space representative of relaxed facial posture'

Eyes

The pupil centers (delineation landmarks 1&2) were positioned according to methods of

Eisenfeld et ar. (rg75) (Fig. 53 to 5g). This method was used above unrested guidelines of

Krogman (1962), and Gatliff and Taylor (Gatlift 1984; Gatliff and Taylor' 2001; Taylor'

2001a)becausetheyhaveatleasthadsomeempiricalvalidation.Irisdiameterwas190



constructed as l2mm as suggested by Taylor (2001b). Medial (landmarks z0 sL28) and lateral

canthi (landmarks 24 &,32) positions were determined according to methods of Krogman

(cited in Caldwell, 1986).

Eyebrows

Superciliares (landmarks 111 & 119) were located using the very general guidelines reported

by systematic tests in this thesis (p. 120 to 121). Eyebrow shape was left to computer

normalization of the average face shape as much as possible.

Nose

Alars (landmarks 57 &, 67) were positioned according to nasal aperture 3/5ths rule as tested

by Hoffman and colleagues to determine nose width (Hoffman et aI', 1991)' Subnasale

(landmark 62) was positioned below the nasal spine according to either the method reported

by Schultz (1913) or Fedosyutkin and Nainys (1993) (see p' 8l) depending on which was

deemed to fit best. All other aspects of the nose were left to the normaltzation of the average

face shape, so long as the bridge of the nose aligned with the nasal bones etc'

Philtrum

philtrum placement was left to computer normalization of the average face shape to the skull

but was subjectively adjusted if it seemed unreasonable.

Mouth

cheilion positions (landmarks 73 & 79) were determined according to tested guidelines

presented in this thesis (see p. 63 to 7g) to establish mouth width. stomion position was

determined according to George (1987), i.e., stomion is located % way up the central incisors

for males and ll3 way up the central incisors for females, since his guidelines have been
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based on direct anatomical relationships while other guidelines suggested for determining this

feature have not been reported with associated evidence. Lip height was determined in

accordance with the subjective guideline that it is equal to the enamel height of the upper and

lower incisors (Gatliff, 1gg4). Lip shape was subjectively determined although being based on

the standardized average face shape'

Folds and lines of the face

The mental fissure was subjectively praced above the mental sulcus. The mentolabial groove

was subjectively placed above mentolabial sulcus as indicated by George (1993)' The inferior

orbital groove was subjectively oriented consistent with general anatomy as were the

derineation contours indicating cheek prominence. The nasolabial groove was located using

the standard average faces as guides. The epicanthal folds (or superior orbital grooves) were

left to the computer normalization of the average face shape, but altered by small amounts if

contour lines overlaped. other lines and grooves (e.g., vertical glabella lines' transverse nasal

lines, inferior orbital grooves, oromental grooves etc' of the face (see George and Singer

(1993)) were dependent upon the anatomy of the average faces and other delineated face

shapes

Ears

Height of ears (landmarks 181,186 &, 187,192) were determined according to general

guidelines of Farkas (1987), taking into account magnification effects caused by differing

feafure distances to the camera. However, since Farkas does not report how much larger most

people's ears are than their noses, subjective interpretation was used' All other ear anatomy

was determined using the standard average faces as guides and ensuring that contour lines did

not overlaP.
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Hairline

Hairline was subjectively estimated'

Neck

Neck outline and sternocleidomastoid muscle outline were subjectively estimated'

Profile Facial APProximation:

General face outline

The 2D average face shape was adapted to the skull in frontal view using landmarks otobasion

inferius (landmark 1), exocanthion (landm atk2),and part of the upper lip border (landmark 3)

as references (see Fig. 33 or Appendix 7). Adjustments were then made to the normalized2D

face shape delineations, as required, to accommodate the underlying skull and average soft

tissue depths (Fig. 53 to 58). Again, relaxed average faces were used since skull casts were

mounted with a freeway space. All landmarks described below can be located in Figure 33

and Appendix 7'

Eyes

Anterior eye projection (landmark 15) was determined using exophthalmometry values as

presented in this thesis (p. 109 to 112). Palpebral fissure shape was based on the standard

average profile, although it was subjectively determined'

Eyebrows

The eyebrows were based on the standard average delineation profiles'
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Nose

position of pronasale (landmark 107) was determined according to new methods described in

this thesis (p. 91 to g6). Arar shape was subjectively determined and positioned using the

standardized average face profile and observations of George (1987)' Nasal bridge fotm was

detemined according to skeletal face profiles (Robinson et al',1986) and nasal bone form'

Shapeoftipofnoseandcolumellaanglewereentirelysubjective.

Mouth

Lip shapes were subjectively determined but based on the standardized average shape'

Cheilion (landmark 20) placement was subjective agatn being placed based on the

standardized average shapes, which indicated it was close to the same hosizontal position as

the alar curvature point, well forward of cheilion positions as indicated by George (1987)'

Folds and lines of the face

The mentolabial gfoove was subjectively placed above mentolabial sulcus as indicated by

George (1993). The inferior orbiøl groove was subjectively placed consistent with general

anatomy as was the derineation contour indicating cheek prominence. The nasolabial groove

was located using the standard average faces as guides' The epicanthal folds (or superior

orbital grooves) were left to the computer normarization of the average face shape. other lines

and grooves (e.g., vertical glabe[a lines, transverse nasal lines, inferior orbitar grooves'

oromental grooves etc. of the face (see George and singer, lgg3) were dependent upon the

anatomyoftheaveragefacesandotherdelineatedfaceshapes.
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Ears

The ears were positioned about 5mm posterior to the external auditory meatus, and about

5mm superiorly, according to guidelines by Welcker (as cited by Stewart (1979b)' Ear height

(landmarks 87 &,82) was determined as indicated above for frontal views. Ear angulation was

set at about 15 degrees posteriorly inclined from the vertical (Gatliff and Taylor, 2001) but

ensuring that it was less than the nose angulation as suggested by Farkas (1987) and as

indicated by the standardized average faces. Other shape morphology of the ear was modeled

based on the standardized average faces.

Jaw outline

Jaw line was subjectively placed slightly inferiorly to the lower border of the mandible

Hairline

Hairline was subjectively estimated.

Neck

Neck outline and sternocleidomastoid muscle outline were subjectively estimated. However,

sternocleidomastoid muscle direction was antero-inferior from the mastoid process, unlike

directions of Neave for it to run directly inferiorly (R. Neave, 2002, personal communication)

(see Fig. 53).

Figure 54 to 59 show superimpositions of the delineation maps over the skull, the facial

approximations (i.e., the warped average faces), and superimpositions of the facial

approximations over the skull, in both frontal and profile views. Figure 60 shows the fural

facial approximations as presented to assessors.
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Figure 53:

(a) (b) (c)

Stemocleidomastoid direction
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Figure 54: 
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with skun. (b) average face warped to delineation map (facial approximation). (c) superimposition of skull with facial

aPProximation. 
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Figure 55: Profile facial approximation of "Fred"

(a) superimposition of delineation map with skull. (b) average face warped to delineation map (facial approximation). (c) superimposition of skull with facial

approximation.
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Figure 56: Frontal facial approximation of "Jane"

(a) superimposition of delineation map with skull. (b) average face warped to delineation map (facial approximation). (c) superimposition of skull with facial

approximation.
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Figure 57: Profile facial approximation of "Jane"

(a) superimposition of delineation map with skull. (b) average face warped to delineation map (facial approximation). (c) superimposition of skull with facial

approximation.
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Figure 58: Frontal facial approximation of "Kate"

(a) superimposition of delineation map with skull. (b) average face warped to delineation map (facial approximation)' (c) superimposition of skull with facial

approximation.
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Figure 59: Profile facial approximation of "Kate"

(a) superimposition of delineation map with skull. (b) average face warped to delineation map (facial approximation). (c) superimposition of skull with facial

approximation.
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ttFredtt

"Ja;ne"

"Ka¡te"

X'igure 60: Facial approximations as presented to assessors
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Testing X'acial Approximation Recognition

Thirty two assessors (16 females, mean age 28 y€ars' SD 13 years; 14 males' mean age 39

years, SD 14 years) participated in the recognition trials where attempts were made to identifu

target individuals, displayed in face pools, from facial approximations' Assessors were

presented with facial approximations (with both front and profile views) one at a time' in a

predetermined random order, and they attempted to identiff from the corresponding face

pools for each, who the targetindividual was. Face pools included the same l0 individuals in

the same order as used by Stephan and Henneberg (2001)' Assessors were told that target

individuals may or may not be in all face pools. when target faces were present subjects had a

50 Yo chance of deciding if the target face was actually in the face pool and a 10olo chance of

correctly identiffing the correct face- Therefore, assessors had a 5Yo chance (50% x IÙYo:

5%) or correctly identifuing the target individual when they were present' Although

participants were not aware of the fact, all face pools included the target individual' Since one

of the participants recognized one of the non-target faces in one of the face pools his response

for this trial was not included in the study. This gave a sample size of 32 individuals for

"Fred", 3l individuals for "Jaîe", and32 individuals for "Kate"'

For each facial approximation assessors also indicated what their confidence was that they

had made the conect decision (i.e., identified the right face or correctly decided that the target

face of the facial approximation was not in the face pool), and if aface was identified' what

s/he felt the resemblance between the facial approximation to the face identified was' The

same scales were used as presented on p. 165 and 166, with confidence level being indicated

by: not confident, slightly confident, fairly confident, or confident; and resemblance being

indicated on a scale from 0 to 10. Data were analyzedusing Fishers exact tests (JMP@ 4'0)'

and unequal variance t-tests (Microsoft Excel@ 2000)'
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Resuhs

None of the three faciar approximations constructed \ilere coffectly identified above chance

rates. out of a total of 95 identification scenarios there were 4 true positive identifications

(4%),66 false positive identifications (69%), and 25 instances where no identification could

be made (26%). Table 25 summaries these results. Target individuals for facial

approximations of "Fred" and "Kate" were never identified while that of "Jane" was

identified 4 times (13%),but this rate was not above that expected by chance (Fisher's exact

test, p>0.05). The only face identified above chance rates was a non-targetface,photo number

I in the face pool for "Fred" (Fisher's exact test, p<0.01)' This face was identified 13 out of

32 times (41%).

Table 25:

Facial APProximation
I nal

"Fred"
ttJanett

"Kate"

Target Face ldentification

Facial approximation recognition responses

i;g; i;;" identifrcationr-fo. each fácial approximation are shown in bold type

Total

12 3 4 5 6 7 I I
13 0 0 o 7 1 0 1 0

4 3 5 0 4 51 0 0

371010372

10 No lD

010
27
08

32

31

32

Average resemblance ratings of true and false positive identifications did not differ at

statistically significant levels (unequal variance t-test, p>0'05)' If anything there was a trend

for false positive identifications to receive higher resemblance ratings than true positive

identifications (Fig. 61). Resemblance ratings also displayed trends to increase with

increasing confidence levels of assessors (Fig' 62)'
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Figure 61: Resemblance ratings for facial approximation identifications
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Discussion

The lack of above chance true positive identifications of facial approximations even when

they are constructed from less subjective methods, i.e., empirically tested and improved soft

tissue prediction guidelines and average faces, demonstrates that facial approximation

methods are inaccurate. It was expected here that true positive recognition rates would be less

than -43%o since exact face shapes could hardly be expected to be replicated (as indicated

previously), however, actual true positive recognition rates were much lower - in two cases

none were made.

These results are not surprising since exact face shapes can hardly be expected to be created

from the skull using the few tested guidelines that exist, many of which have only been

described here for the fnst time. Additionally, since traditional facial approximation methods

are subjective and use inaccurate soft tissue prediction guiderines, it seems that these facial

approximations are likely to be even less successful. However, the results of this study

compare closely to those reported by Stephan and Henneberg (2001) even though they used

more subjective methods. For example, true positive identifications were found 4o/o or the

time here, andsYoof the time by stephan and Henneberg (2001), false positive identifications

were 69%o and 67%o respectively and no identification instances were 26%o and 25Yo

respectively. It, therefore, seems that facial approximation recognition rates may be at base

levels, even when improved techniques described here are used' This suggests much work is

still needed if facial approximation is to become even a partiaily reliable technique that

achieves true positive identifications purposefutly (not due to chance) at least some of the

time. This study reinforces conclusions of Stephan and Henneberg (2001) that facial

approximations rarely result in true positive identifications.
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Results of this study also replicate those found earlier in this thesis that resemblance ratings

are not reliable indicators of the recognition ability of facial approximations and hence their

accuracy. It has been suggested, apparently in an attempt to justiff the continued use of

resemblance ratings, that the finding that facial approximations sometimes þerhaps often)

bear greater resemblance to non-target individuals and that they are identified instead of target

individuals is logical and not surprising (Wilkinson and Whittaket, 2002)' However' the

argument that non-target individuals often represent facial approximations is precisely one of

the reasons for why resemblance ratings should not be used to gauge a facial approximations

accuracy, which ultimately rests on its "recognizabiltiy" '

It has also been suggested that previous findings of the author that facial approximation

recognition is low and infrequent (Stephan and Henneberg, 2001) may have resulted because

of a lack of practitioner experience with techniques (Wilkinson and Whittaker, 2002)'

However, since this study used less subjective methods and closely adhered to new improved

and empirically demonstrated guidelines and used computer generated average human face

morphology, this study clearly demonstrates that facial approximation results in low and

infrequent identifications of target individuals irrespective of practitioner experience and the

"artistic quality" of the facial approximations'

Figures 63 and 64 present the facial approximations constructed here using more objective

methods and those of Stephan and Henneberg (2001) so they can be compared' The figure

does not present the facial approximations according to scale but rather the images are

presented to allow holistic comparisons to be made. The "artistic quality"' perhaps better

described as how real or lifelike the facial approximations are, is definitely fairly low in all

facialapproximations presented in Figures 63 and64' As mentioned in the introduction this is

primarly due to the fact that attempts were made to restrict subjective inputs into the facial
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approximations, since any such characteristics added are purely "intuitive". As a result two-

dimensional drawings and FACE generated approximations have minimal tone and highlights

since this requires subjective estimation. Also it can be seen that few wrinkles and lines or

grooves of the face are included since these cannot be determined from the skull. This may

contribute to the low recognition of these facial approximations but this again demonstrates

that if detailed subjective information is included and the face is recognized correctly that it is

likely a result of chance. Increasing the detail of facial approximations to make them appear

more realistic and of higher "artisitic quality" is defuritely favourable but this should also be

done by employing methods which have been empirically demonstrated to be reliable and

accurate. By using average face colour and texture more facial detail can be objectively

included. Figure 65 and 66f demonstrate the true artistic ability of the author since these heads

have been constructed with little restriction-
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ttFredtt

ttJanett

t
t

(b)

'(Kate"

(c) (d) (e)
(a)

Figure 63: comparison of front¿l facial approximations for"Fred","Jane" and"Kate"

e; (b) to (e) those constructed by Stephan

le. See above for methods of (a)' For

Stephan and Henneberg (2001) P'4??-
r) method. (c) 2D drawing method' (d)

method.
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"Jane"

ßKa;tet'

Figure 64:

(a) (b) (c)

Comparison of profile facial approximations for "Fred", "Jane" and "Kate"

(a) the facial approximations constructed here; (b) and (c) those constructed by

òt"pt u" and Hãnneberg (2001). Images are not to scale. See above for methods of (a).

Foiprecise softtissue predictions for (b) and (c) see Stephan and Henneberg (2001) p'

433-435. (b) 3D combination method. (c) 3D American method'

t
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Figure 65:

(a) (b)

Artistic facial construction by the author

(a) Portrait of Francois Vidocq; and (b) Clay sculpturebased on portrait. M¿de for the

Australian and New Zealandforensic Science Society for display at the 14''

International Symposium on the Forensic Sciences, Adelaide' Australia, 1998'

Each series of facial approximations constructed using different methods on each skull (Fig.

63 and 64) appears to share a rather "high" degree of similarity with a consistent "theme"

running between many of the faces. Despite this there are also many differences, some due to

methodological approaches. Particularly prominent are the large noses that result when using

the Gerasimov (1971) (tangents following general directions of nasal bones) guideline for

nose projection in the 3D combination approach (Fig. 6a). The shape of the nose in profile

also differs between facial approximations of the same skull as a result of different techniques

producing different nose projections, which need to be accomodated to create a "balanced" or

realistic appearing face. The 2D FACE assisted method of "Kate" certainly seems to have

produced a face that is too long, however, the same skull picture was used for the drawing

method. A possible explanation for this observation is that the nose of the FACE assisted

approximation seems prominent and also a rather projecting chin has also been used, making

the face appear longer. As previously described by Stephan and Henneberg (2001), this is a

limitation of that technique since limited photofit features are available to choose from in the
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consÍuction of these faciar approximations. A similar scenario can be seen for "Fred" where

his jaw line and cheeks appear to be "fuller" than in the other facial approximations. Despite

differences between faciar approximations recognition tests showed that facial approximations

of ..Fred,, frequently resulted in incorrect indentifications the face pool photo I both in this

study and that reported by stephan and Henneberg (2001) for 2D methods' Likewise' face

pool photo 6 for "Jane" was recoguized frequently here as it was when using 2D methods

were used by Stephan and Henneberg (2001). Results obtained for the facial approximation of

..Kate" did not display consistent trends between the studies however' This seems to indicate

that there is consisten cy, at least between facial approximations created by the same pefson'

using similar methods (in this case two-dimensional ones) on the same skull'

Despite the lack of success in facial approximation recognition in this experiment' the

adaptation of the software capable of warping average colour and shape to particular shapes

seems beneficial to the facial approximation process since it dramatically limits subjective

interpretation. The methods described above are also useful because they are easy to follow'

logical and clearly indicate what is being subjectively estimated' Although the use of

standardized average faces as models for the basis of determining unknown face features is

favourable in contrast to purely subjective methods, some subjectivity is still involved as

clearly indicated bY the methods'

The techniques used above have several limitations: (i) few systematically tested guidelines

exist for predicting the soft tissues of the face; (ii) systematically tested guidelines that do

exist are averages; (iii) face morphology is represented in 2D and therefore much face shape

is represented by colour changes, e.g., cheek shape; (iv) colour and texture information of

target individuals outside the ages of the samples used for generating the average faces will

not be werl represented by the averages. Armost all these limitations could be reduced with
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future work. For example, more systematically tested soft tissue prediction guidelines could

be determined; soft tissue prediction guidelines taking into account other feature relationships

could be constructed using regression; average faces could be generated in thlee dimensions;

and average faces could be generated for many age subgroups of the human population'

In two-dimensional (2D) facial approximations the use of average soft tissue depths is also

limited because only those perpendicular to the line of view are useful. Soft tissue depths that

are not perpendicular to the line of view are not useful since they cannot be used to precisely

represent the soft tissue depth, which must be achieved by toning, e'g', depth at pogonion in

frontal view. Hence, using these depths in 2D facial approximations is illogical for they serve

little purpose but to make the technique appear more precise than it is, which again

overemphasizes its rigor to lay individuals. Here it was found that only 10 individual soft

tissue depths were relevant for frontal 2D approximations and 72 soft tissue depth in profile'

where as other authors unrealistically use many more, e.g., Taylor (2001a) uses about 29

depths in frontal views 21 in profile views'

Exocanthions and endocanthions were predicted here according to the commonly cited

methods of Krogman (cited in Caldwell, 1986), which appear to be consistent with reported

observations of others (Angel, 1973) even though these studies do not provide any empirical

justification for these guidelines (Table 26). However, Yoshino and Seta (2000) also present

their own different methods for determining the lateral canthus, i.e., that the exocanthion fall

on or just medial to the lateral orbit. Since conducting the experiment reported above further

literature searches have revealed evidence that shows all three of the above guidelines to be

incorrect. A study by Rosenstein and colleagues (2000) determined the distance the lateral

canthus falls away from the lateral orbital wall, relative to the coronal plane (Rosenstein,

zxl3,personal communication) in 2l individuals. They found the average distance to be 7'5
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mm (SD : 2.8mm, range: 2-l2mm), a value between two- and seven-times greater than that

indicated by traditional facial approximation guidelines. Furthermore a study by Gioia and

colleagues (1gs7) in l gsT reported bilateral dissections of 8 human cadavers where they were

able to measure the long axis of the lateral canthal tendon and calculate its average length

(n:16). The value they found was 10.6 mm, with a standard deviation of 0'9mm. Since the

lateral canthal ligament attaches on average l.5mm behind the orbital margin (Gioia et al.,

lggT), the length of the lateral canthal tendon reported by Gioia and colleagues (1987)

appears to corroborate findings by Rosenstein and colleagues (2000), as together they indicate

that the lateral canthus falls about 6mm anterior to the lateral orbital margin - a value that

seems reasonable given that the cornea projects about 16mm anterior to the lateral orbital rim

(as reviewed in this thesis). Therefore, while the results of Rosenstein and colleagues' study

(2000) suggest that Krogman's (cited in Caldwell, 1986), Angel's (197S) and even Yoshino

and Seta,s (2000) reports are possible in some instances, on average they will tend to grossly

under predict the distance the lateral canthus falls away from the lateral orbit in the majority

of individuals. This suggests that the lateral canthi positions of the facial approximations used

in this experiment are incorrect, as they are in any previously constructed facial

approximation. This observation once again demonstrates that untested facial approximation

guidelines based on observational evidence are misleading and further reinforces the need for

all such subjective guidelines in facial approximation to be empirically evaluated. It therefore

seems that facial approximations should be constructed in the future using the values of

Rosenstein and colleagues (2000) until other larger sampled studies have been conducted.
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Table 26: Reported values of lateral canthal distance from the lateral wall of the orbit

Tested

Kroqman (cited in Caldwell 1986) I Rosenstein et al. (2000)

5 7
2.8
21

3to4

Angel (1978

Average distance of lateral

canthus from lateral orbital wall

SD
samÞle size (n = number of cadaver specimens)
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It also seems worth noting that many assesors after identifying who they thought were the

target faces, were told who the target individuals actually \ilere, they would often say things

like "oh, I was thinking it might be him/her, they were going to be my second guess"' One

wonders if this really would be the case, only testing it would resolve the matter. However, it

maybe that because the facial approxirnations often bear some type of resemblance to almost

all the faces and this could be said for any. Many assessors also commented that the longer

they looked at the faces in the face pools the more similarities they saw between the facial

approximation and atl of thefaces in the face pool. As is expected since average methods are

used in the facial approximation process, this seems to indicate that the facial approximations

do not display any distinctive individualising features. Perhaps the Class II occlusion of

,,Jaîe,, counted as a more distinctive feature, which resulted in her taget face being identified

more often than the other two facial approximations. This highlights the limitations of using

average approaches to facial approximation and the importance of drawing attention to

distinctive features of the face as has been previously suggested (Taylor, 2007a; Ubelaker,

1ee3).
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General Discussion and Conclusions

The main furdings of the studies presented here are: (i) that many of the traditional guidelines

used to predict major soft tissue features of the face from the skull could be improved (like

those for determining eyeball projection, pronasale position, mouth width and superciliare

position); (ii) resemblance ratings do not measure a facial approximations accuracy' that is'

ability to be recognized; (iii) the highest recognition rates of ¡¡vo-dimensional facial

approximations are ever likely to achieve, i.e., when exact face shapes are fepresented, are

about 43Vo on average; and (iv) that facial approximations constructed from objective

methods using averr¡ge face anatomy and updated soft tissue prediction guidelines do not

produce frequent true positive recognitions, as measured by face pool comparisons'

Since .,objective,, methods of facial approximation were tested here by using empirically

demonstrated soft tissue prediction guidelines and average human faces, the results clearly

demonstrate that facial approximation methods do not currently produce faces that can be

recognized above chance rates. The fact that all of the commonly used soft tissue prediction

methods tested here were rather inaccurate and unreliable suggests that the many other

commonly used but untested subjective guidelines in circulation could also be improved'

However, even with the best improvement possible, so that exact face shapes can be

recognized it seems facial approximation will not obtain recognition rates higher than -43%

on average and that in some cases individuals will not even be recognized correctly'

Previous facial approximation success can be explained through mechanisms other than facial

recognition, like contextual information (Haglund and Reay, 1991) or chance (Stephan and

Henneberg, 2001). It may also be that facial approximation acts to promote public interest in
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the case, which in turn generates extra leads through the mechanisms suggested above'

without the facial approximation being specifically recognized during critical stages. It is

important to note that people probably think they recognize the target individual from the

facial approximat ion after an identification has been made. It therefore seems that despite the

inaccuracy of the technique, facial approximation is useful to forensic work since it may

generate public interest and act as a ,.vehicre" for identification. However, it should be

recognized that successes due to specific and purposeful faciar recognition are unlikely, wffi

recognitions probably being made independently of the faciar approximation. stewart (r979b)

p.257, appears to have been correct when he states that "likeness per se [may have nothing]

to do with [facial approximation recognition].'.'[the] methods are sufrounded by an aura of

glamour that may not always be warranted". Indeed participants in face recognition

experiments found the task difficult and often reported that the ronger they looked at the faces

in the face pool the more facial approximation seems to resemble all of the faces' This

hightights the fact that the faces built from sku[s do not display characteristics that make

these faces easily recognizable as their tatgetindividuals. While specific and purposeful facial

recognitions may appear to be made in forensic cases, since family members etc' recognize

the facial approximation of the victim, this may not be the case. People who are aware that a

loved one is missing may be more likely to respond to calls for recognition from advertised

facial approximations. Since victims cannot be of individuals who are known to be alive it is

expected that identifications from individuals who have a missing acquaintance will have an

increased likelihood of being correct'

while studies presented here show ,.beyond reasonable doubt" that traditional facial

approximation methods are inaccurate and unlikely to result in specific and purposeful facial

recognition, this finding does not indicate that facial approximation is not useful or harmful to

identification attempts as has been suggested by others (e'g', Witkinson and Mautner' 2003;

wilkinson et a:.,2002).This point needs to be emphasized since it has been repeatedly stated
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in the literature that these findings show that "faciar approximation would be detrimental to

any forensic identification case" (wilkinson and Mautn er,2003;) p' 12, and (wilkinson et al''

2002)p.ll2. Such statements are not only incorrect but they misrepresent the conclusions

drawn by the original authors. Any facial approximation even if recognized purely by chance

will be useful for forensic identifiction. It is essential in forensic scenarios that every lnethod

possible be used in an attempted to identiff skeletal remains, not only for the important task

of easing family concern and even grieving, but also to assist in the apprehension of the

offendery's (Brues, lgg2). A logical procedure is to use those methods that are most reliable

and accurate f,*st and work down the list to the least accurate and least reliable methods if the

former happen to be unsuccessful for any reason. Therefore, if more reliable methods cannot

be used or have proven to be of little use in establishing an identification' but facial

approximation methods can be used, then they defrnitely should be since the may' by chance

orbypurpose(howeverunlikely),helptoestablishanidentification.

while results of studies presented here demonstrate that zD raciar approximation techniques

do have potential to obtain personal recognition in a forensic setting, the inaccuracy of

specific soft tissue prediction guidelines as found in the studies above suggests that much

research in soft tissue prediction from the skulr is needed if this recognition potential is to be

realized. The research results found in this thesis strongly conffm suspicions by others that

the reliability, accuracy, and scientific rigor of traditional facial approximation methods have

been overstated considerably in the past. Consequently, the extremely small portion of

systematic information previously used in the process of facial approximation does not seem

to justi$r the method being referred to as a blend of "science and art" nor does it seem to

justif, expectations that the method works. only in the future when the majorþ of the

method comes to rest on tested (but even if inaccurate) guidelines can the technique, as a

whole, be considered "scientific". If the ability of facial approximation methods to achieve

high rates of purposeful, specific and reliable facial identification is to be demonstrated, it
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must be done under experimentally controlled conditions since forensic casework success

maybeinfluencedbyotherfactorsasmentionedabove.

The fonnulation of scientific soft tissue prediction guidelines has the advantage that

prediction efïors may be conelated with recognition rates, allowing prediction errors to be

used as a quantitative measure of the "recognizability" of facial approximations' Such a

measure would be beneficiar since it could be generated without the use of timely face pool

comparison experiments, which require the identification of the target individual beþre the

accuracy of the facial approximation can be determined'

with further systematic studies of the relationship of the soft tissues to the skull facial

approximation is likely to come to include many technical soft tissue prediction guidelines'

The regression equations determined in this thesis are examples of this, as are equations

presented by Simpson and Henneberg (2002) in the literature that attempt to individualize

average soft tissue measurements based on skull sizes. It seems probable that this will have

ramifications for the way facial approximation is approached because some measurements are

not easily taken from skulls directly (like nasal bone angle which may require planes to travel

through the nasar bones if they are medially convex and rhinion is used as a landmarþ.

consequently, three-dimensional computer techniques will probably become the method of

choice because they enable: indirect measurements to be made; the calculation of many

variables in a very short tirne; and the generation of facial approximations in three

dimensions. Therefore, there appears to be a need for facial approximation practitioners to

move away from traditional three- and two-dimensional techniques and for three-dimensional

computer techniques to be developed. Particularly disadvantaged are two-dimensional

methods whether drawn, or computer generated since much of the average soft tissue depth

information is of little use, i.e., only depths that run perpendicular to the field of view can be

objectivelY used'
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Given the current inaccuracy of facial approximation techniques it seems that employing a

,.specially trained practitioner" to do them is of little use since the process is highly subjective

and any other sex, age, andpopulation specific face may achieve similar results' However'

public interest in the technique may decrease if the public becomes aware that facial

approximation techniques are little more than "guesses". It therefore seems important that

efforts are made to dramatically increase the accuracy of the specific soft tissue prediction

guidelines so that the public remains interested in the technique and it continues to hold its

bewilderment factor (e.g., the ,.'wow, can you really do that!" effect) and act as a "vechile"

for identification.

Facial approximation is an extraordinary technique if it actua[y worrcs, i.e., achieves its goal

of specific and purposeful facial recognition of the tatget individual' This thesis demonstrates

that some of the underlying soft tissue prediction methods used in the facial approximation

process to determine major face features are not as accurate as some have thought' Even when

improved guidelines were used, it was found that in the majority of cases facial approximation

is unlikely to achieve specific and purposeful facial recognition of the target individual'

However, this thesis also demonstrates that facial approximation has the potential to achieve

its goal and generate above chance true positive recognitions' with more work in the future'

facial approximation may come to real:u'e specific and purposeful facial recognition of target

individuals a hence become a more useful forensic technique.

The main priority for future research appears to be empirical determination of other soft- and

hard_tissue relationships of the face for this would increase the accuracy of techniques. since

the face is likely to be influenced by evolutionary factors, studies elucidating the nature of any

recent selection forces and their affects would be useful. The determination of standardized

average soft tissue depth is also another priority since there are many tables proposed by
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many authors using many different techniques and there is little direction which

measurements practitioners should be using. Furthermore, many soft tissue depths are

reported by race and sex, which seems to be of little practitcal use in facial approximation

since the differences in average measures between the groups are often less than I to 2rnm

and variation ranges between groups overlap considerably (Garlie and Saunders, 1999;

Wilkinson, 2002; Williamson et a1.,2002). It would also be useful to determine what effect

practitioner's dexterity (or "artistic quality" of constructed facial approximations) actually has

on facial approximation recognizability (see Fig. 66) and whether or not face pools or

sequential lineups are the best method for assessing facial approximation recognition.

Additionally, it would be useful to test the recognizability of facial approximations that have

been identified correctly in forensic cases using unfamiliar identification scenarios and face

anays since this would determine if those facial approximations were actually identified

because they were recognizable or if some other factors played a role in their identification.

With further research, the technique of facial approximation will be better understood and

employed, increasing its usefulness in forensic applications. This knowledge will not only be

useful to facial approximation but will also be highly relevant to skull-face superimposition

techniques since they also rely on the knowledge of the soft to hard tissue relationships.
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Figure 66: Facial approximations made by the author for a future study to test the influence of "artistic" quality on facial approximation recognition
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a photography rig that has been built at the University of Melbourne,

Australia, specifically for the purpose of taking rapid and highly standardized craniofacial

photographs, in simultaneous views of front and profile. The rig uses a novel projected light

range finding system that has been designed for easy and accurate positioning of subjects, in

the natural head position, at precise distances from the frontal camera. The results of

experiments examining intra-observeï error of rnultiple photographs taken on the rig indicate

that high quality, repeatable photographs, can be taken after a reasonably large amount of

time has lapsed between photography sessions (5.2 t 4.2 days). This study also indicates that

some variabilþ remains between photographs even when highly standardized protocols are

followed. Consequently it is expected that the variation between photographs with limited

standardization is much larger and likely to cause signiflrcant elrors in any comparisons.

INTRODUCTION

photography is a useful clinical and research tool whose limitations have been extensively

discussed in the medical literature. t'2 Many specialized photography rigs have also been

described. 3-2t Howerrer, these papers do not present images or measurements to indicate the

repeatability and accuracy of sequential photographs taken using the methods and equipment

described. The aim of this paper is to determine the magnitude of intra-observer enor that can

be expected when taking multiple photographs on a photography rig that is designed for fast,

easy, and highly standardized facial photography. The rig enables front and profile views of

the face to be captured simultaneously, and uses a novel projected light range furding system

that permits subjects to be positioned at constant subject-camera distances in the natural head

position.

METHODS

Description of the Photography Rig
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The rig is similar to that described by Dobrostanski and Owen '1. It consists of a rigid

aluminum stand that is firmly secured to the floor and supports a frontal and right side profile

camera (Fig. l). The stand is 2138 mm high and has two horizontal beams that are

approximately 1650 mm in length. These beams are positioned at 90 degrees in relation to one

another þroducing an"L" shaped gantry) and each holds a motorized Nikon SLR camerathat

is vertically mounted- The gantry can be raised or lowered to accotnmodate subjects as tall as

-2l70mm or as short as -1400mm, however, even shorter subjects can be accommodated

with the help of a raised platform. To allow fure adjustment of the height of the cameras, the

beams are counterbalanced by a lead weight. An automatic clutch prevents any vertical creep

of the beam once the height has been set. Each horizontal beam is fitted with an adjustable

horizontal sliding camera platform that enables precise positioning of each camera'

The cameras used

Two Nikon FM-2 35mm bodies, each fiffed with an E2 grid-focusing screen and coupled to

an MDl2 motor drive powered by a 72.8 V, 2 A, DC external power supply, are used' The

cameras are fittedwithNikon 105 mm 1:2.8 MacroNikor lenses. The faces of subjects are

positioned in the camera viewfurder at a distance of 1050mm from the camera (l204mm from

the film plane) in frontal view, and -l050mm in profïle (-l204mm from the film plane)

giving photographs that seem representative of the natural images observed during normal

social contact. Subject cameÍadistance is only approximate in prof,rle since the profile camera

is fxed and therefore distances vary slightly depending on subject head width' The camera

shutters are activated by an infrared triggering system via a handheld, remote, battery-

powered, infrared transmitter únit (see inset Fig' l)'

The lighting used

Two Elinchrom prolinca 2500 self-contained studio electronic flash units are used to

illuminate the subject (Fig. l). To avoid harsh shadows, foil reflectors are used to bounce the
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light from the flash units towards the subject. one flash unit is positioned 50 degrees to the

right of the subject at a distance of approximately 2300mm. The other unit is placed 30

degrees to the left of the subject also at a distance of approximately 2300mm. Both units and

reflectors are placed higher than the subject. The slightly closer positioning of the right flash

unit results in slight highlights on the subject giving a three-dimensional effect to the frnal

images.2r This arrangement is sufficient to permit the use of an f-stop of fl16 with 200 ISO

EktachromeE-200 slide reversal frlm. The use of a focused distance of about l.2m and an f-

stop of fll6 gives a depth of field from about l.l5m to about 1.26m.

Alignment of the subject

A mirror is placed above the lens of the frontal camera and is angled anteriorly and inferiorly

at 5 degrees from the vertical so that the subject can see the reflection of their mid-face

(including ears) in the mirror and adapt a natural head position, which is reported to be

reproducible with little varian 
"".'o,tt 

Two incandescent light pointers are used to centrally

position the subject within the freld of view of each camera. The light pointers are placed on

each side of the frontal camera and are angulated horizontally so that the projected beams of

light converge at the point of sharpest focus from the cameras. Each light pointer is fitted with

3V Rowi 528 globes powered by an external power supply. The left pointer'(from the subject)

projects a "1" shaped image, the right a ")" shaped image which form an "x" atthe point of

sharpest focus. If the two "v" shaped images overlap the subject is too close to the lens and if

the two "v" shaped images are spread apart the subject is too far away (Fig' 2)' When the

camera shutters are activated, the light emitted from the flash units overpowers the pointer

lights so the ,,v's" are not registered on the film. The focus of the range furding pointer lamps

can be adjusted to ensure the projected "v's" are crisp at the desired distance'

The profile carnera is positioned so that when the subject is correctly aligned, its field of view

will include all of the subject's profile (from behind the ear to in front of the nose). To assist
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positioning of the subject "two cardboard feet" are stuck to the floor to give an approximate

indication of the focal planes of the cameras. The wall in front of each camera is painted with

a non-glossy medium sþ blue paint to give a uniform background that reduces glare and is

easily differentiated from the subject in the final images'4' 
16' re' 2r

Subjects are positioned following methods of Moorees and colleguaes. 
t'' " Sub¡tcts are

asked to stand on the cardboard feet in an upright position and to look directly at the wall in

front of them. At this point the .,L" shaped gantry is lowered from its highest position to a

position determined by the placement of the light pointers at glabella. The subject is then

asked to look at their eyes in the mirror above the lens of the frontal camera. This helps to

positions their head in the natural head position if they were not already in it.2l The subject is

then asked to gently ..shuffle" forwards or backwards until the pointers form an "x" at the

reference point (glabella). Once the subject is correctly positioned the cameras can be

activated (simultaneously) from the remote unit without the need for the photographer to view

the subject in the camera viewfinder'

In day-to-day use of the rig there is no need to adjust the pre-selected focus of the

cameras/pointer aligners because each subject adjusts their distance with respect to the

cameras using the range frnding light pointers. All that has to be done when photographing

multiple subjects is to position the first using the projected light range fnding system, activate

the shutters and the flash units using the infrared remote, and repeat the process with the next

subject. since the SLR cameras automatically wind on, subject throughput is rapid'

Experiment I

This experiment was set up to detennine the scaling factor required to adjust measurements

from the photographs to actual size. A ruler was positioned by fixing it to a camera tripod

with Bostik Blu Tack@. The ruler was then photographed and removed by CNS' Upon leaving
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the room the operator re-entered and repositioned the ruler, photographed it once again,

removed it, and left the room. This procedure was repeated until seven sequential photographs

were obtained on the same day. Photographs were taken using 200 ISo Ektachrome slide

reversal film.

Once the slides \ilere processed they were mounted, and scanned into a computer usrng a

Nikon@ SF-2000 slide scanner. The resultant pictures were 1,200 pixels in width, 1,803 pixels

in height (48.0 x 72.1mm) and were saved in TIFF format'

The scanned pictures of the ruler were then viewed and measured in Adobe@ Photoshop@ 6.0'

Measurements were made across l00mm sections of the ruler since this distance was

relatively large, and is comparable to, or larger than' many measurements of the face such as

those of the nose, mouth and eyes. Averaging the measurements, and dividing the true object

size (l00mm) by this value allowed the calculation the average magnification factor needed to

obtain actual size for images placed at the poinlplane of sharpest focus'

Experiment 2

The aim of this experiment was to determine what the magnitude of changes in object

magnification were, as a result from positioning about the plane of sharpest focus' Since

simultaneous profile and frontal images were taken, this value could then be used to adjust for

some of the magnification effects when measuring features that fall away from the point of

sharpest focus. A ruler (mounted as in experiment 1) was photographed at various positions

around the point of sharpest focus, This was done by placing the ruler on a tripod, which had

an adjustable upper platform with a stationary base. The platform was moved at 10mm

intervals, in various directions, and the ruler photographed' Measurements of the

photographed ruler, across l00mm, made it possible to determine changes in magnification

due to positioning about the focal plane.
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Experiment 3

This experiment was conducted to determine the eror in repeated photography of the same

human subject on the same day. The subject was positioned as previously described and

photographed with a neutral facial expression with his mouth closed, on six occasions.

Numerous anatomical landmarks (e.g., ch-ch, cph-cph, al-al, p-p, en-ex' en-en' ex-ex, sa-sa'

sba-sba, sa-sba, ls-li, ls-sto, sn-Sto, t-ex, t-Se, t-g, t-prn, t-pg, g-pg, prn-Se, Sn-prn' g-sn), as

defined by Farkas (lgg4),were measured on the images and compared to determine the intra-

observer error. Error coefflrcients were generated by dividing the standard deviation by the

average and multiplying by one hundred. superimpositions were also made of the

photographs to indicate repeatability.

Experiment 4

This experiment was the same as experiment 3 except that sequential photographs were not

taken on the same day (Fig. 3). Photographs v/ere taken, on average, every 5'2 !4'2 days'

RESULTS

Measurements of the ruler (across l00mm) indicated that a magnification factor or 49.75124

was needed to achieve actual size in millimeters. Movement of the ruler by 10 mm in any

direction resulted in a lmm change of object magnification (100mm section of the ruler) -

equal to a l%ochange in object size for every 10mm the object is closer to, or further from, the

camera. As expected, the increase was positive when the movement was toward the camera

and negative when away from the camera.

Standard deviations for all facial measurements taken on same and different days were small.

Coefficients of error were generally less than 3Yo indicating that the photographs are highly

repeatable for both conditions (same and different days). Although the measure for head
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rotation (the angle formed between t-ex and the horizontal plane in profile) had one of the

highest error coefficients e6.5%)the actual degree of variation for this variable was low (the

maximum variation for the angle formed between the horizontal and t-ex was 3.1 degrees,

which is comparable to the repeatability of natural head position reported elsewhere 
26-2e)

Figure 3 shows the six sequential facial photographs taken of the same subject on different

days. It can be seen from these images that repeatability is high, although not exact'

Photographs taken on the same day showed even higher repeatability as indicated by the

.,straight,, superimpositions displayed in figure l. Repeatability was generally less for profile

images indicating that most variation in subject positioning seemed to occur in the anterior-

posterior plane. Superimpositions after alignment on the subject's eyes indicate that the slight

deviations in subject positioning appeared to have minimal affects on face morphology (Fig'

3).

DISCUSSION

Overall the results indicate that highly repeatable photographs can be taken on the

photography rig using a tight range furding system' However, this study demonstrates that

even with high standar dization, some variations between photographs remain. It is, therefore,

expected that between less standardized photographs variability is much gteatet, especially

when subject-camera distances are not precisely controlled by systems like the projected light

range furding mechanism described in this paper'

The non-contact properties of the rig are its primary advantages because: (i) subjects are

recorded in their natural head position as they normally appear in life; (ii) it allows many

subjects to be photographed in minimal time; (iii) the procedure is easy and simple; and (iv)

enables photography of smaller children. These items cannot be achieved using contact

systems, or other non-contact systems where various instruments are placed about the head'
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Another advantage of the rig is that it enables conventional camera bodies to be directly

interchanged with digital ones, so could be improved by the installation of digital

components. using conventional SLR's the rig costs approximately us$l5, 680 to build but

with the installation of say Nikon Dlx digital SLR's the cost would approximate US$23,520.

Cameras should be specifically ordered in pairs to ensure as much similarity as possible'

While the light range frnding systems allows for non-contact subject positioning, care needs

to be taken to enSure the "V'S" form a preciSe "x" at the reference point, Since small

separations/overlaps of the "v's" result in much larger subject displacements. For example, in

experiment 2 it was found that when the ruler was displaced posteriorly (or anteriorly) by

10mm the light pointer "v's" were apart (or overlapped) by only 2mm. The light range finding

system may be improved by larger separation of the light pointers so that they are more

sensitive to subject movement in the antero-posterior plane, however, tradeoffs are needed

since if the range finding system is too sensitive subjects may furd it difficult to maintain

correct position as a result of muscle tone movement'

It also seems that the rig could be fuither improved by having flash units which adjust their

height according to the positioning of the horizontal camera beams so that lighting conditions

do not vary between very tall and very short subjects. This would be appear to be significant

advantage for longitudinal studies of small children through to adulthood.

SUMMARY

Highly repeatable photographs can be taken on the photography rig described here even when

subjects are photographed after a reasonably large amount of time has lapsed between

photography sessions (e.g., 30 days). However, this study demonstrates that despite the use of

highly standardized methods some variations between photographs remain. It is, therefore,

expected that between less standardized photographs variability is much greater, especially
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when subject-camera distances are not precisely controlled by systems like the projected light

range flrnding mechanism described in this paper'
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F'IGURE LEGENDS

FIGURE 1: Photography rig. Inset shows the hand held infrared triggering device. Note that

the picture is not to scale. Altered version of image reproduced here with permission from

Wiley-Liss (Arnerican Journal of Physical Anthropology @ 2003).

FIGURE 2: Pointer alignment of subject: (a) too close to camera; (b) conect position; (c) too

far from camera. Image reproduced here with permission from Wiley-Liss (American Journal

of Physical Anthropology @ 2003).

F'IG[IRE 3: Photographs of the same person taken on different days. True image borders are

indicated by the black top and right bordels while left and bottom borders are artifactual.

"superimposition l" shows a straight superimposition of the 6 photos taken over different

days. "superimposition 2" shows the superirnposition of the 6 different day photos aligned on

the eyes. "superimposition 3" shows a straight superimposition of the sequential photographs

taken on the same day. "superimposition 4" shows the superimposition of same day

sequential photographs aligned on the eyes.
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TECHNICAL NOTE

Cart Stephan,t B.H.Sc. (Hons) and Maciej Henneberg,r D.,Sc.

Predicting Mouth W¡dth from lnter-Can¡ne
W¡dth-A75% Rule

Facial approximation is a technique used to build people's faces

from their skulls to help establish identification of skeletal remains.

Published soft tissue prediction guidelines are often used in the

process to help guide practitioners in building the face (2'3); how-

ever, many of these guidelines are subjective and have not been

systematically evaluated using empirical methods (l).
Traditional techniques used to predict mouth width from the

skull include "rules" like mouth width is equal to: (a) pupil width
(2,3); (b) medial iris width (4); and (c) width between the lateral

aspects of the canines (2,3). Recently, these three soft tissue pre-

diction guidelines have been systematically evaluated using empir-

ical methods (l). This study also proposed an improved guideline

that mouth width equals canine width plus 57Vo of the cumulative

distance between the lateral aspect ofthe canines and the pupil cen-

ters on each side of the face (l)' The mean error in preciiction for

this new guideline was found to be 0. I mm, s.d. 3.4 mm' as com-

pared to a mean error of: 1l mm, s.d. 4 mm for pupil width; 2 mm'

s.d. 4 mm for medial iris width; and - l3 mm, s.d' 3 mm for inter-

canine width (l).
While it seems that the new guideline suggest by Stephan (l)

improved upon traditional techniques, the guideline proposed is

limited because it relies on pupil positioning that cannot be directly

determined from the skull and must consequently be estimated with

some unknown error. This limitation also applies to the other rea-

sonably accurate guideline that uses distance between the medial

iris borders to determine mouth width. Hence any error in eyeball

positioning will result in inaccurate mouth width estimation when

I Department of Anatomical Sciences' The University of Adelaide' Aus-

tralia.
Received 7 Dec. 2002; and in rcvised form 14 Feb.2003; accepted l4 Feb.

2003; published XXXX.

ABSTRACT: lt has been suggested thrt inter-canine width plus 5't% ot the cumulative distance tiîñïi[illl:'.1]å'ffifi,i;,:3T'JÏ:iå11Ì;

accurate medio-lateral positioning of the pupils
erefore, be more appropriate to use only known
e width as I percentage of mouth widtì for its
te, uses known hard tissue landmarks, and does

th by using the canines alone, therefore, seems the best guideline to use in

s stage.
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using these guidelines (l). Although there seems to be no problem

if central positioning of the eyeball is highly accurate, this may not

be the case. The central positioning guideline does not seem to have

been based on any systematic empirical evidence, but rather on

general impressions by Krogman (1962), which may be gross

approximations of the truth rather than precise predictions.

Currently no consensus has been reached conceming the accu-

racy of central eyeball placement in the orbit since few systematic

empirical studies have been conducted. Eisenfeld and colleagues

(5) attempted to do so but power was low due to small sample sizes

(¿ : 9), and hence results must be viewed with caution. Eisenfeld

and colleagues (5) found large conelations between inter-pupillary

distance and the distance between the centers of the orbits (r =
0.93); however, slight overrepresentation of

interpupillary di tioning of the pupils within

the orbit. Some tly basing their conclusions

measurements.
While the accuracy of pupil positioning is unknown, a better

approach to predicting mouth width would be to rely on known

b'ony landmaiks alone. A simple mouth width prediction guideline

that could be used would be calculating mouth width as a percent-

age of inter-canine width, as opposed to using a direct relationship'

which has been shown to be highly inaccurate, i'e., on average re-

sults in a l3-mm underestimation (l)' Correlations of -0'50
between mouth width and inter-canine width are reported by

Stephan (l), indicating that there may be some value in using the

canines as a percentage of mouth width for a prediction guideline'

Copyright @ 2003 by ASTM International, I 00 Barr Harbor Drive, PO Box C700, West Conshohocken. PA I 9428-2959
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It is also reported that inter-canine width is about 75Vo of ac¡ual

mouth widths (l); however, error when using this relationship is

unknown. This study aims to determine error rates in expressing

mouth width as a percentage of inter-canine width in comparison to

the more complex guideline (canine width plus 57Vo of the cumu-

lative distance between the canines and pupils on each side) origi-

nally suggested by StePhan ( I ).

Materials and Methods

Data of Stephan ( I) were used here' These data were originally

collected using highly standardized photogrammetric methods as

described in the original paper (l). Photographs of93 participants

in smiling and relaxed poses were measured for distance between

the most lateral aspects of the canines and the width of the mouth

(chelion to chelion). The smiling photographs were used for mea-

suring the distance between the most lateral aspects of the canines,

and the photographs of participants showing neutral expression

were used for measuring mouth width.

Means and standard deviations were calculated for each variable

as well as the mean ratio of inter-canine width-to-mouth width'

This ratio was used for estimating mouth width, and residuals were

calculated along with their standard deviations and compared to the

results obtained by Stephan (l) using inter-canine width plus 577o

of the cumulative distance between the canines and the pupils. Data

were compared using t-tests with statistical signif,rcance initially
set at the 957o confidence interval but conected using the Bonfer-

roni adjustment, i.e., p < 0.05120 = 0'003. This adjustment is a

conservative one since it takes into account a number of different

comparisons across the entire study.

is generally determined. It seems that the 15.89o in¡et-canine width

rule worked least best for the "female Central/South East Asian"

and the "other individual" groups, suggesting that their indepen-

dent ratios (79.9 and 13.17o, respectively) may be of some value.

However, none of the predicted mouth widths, determined using

either the independent or lhe general percentage guidelines' dif-

fered from actual mouth widths at statistically signif,rcant levels

(two-tailed paired t-tests, p > 0.003)' indicating that the general

guideline is sufficient. While the Bonfenoni adjustment used here

was rather conservative, we consider the imPortance of these dif-

ferences between predicted and actual values to be minimal ine-

spective of the statistical significance obtained since actual differ-

ences in magnitude were small. Further research in this area

appears useful since larger sub-samples may act to weaken or

strengthen these differences.
These findings indicate that the general inter-canine width per-

centage guideline (0.758) predicts mouth width essentially as

accurately as the other more complex guideline previously sug-

gested by Stephan ( I ). Average error is barely more when using the

inter-canine percentage guideline (-0-2 mm, s.d. 3.5) than when

using the more complex rule (l) (0.1 mm, s.d.3.4 mm). However,

the canine width percentage guideline is advantaged because'

unlike other guidelines, it does not rely on subjective estimation of

pupil location in the orbits. It, therefore, seems more logical to use

the distance between the most lateral points of the canines as a per-

centage since guideline error is similar to that previously obtained

and anatomical landmarks used for prediction are known. Since the

957o confidence range of the population mean for the c-c to ch-ch

ratio (calculâted from the sample mean reported in this study) is

from74.7 to 76.9Vo, we suggest that it is valid to simply use 757o

as the prediction rule, as opposed to75.8Vo.This seems useful since

75Vo is zn even number that is easy to remember and apply in prac-

tical situations. The adjustment of the ratio by 0'\Vo slightly

increased the inaccuracy of mouth width prediction in the sample

reported here, but not by more than 0'6 mm on average for any of

the groups studied.
The limitation of using the canines alone, as is the case when us-

ing other guidelines, is that asymmetry in horizontal mouth posi-

tioi is not indicated. At this stage, it therefore seems best if the

mouth is placed symmetrically over the teeth. As further soft-to-

hard tissuà relationships are determined, mouth width prediction

and positioning accuftIcy may be increased.

Further studies are required to assess the accuracy of central

eyeball placement in the orbit since this rule has not only been used

tó determine mouth width in some facial approximations but is

Results and Discussion

The results are presented in Table l. Overall, inter-canine width

averaged 39.5 mm, and mouth width averaged 52'5 mm. Inter-

canine width was therefore equivalent to75.87o of mouth width (or

mouth width was about l33Vo of canine width). Even though

canine width (c-c) and mouth width (ch-ch) differed at statistically

significant levels between the European sexes (two-tailed, two-

sample t-test, p < 0.001) and between European and Central/South

East Asian females (two-tailed, two-sample t-test, P < 0.001)' c-c

to ch-ch ratios for atl samples were fairly consistent. When canine

width was used as a Percentage to estimate mouth width for the

total sample (canine width/0.758), the average residual was -0'2
mm. s.d. 3.5 mm. Table I presents data across sub-samples when

using the independent canine percentages and when the 0.758 rule

TABLE l-Meons and standord devíations oJ measureñenls and calculations made frotn photographs

Male
Central/South

East Asian
(n= 12)

Female
Cenral/South

East Asian
(n= l5)

Male
European
(n= I 7)

Female
European
(n=44)

Other
Individuals

(n= 5)
All Groups

(n:93)

mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd mean sd

mourh width (ch-ch)
inter-canine width (c-c)
ratio c-c to ch-ch
mouth width estimation:
c-c as a 7o of ch-ch (=ç/e\
Average residual of c7o to ch-ch
mouth width estimation: c-clO.758
Average residual ofc-c/0.758 to ch-ch

54.2
4t.2
76.6

5.6
1.5
8.2

51.2
40.8
79.9

3.5
r.9
5.0

3.2
1.5

4.t

51.4
38.3
74.7

3.3
t.7
4.4

52.5
38.4
73.1

4.4
3.2
2.6

52,5
39.6
75.8

55.0
41.2
'15.2

4.0
a.l

5.3

5 1.0

-0.2
53.8

2.6

5 1.3

-0.1
50.5
-0.9

44

42

52.3

-0.21.7
53.7

-0.5
54.3
0.1

1.9
5.6
1.9
5.6

2.4
3.1
2.5
3:l

54.9

-0. I

54.4

-0.6

2.0
2.9
1.9
2.9

2.3
2.9
2.2
2.9

52.4
0.0

50.6

- 1.9 t.7
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bY almost all Pr Pnmary Pur-
g the eYes. The ional eYeball

antero-Posterior (9), and even

l), suggests that ioning guide-

lines may also need to be reevaluated and reassessed'

As indicated by several authors many years ago (12-14), there

is a clear need for much of the facial approximation technique to

be systematically and empirically evaluated. It seems that a gen-

eral lack of methodological rigor in the past has lead to the use

of many guidelines that have not been formally tested apart

from soft iissue depths. Consequently, the claimed accuracy of

support to critical arguments. Howev s to

be' 
'being 

made in testing and deve for

which error rates are known. Ideally ap-

proximation techniques that are more accurate and reliable in

the future.
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were rnade of 59 adult, lateral head cephloglams (29

males, mean age 24, SD 10 yeals; 30 females, mean age

23, Sú 5 years) on separate sheets oftracing paper. One

Facial approxirnation is the process of estimatilg
the soft tiJsues of the face fi-om the skull (Plag ald

ylor, c fa-
on is Pul'
ou of ivid-
the the

structed face in
; Taylor', 2001)'
fully generatecl
forensic cases

achieve its goal is contentious (Blues, 1958; Ha-
gìtrnd ancl Reay, 1991; Montagtt, 7947; Stephan,

lesults of this stucly ale sigrrificant because they: 1) indi-
cate that the ¡ropular facial approximation methods used

to build the nose are inacctuate and ploduce incorrect
nose anatomy; and 2) indicate that the new pronasale
prediction móthods cleveloped here,appear to have less

ãn'or than tladitional rnethods. A:n J Phys Anthropol 12L:

000-000, 2003. o 2003 Wilev-Liss, Inc.

2002a- c;stephan ald Hennebelg, 200 1; Suh, 1935)'

Those who believe the technique works cite in-
stances where facial approximation has been suc-

Neave, 1997; Suzuhi, 1973; Taylor, 2001).
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MethodlMethod2Method3Method4

shape of the nose. However, following the descrip-

tions by Pt'ohopec and tlbelaher (2002), it seerus

method 3 can alio be usecl to indicate nose projection
(Fie. 1). Since Plohopec ancl l-fbelaher' (2002) pro-

cliction methocls to be inaccurate (Farhas et al',

FI
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tion/pronasale position, no folmal tests appear to

Iiave beeu publishecl. Wiile it may be con'ect il a

vel'y gener t relationshiP as in

*"ittõ¿ 1 i, ambitious, given

that most considelablY alove

the nasal from lateral head

Additionally, we also intend to irnprove.uose llroJec-
liã" S,,i¿aútes if possible, ancì.to help.increase the

u..rrit.y of facial apploximation methods in gen-

eral.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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TABLD, 1. Teclm.ico.I error of traci;t'glnteast¿rentent oss¿ssed

o.s o. coeffi.cient of uo.rio.tion of error (C\/E)
felences wele evident between the two bones in pt'o-

all other cephalograms,
Once the soft-tissue nose projection had been es-

timated on the harcl-tissue tracings, the actual soft-
tissue tlacilgs wet'e supel'irnposed. Measuremeuts
were made fol actual and pleclicted nose projectiorV
pronasale position, using a Cartesian axis set up
ãbout the Fra¡lçfurt hor{zontal (x) aud a perpendic-
ulal at the nasion (V) (Fig. 4)' The most anterior

used in estimating nose projection/pronasale were
also measured to deterrnine if they explained any

respect to the Frankfurt horizontal (Fie. a). A-ll dis-
tance nteasures, but not angles, were reduced by a
factor of 0.088 to obtair¡ actual values, since the
cephalogram images were rnagnified by this factor in

plots ald legt'ession, to try to cletelmiue nrol'e

äccur-ate ways of ¡rleclicting nose projection and pro-

nasale position. A-ll data analyses were couducted
using Microsoft Excel@.

RESULTS

Actual pronasale position avelaged, in males, x =
30.9 rnm, SD 4.7 mm; y: 44.3 mru, SD 3.5 rnm;and
in fernales, x = 28.1 rnrl, SD 4.1 mm; y = 43'0 mm,
SD 3.5 mm. Nose plojection (x) was different at

statistically significant levels between the sexes

(P < 0.05), while plonasale height (y) did not differ
statistically (P > 0.05).

c\,'E

v
Nasion to I'hinion
Nasion to point A
Nasion to point AA
Antelior bip of nasal spine to profrle line of nasa-l

apelture

0.01
0.01
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.09

l-

l
-L-

I

0

t_

'(u)

apertule plofile.

ß4

test and retest and dividing it by 2x the number of
remeasured individuals. The square root of the re-
sult was taken a¡d divided by the mean of the test/
retest result of the first individual. The CVE were
low for measurements of the tracings, indicating
that the combined tlacing and measuring tech-

shows superi.rnpositions of two tr-ace/retraces that
indicate the high and low extlemes of lepeatability
obserwed. Over the 10 ilclependent retraces, Frank-
furt horizontal repeatability was failly high, with
the difference between traciugs being on avel'age 0"'
rvith a stanclald deviation of 1'.

A variatiou of method 2 (plus thlee times the
clistance flom the tip of the nasal spine to the border
of the nasal aperture at its base) was inclucled, since
on lateral cephaloglams the junction of the voner
with the ma,rilla can be indistinct (Fig. 3), and it was
thought that the aperture borders probably fell close
to the vomer/maxilla junction. Howet'et', we lLave no
direct evidence for this relationship. Although the
outline of the voluel bone could be determined on
soure radiogl'aphs, it was generally difficult, and the

¡rlecise point of the vomer'Ânaxilla junction was also
difficult to establish, sirìce f'ew shape or density clif-
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, Table 2a stuumarizes the accuracy of rnethods 1,

r the variation of 2,3, and 4. Table 2b summar-izes the
accuracies of urethod 2, using the vomer/maxilla
jturction instead of the plolile line of the nasal aper-
ture. Overalì, methocls 4 (Geolge) and 3 (Plohopec/
Ubelaher) estimated ttose projection best (elror of
about 2 tnnt, SD 4 mm), with methocl 4 having
slightly lower standard deviations of erlor than
tlrutho.l 3 (Taì:le 2a,b). The other methods perfomed
much worse, having eithel large avelage ell'ors
aud./or large stanclalcl deviations of en'or'. Method 1

(a)
Fig.3. Nasal apertur.e ancl nasal sept¡m delineation in lateral x-ray of dry skulì. a: Oblique photoglapìúc image of nasal apertut'e,

.ro-"î uorr", and pårpendicula:. ethomoìd plate. b: Lateral x-r'ay of skull, witl pin indícating vomery'maxilla junction heìd iu place by

Bostik Blu Tako. c: Anterior pr.ofile Jine oi nasal septum (vomer bone and perpendicular etl¡noid plate).

Table 3 summarizes the accuracies of methods 1

and 3, used to estimate pronasale position' Accuracy
for method 3 (Prohopec/Ul¡elaher) was modest, hav-

dist
ale
and

1

poorly, having an avet'age erlor of about 11 mm,
with à standald deviation of about I tntn. Overall,
rnost predicted averages were founcl to differ at sta-
tisticálly significant levels frorn actual averages (Ta-

bles 2 and 3).
Nasal bone angle, measured between a line from

the nasion to rhinion and the Frankfurt horizontal,
was not related to soft-tissue nose height measured

distance between the tip of the nasal spine and the

border of the nasal apelbure at its base also ex-
plainecl sotue of the variance in nose plojection in
Loth males (r.2:0.85) a¡d females (r2 = 0.15). For

males, the horizontal distance from the rhinion to

the most posterior point on the nasal aperture pro-

file was rélut".l to riose projection -1tz 
: 6.26). Using

these three variables for nrales (rz : 0.66) ancl two

for females (¡2 = 0.58), regression equatious wel'e

generatecl
gression e
jection be
listecì abo

(b) (c)

a

b

T3

F5

Fig ose Projection and addi-
tional in same Plane as Frank-
fil't h Pronasale Projection; Y,

plorìa b, soft-tissue nasal seP-

tum angìe; c, nasal spine angÌe.

5
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TA-BLE 2o.. Predicted nose project.ion corn,pared

to actual, nose projecliort (iun), using method's

con.du.cted on entire stuc]y santnLe

tual position (male mean = 2.3 mm, SD 1'7 nrm;

female mean : 2.6 mm, SD 1.6 mm) was much less

arìd ruore accuÌ'ate than that given by the traditioual
methods (methocl 1: males : 11.8 nrm, SD 9.0 mru,

fernales : 10.5 mm, SD 6.7 mm; rnethocl 3: males =
4.6 rnm, SD 1.9 mtn, females = 4'4 mm, SD 2.2nm;
Table 3).

Actual

Iftogman
Gel'asimov valiation

(1) Q)
Prokopec George

(3) (4)

Males
(n = 29)

X avelage
SD
X en'or
SD
Females

(n = 30)
X average
SD
X en'or
SD

30.9
4.7

28.t
4.L

32.44',
10.8
4.3
8.4

11.6
6.2
9.5

29.0
10.8
- 1.9

7.6

úa-Õ
6,5
r.4
3.9

ooÉ
4.2

- 1.5
3.5

DISCUSSION

Irrespective of the planes used for measuring, th9

averagô sex-specific values of nose projection (x)

tencled to be -4 mm smaller in this study in com-

parison to others. In adults (nean age 17 years)'
-G".r".o'u et al. (1990) fouud nose projection fron
rìasion to pronasale neasured along the Frankfurt
horizontal to be about 36 mm, SD 3.5 mm, for rnales

and 34 mm, SD 3.5 mm, for fernales. In a study by
Na¡da et al. (1990), the nean projection value for

1990; Posen,
the findings
Nanda et al
between the
nose projection (x) than nose height (f).

Method 1: Gerasimov technique

This technique was hig'hly unreliable, perfolming
the worst of ail four rnethocls, ald oÍïen resulted in
an overestimation of nose projection, as suggestecl

Method 2: Krogman technique

Both the actual technique and the variation re-
ported in this paper perfolmed rather badly, being
ihircl best out of four nrethods. Based ou the evi-

clence foulcl in this sample, it seems that these

methods should not ì¡e used in future facial approx-
imations. Ho'tveveL, this recommendation tnay be

hal'sh because: 1) the deterrnination of the volrely'

30.3'¡ 25.3't'

-4.I
7.0

'r' Indicates stati sticalìy sigrrifi cant diffelence from actu aJ values,

P < 0.01 (equivalent to Pk 0.05 after Bonfen'oni adjustment for
Êr'e tests).

TABLE 2b. Pred,i.cted' nose projecl.íon cornpared to actuøI nose

projection (mnt) fot' original metlrcd' of hrogmøn (¡netl¿od' 2) that
could only be usàd on a subset of total studl sam'ple

5.1 4.5
-2.8

Actual Kroeman (2)

Male subsampìe (n : 12)
X Average
SD
X Error
SD
Female subsample (n = 14)
X Average
SD
X Error
SD

'¡ Indicates statisticaìÌy si8rri6cant difference fi'om actuaì values,

P < 0.05.

22
39 24

31.1
5.0

28.7
3.8

25.4
oo

-5.7
6.4

24.4
6.5

-4.3
6.0

ñ'om actual values at statistically significant levels
(average error fol both males and females : 0.0 -r

2.7 mrn, Tables 2 and 3).
It was also found that the ratio of vertical soft-

tissue pronasale height (pronasale to nasion (V) to
hard-tiisue nasal heig'ht (point X to nasion; see Fig.
1) did not differ substantially, being on average
0.82 -F 0.05 in males and 0.84 r- 0.04 in females'
Nasal spine angle (as measured fr'om the Fra¡rkfurt
horizonlal) was found to explain some of the vari-
ance in the ratio (males f : 0.26,females t2 = 0.22),

" d (Fis.

5 rather
a g frorr
t (""""-
age en'or for males = 0.4 mm, SD 2.3 mln; average
eiror for females : -0.3 mm, SD 2.0 mrn; see Table

pronasale fi'om the skulls in this sample' the aver-

ãge shortest distance between the pledicted and ac-
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TABLE 3. Pretliclcd' pronaso,le positiort compared to actuo,l pronasal.e position (n.n)

Actual Gelasimov (1) Plohopec (3) Reg'ession

Males (n : 29)
X average
SD
X error'
SD
Y average
SD
Y error
SD
Average shortest distance
SD
fternales (n : 30)
X average
SD
X error
SD
Y average
SD
Y en'or
SD
Avelage shortest distance
SD

44.2

30.9
4.7

o4 0t

11.6
6.2
9.5

51.7',r"r',

7.7
7.5
6.4

11.8
9.0

31.1

0.2
2.7

44.7
2.8
0.4
2.3
2.3
t.7

--\ 
i

(28 )*3:1

-0.1
2.6

42.3
3.1

-03 ,

'*6
1.6

32.3
6.5
r.4
3.9

45.8 t
3.4
1.6
2.6
4.6
L.9

ÐR

28.L
4.L

43.0
3.5

32.4't'
10.8
4.3
8.4

49.7t',r'
6.7
6.7
4.9

10.5
6.7

30.3
5.1
2.2
3.9

OE

1.0
2.1
4.4
2.2

439

,r, Indicates statisticalìy sigrrificant difference ñ'om actual values, P ( 0.01 (equivalent to P < 0.05 afteÌ Bonferroui adjustment for five tests)'

'r,r,Indicates statistically significaut difference f¡om actual vaJues, P < O.bfZ (equivaìent to P < 0.05 af[er Bonfe¡roni adjusbmenÙ for

three tests).

Í2 S.E.

a

Pronasale projection:

Malcs x = -0.32(a) + 0.85(b) - 0.42 (c) + 49.58

Fcmales x = -0.41(a) + 0.37(lr) + 49.87

Pronasale height:

Males and females y = (0.002(d) + 0.83)*(c)

0.66

0.58

2.80

2.70

c

(,
0.64 2.t7

b

measuled in lnillimetel's at life size (i.e., radiogaplric measules rescaled)'

maxilla junction ruay be rnol'e accLrrate on real catelcorroborate ally illaccuracy of the -original
slrults than in radiogíaphs; and 2) the distar-rce to guideline, since this measul'e may. not be the same

tü" pl"nré line of thã uåsai apertru.e cloes not incli- ãs that to the \rolnery'maxilla junction.
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more realistic angles and exact depths (R' Taylol

;J¡. Stuptt"" cl zoor, pelsonal comruunication)'

Method 3: Prokopec/Ubelaker technique

Method 4: George technique

General discussion
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facial recognition, such as contextual infol'matiolr

iäããi*ta ind Reay, 1991) or chance (Stephan aricl

üã.r"n"b"tg, 2001). It may be that facial approxima-

iion u.ts ä plomote public interest iu the case'

which in turn gun..uf". extra leads througù- the

mechanisms suggested above, without the facial ap-

proximation being sPec tlg

ã;iti."l stages (Stãphan, It
i. álto impõrtant tô note n'lt'

ür"y tu.ogttir" ial

ulp"r'o"i^ätlo" the target indi-

l,'id"al is. It th espite the inac-

.nru.y of the facial appl technique, it is

,rsefui to forensic wot'k, sin.e it generates public

interest. However, it should be lrotecÌ that successes

ã"" to s¡tecific and purposeful facial .recognition 
are

probably unlihely (Stephan, ZO9?\i but fbr case-re-

iated evidence, see llbelal' er, 1993)'
While this study systematically examines one

"rp".I of soft-tisÄue rlose prediction from the

,kltt, ttt"t" is much nose anatomy that, as yet'

ãã""åt be preclicted with reliable estiruates of er-

r"tl".g., precliction of the shape o{ tL" profile line

oiifràiråË", nostrils, nose apex or bulb, colutnella,

urra u1".". In the context o1 the elrtire face, it is
ãf"ãrJifr"t facial approximation is based on only a

rããil ""-Uer 
of È¡own relationships, which are

orã¡u¡fn inadequate for building a complete face

ih;;l; í"pr"""ttt"tive of the pers-on to whom the

Àk"tl t 
"to"sed. 

Much work is neecled in the future
i¡; ;"*pt"iensive undelstanding of-the natural
soft- to hard-tissue lelationships is tole achieved'

and if faces built from skulls are to closely I'epre-

sent target individuals.
With iurther systematic studies of the lelation-

"hip-oi 
fhe .oft tíssues to the skull, facial approxi-

*áii* is tihely to corne to include many technical

"oit-tirt"" 
pródi.tiott guiclelines' The regression

equations presented he
aie equations Plesented
(2002) that attemPt to
tissue measurerneuts bas
oìobable that this will have ramifications for the

i"v iáAuf ap¡rloximation is approachecl in the fu-

turä, becat rã- ro*" measulements ale not easily

iãi.ã" n'o- slçulls directly (e.g', nasal ìrone angle'

wirich rnay require planes to travel throug'h the na-

.ul borr". if tnqv are medially corìvex; see Fig' Ð, and

in*ty 
"^l"..lations 

will need to be macle' Conse-

quently, thlee-clime
niques will ProbablY
because theY enable:
ments (i.e., rneasul'es
planes); the calculation of Inauy variables in a very

äf,ott ii*"; and the genelation of facial approxima-

;i;;. * 3D. Thereforõ, th"t" appears to be a need for

facial approximation practitioners to move away

it"i" ü,iltional three- and two-clirnensional tech-

"iç,"t and for 3D cornputer techuiques to be further
ããiãf"p"¿ Unlike 3Dìlay methocls tìrat use actual
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Position of superciliare in relation to the lateral iris:

testing a sllggestecl facial approximation guicleline

C.N. Stephan"'
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Abstract

It has been suggested in the liter.atur.e that sLrperciliare is located directly above the rìlost lateral point of the iris ancl that this

associatio. may be of use in facial approximalion. However, the relationslrip between the lateral iris and strperciliare has not

been tested ancl its accur.acy renrains t,i,kno*n. This stucly aims to cleteuline the acculacy of this letationship r-rsing metric and

non-lììetric analysis. Ttre hor.izontal clistance fr.om superciliare to the lateral iris was measulecl, using photogranrmett'ic nethods,

in Austr.alians of Eur.opean extraction (27 males,48 fenrales), centlal/south-east Asian extraction (20 males, l9 females) and

individtrals frorn other: population gr.oups (7 nrales, 7 females). Results indicate that supelciliare position is best apploxin]ated by

thelater.alir.isinfernales.Onoverãge,'supelcilialefelllateral tothelatelalirisby4.8mm,s.D'3'4mminmales'and l'2mnl'

S.D. 5.4 nrm in females. In app.oxi-.ateiy 7O-807o of the sample, the supefciliare fell between the exocanthion and the ptrpil

ce.ter o. both sicles. It is sug!àsted that rire proposed guideline that the lateral ilis is equal to supet'ciliare is not very accurâte'

especially for.males. Also tlãlarge standard ¿eviationì indicate that the position of superciliare is highly valiable' The above

measul.es shorld, ou average, give a nrore accru'ate precliction of supelciliale in contrast to the lateral iris bo[der', and tlierefore,

they should be ¡se¿ in facial approximation. However, the lalge variation in superciliare position should be acknowledged'

@ 2002 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reset'ved'

Ke¡,,,e6,r¡r. Forensic science; Facial reploiluction; Facial reconstrtlctionl Eyebrow; Face; Photogritnrnretty

1. Introtluction

Guiclelines that preclict particular thcial tèatules fi'orn

other pre-existing, or pre-detemrined, facial feattlres at'e

useful to variotts disciples whele palts of the face tnay need

to be built accurately, sttch as fol'etlsic facial apploximation

oI reconstructive surgel'Y'

Many solt tissLre prediction guidelines have been pro-

posecl, fol building faces from skulls (facial approxinration)

however, most guidelines have not been scientifically tested

ancl publishecl. Conseqtrently, the acculacy and reliability of

these guidelines renlain unknown, like foL nose projection

being equal to three times the length of the nasal spine [1,2]

ol equal to the jttnction of tangents following the nasal spine

ancl the last one-thircl ófthe nasal bones [3-61. It is unlikely

thât these strbjectively detelmined gtridelines reliably

account fol inclividual variation becattse they have Dot been

based on any enrpirical evidence.

Falkas et al, [7] have shown tlìat the length of the ear is not

equal to the height of the nose since 90Vo of people have an

ear lalger than theil nose. It has also been shown that eâl'

inclination is not equâl to that of the nose [8]. Stephan [9] has

shown that traclitionaI gtridelines used in facial approxima-

tion for cletelnrining mouth width tì'our canine width and

intelpupillary clistance are inaccurate' as is the guideline

used to clete¡'mine globe projection fiorn mid-strperior and

micl-infeliol orbital rims I l0,ì.

Since it appeals thflt subjectively cletermined guidelines

display lathel lat'ge inaccut'acies when tested, the velifica-

tion of other subjective/altistic gtridelines is a logical step lt
is also necessaly if tlre reliability aucl accttt'acy of facial

approxinration uìethods are to be detelnrinecl and possibly

irnproved ttpon.

One gLricleline that has been strggested tbl facial approx-

inration is that strpelciliare (the tnost sttpet'iot' palt of the
"Tel.: *6 l-8-8303-6326t thx: *61-8-8303-4398.

E-nuil uddrcs.ç: carl.stephan@adelaide edu.au (C.N. Stephan)'

031g-0738/02/$-Seefl.ontmatter(o2002ElsevielSciencell.elandLtd.Allrightsreserved.
PII: S0 3 79 -07 38 (02)0021 9 -7
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Fig. l. Cuideline fot'detet'nrining strperciliale tìonl the latelal iris

eyebrow) is located directly above tlre latelal poirrt of the ilis

tl ll (Fig. l). This guideline lras also been used in the past to

cosnretically position the arch of the female eyebrow when

plucki ng or waxi ng I I 2, I 3] and a sinri I ar guidel i ne has been

rused in plastic surgery with supelciliale being aligned based

on the lateral limbus, which lies near tlìe lateral iris [14-16]'
The guicleline of strpelciliale being located above the

most lateral point of the ilis may be close to tlle truth since

the arcl.t of the eyebrow generally appears dir'ectly above the

eye. This stucly is aimed at evaltrating the accuracy and

leliability of this guiclelirre, both nletlically ancl tron-rrrett'i-

cally, using photogt'atnmetlic methods.

2. Materials and methods

One hunch'ecl ancl twenty-eight participants, aged l8-30

yearst average 21.4 years, S.D. 3.8 years wel'e photographed

at the School of Dental Science, The Univelsity of Mel-

bouLne, on a specialized craniofacial rig that tlses a plojected

light range finding system to maintain consistent strbject-

car'ìrera clistances tl7,tSl. Frontal photographs of paltici-

pants (in a relaxed, nat'ulal head position, with lips closed)

were taken Lrsing a Nikon FM-2 35 nlnl camera fitted with a

Nikon 105 rlrl l:2.8 Maclo Nikol lens, at a distance of

1204 mrn (flonr the lìlm plane to glabella of tlre subject)'

Subjects were illuminated by two Elinchlom Plolinca 2500

self-contained stuclio flash units, positioned higher than the

subject (fbr nlot'e infot'nration on the photography set-up, see

ll7,18l). Photographs wet'e scanned into a conrputer using a

Nikon'Lt' SF-2000 slide scaunel ancl nreast¡t'ecl in Adobe'L''

Photoshop'r!' 6.0. The resultant picttrres wele 1200 pixels in

width, and 1803 pixels in heigltt.

All inrages were rotated as requiled so that the rlricl-

saggital plane, as defìned by Falkas [19], was exûctly

C.N. Sr epltt:ttt / Rtre)t'¡it St i ent e I ntunttt i tnttl l -10 (2002) 29-3'l

e

Fig.2. Bilateral nreastlres taken in tlris sttrdy: (a) disrance of

superciliale ñ'onl latetal ilis bolder, "a" was positive if it Fell

lateríìl to the latet¿ìl ilis and negative if it fèll nrediall (b) the

distance fro¡li the nlicltine to the pupil centerl (c) the distance fronr

nriclline to alare; (cl) the distance from nriclline to cheilion; (e) the

vertical clistance between the endocanthiot.ì lnd stonlion.

vertical. Strperciliare was defined as the most reâdily deter-

rlinable sttpet'ior point of the eyeblow when all of the face

cot¡lcl be seen using a Dianrond View'!'' l995SL 483 mm

mouitor. The horizontat clistance flom the lateral iris to

superciliar:e was measttt'ed on each side of the face

(Fig. 2). Fotrr othel measutes were takeu to deternrine if
there was alry lelationship between thetn a¡rd the position ol
sLrperciliale. Those nreasttres wel'e: the distance flom the

miclline to the pupil cellter; tlle distauce flo¡n nridline to

alare; the distance tiom midline to cheilion; and the veltical

distance between tlre endocanthion and stonriotr (Fig 2)' All
nreasules wele acljusted by a scaling factol of 4'915124 (as

cleternlined by photogr:aphing an object of knowu length also

^r. 
1204 nrm fì'otn the canrela) to obtailì actual vâlues in

millinretels [18].
ParticipÍìrìts wet'e also asked to indicate if they plucked/

waxecl theil eyeblows and in which location they did so

accorcling to Fig. 3. Although pltrcking in region 2 has the

potential to cl'amatically alter tlre position oI strpelciliare the

clecision was macle not to excltlcle these individtrals since

they may also be subject ol a tblensic inquily.

F-tests nncl histoglams wet'e tlsed to compare data betbre

the use of tlte relevant t-test (either equal or ttnequal var-

iance). Significarìce w¿ìs initially set at tlìe 957o confidence

level, but alteled accorcling to the Bonfeuoni adjtrstment'

Pealson's cot'relations were also deternrined between the

\.

I

a
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Fig. 3. tllustrltion ol the zones used to descritre eyeblow plLrcking/

waxrng.

position ol supelciliale i'om the latelal iris and the other

measul'e lìle n ts.

Right sitJe (nrnr) Left side (mnr)

C.N Stcplrutt/ Frtrtttsit' Stict¡t'c !nturnatittt¡ul 13lJ (2002) )9-'li

Average S D. Avelage S D'

4.2

0.9

5.8

2.-5

4. I

ol feurale Ettt'opeittrs reltrovecl eyebrolv hilir'' 23olo of this

group t'emovitrg hair in zone 2, Eiglrty-fotrt pet'cent ol fenrale

Árinitr,'.n,ou.cl eyeblow ltttir,4lo/o renìoving hail lrotrl zone

Lelt sicle : 0.32 nlnl) in corriparison to those thrt dicl

(Right sicle : 1.79 rrnr, Left sitle = 2 02 nr¡l) Standald

devìations wet'e also generally gre¿ltel' tbr the hair removal

group (Right sicle : 4.88 rnm, Left sicte : 6'96 nrm) than

If," jroupihnt oi¿ not rernove hair'(Right side:4 65 mm'

Left sicle : 4.84 nrm).

3t

3. Results

Overal[, supelciliale wâs fotll]cl to be approxinrately

2.7 urrn laterai to the l¿tteral iris' However, valttes showecl

a gh standar-d deviations

(5 restllts fol each sarnPle'

N ces in lrorizontal sttPer-

ci tween the sides ol the

populations of oligin. There were, howevet', statistical sig-

,,ii.nnt diffe¡elrces between tlre sexes f'ol all poptrlations

(P < 0.01?). On avet'age, male strperciliares were 3'5 nrm

more latel'al to the iris than in t'emales and had srlallet'

stanclald cleviations (Table l). Non-nretrically,80% of rigltt

superciliares cotllcl be lotrncl in the region between tlre pupil

centel ancl the exocanthion. For the left supelciliare' altilost

'7|Vo cottld be fotlrlcl betweeu tlre pupit cetlter and the

exocanthion.
Other meast¡t'es shorvecl weak correlations with sttpet'-

ciliale, howevet', acttlal supelciliale valttes wete disparate

and thelefol'e attelnpts at its prediction wet'e ttnsttccessfttl'

As a lesult, this aspect of the stucly will not be fulther

discttssed.
Ovelalt, lèw nrales reported eyebrow nraniptrlation' Of

tlrose that clid (154o of urale Etrlopeans and 5Vo of Asians)

nrost Letrovecl hail in zone I (see Fig' 3)' Sixty-ñve percent

Table I

Suurmaly table ol horizontal clistance ft'onr sLr¡relciliale to tl.ìe

llterLrl iris fol nrales ancl fetltles separatecl by poptrlation ol origin

4. Disctrssion

line that the horizorrtal displacement of strpelciliare is eqLral

to the lateral ilis, is only trsed in a very geuelal sense' ifat all'

in future facial appl'oxirlation tnethods'

Since the latel'al limbus of the sclera/cot'trea cottld not be

nrents lound tbr males in this sttrdy would sr'rggest that this

guicleline least for'

supercilia tlrat this

also onlY elal waY

ciliale po shottld no

It shotrlcl be notecl that soll'ìe clifficulty was encollntered in

the placing ol strperciliale clt¡e to the structl'rre ol the eye-

blows, which are not genelally well-defined arches' The

incliviclual hair' fibels in tlre supeLioL rlid-poltion ol the

n

Male Ettropean

Ferrrnle EtrloPeitn

Nfale Asirn
Fem¡le Asian

Other male

intlividtrals

Othe¡' f'enrale

individuals
Total nrale

Total t'enlitle

TotÍìl

4.8

l.l
2.7

3.5

4.9

4.7

4.8

1.2

2.'7

3.2

5.8

52

27

48

20

l9
7

4.4
0.7

4.9

2.3

6.4

2.7

4.8

4.5

5.2

3.6

11

6.3

2.5

J. t

3.0

1 0.4 44 -08 2.8

54

14

128
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(a) (b)

Fig.4. Exanrpleofnraleeyebrorvs(a)snrootlrclensitytransitiorìtotlìe"rììrinbrow";(b)abltrptdensitytrttnsitiontothe"nl¿ri¡rbrow
a¡lows in<licate region of sLrpelcilial'e uncl white ar¡ow shows region of "inlse sLtpet'ciliare".

eyebrow are angled int'eriorly ând later¿tlly, becotning denser'

toward tlre center of the b¡'ow, btrt the density transition nì¿ly

be smooth or abrupt (Fig. 4). Iu snrooth brows it is likely'

from a clistance, that the jtrclgnrent of the sttpet'ior Part ol the

blow arch would be lower tlran it is in reality due to the

scarcity of supelior hail follicles. This placenrent of stlper-

ciliale rnay be higher, fì'onr a clistance, than the relative

placement of a "iblse strperciliale" in a person who hns an

abrupt density change (Fig. 4). Also, technically defining

superciliare appeals to be genet'ally quite difficult since

eyebrow hails n-ray be pt'esetrt, although sparse, surplisingly

high up on the foleliead. Therefore, the dete¡:mination of
supelciliare depends on the strbjective illterpletâtion of
where hail density justifies it (Fig. 4 illustlates where super-

ciliare was positioned in this sttrdy). The apploach was taken

in this study to define superciliare as being the highest point

on the eyebrow that is leadily deternrinabìe when the whole

face was in view otì the colnputer nrotlitot'(howevet; as seen

in Fig. 4, nunlelous othet' hail's we[e present above and

lateral to tlre position ol super-ciliare).

It is necessary to acknowledge that photogrammetric

metllods ale li¡nited by nragniñcation and pelspective dis-

tortions i¡rherent to all photoglaphy methods [20-23]' How-

ever', measules of supelciliat'e to the lateral itis borde¡ in this

stucly are expected to be affected little since a large focal

length lerrs was ttsed, measttres of sr-rpelciliale and Iateral iris

borclels were close to the camet'a focal plane at glabella, and

the distance being tneasured was snrall (so absoltrte er-rot'in

compalison to largel'measul'es was ntt¡clr less), The validity

of photogranlmett'ic nteasttres of tlle eyes is also suppotted

by other studies that lrave lound these measutes not to difïer'

fionr dilect anthropomett'ic llleasrtl'es in Iiving subjects

l2t.22).
Although additional suggestions have been mâde for

deternrining othet'featt¡res of the eyebrow it appears that

these should be regarded with soure caution until they have

been tested and verified. These guidelines incltrde: the

meclial most point of the brow falls veltically inline with

the ala¡e tt4,l5l; the later-al nìost poiut oi the blow falls

inline with a tangent connecting alare to the exocanthion

tl4, l5l; the medial anci lateral brow should fall holizontal to

each other |4,151; in nrales the blow alc is at the strpra-

orbital rinr ancl in fenrales it is al¡ove it [14]; individtrals with

strongly cleveloped supra-orbital nral'gins have lower bl'ows

B lack

[3]; strongly developed strpra-orbital tnat'gins and blow

liclges inclicate arì acute angle of tlre bl'ow al'ch whel'e less

cleveloped supra-olbitaì rnargins and brow ridges indicate a

n]o[e snroothly alchecl bLow [3].
In contlast to the specific focus of this paper', Rozpryrn

[24] has pl'esented a rrrore gettel'al sttrdy ol eyebrow mot'-

phology (and eyelashes) in over 500 individuals. Like the

findings of tlre cut'l'ent sttrdy, Rozplynr [24] found latge

val'iations iu eyebrow lbrm between indivicluals. The eye-

blow categolizations Rozprym [24] proposed aìso appear to

be useful, however, since this study was conducted over 75

years ago, fulther studies that air¡ to test the repeatability of
Rozplym's categories and chat'acter frequencies on nrodern

samples would appeal to be r-lseful,

Oestreicher and Hulwitz [25] have a'lso conclucted studies

on the position of the eyebrow, but did not specifrcally

aclch'ess supelciliale. Oestreicher and Hurwitz [25] studied

the light eyebrow on 46 males ancl 30 fen-rales' Theil results

inclicatecl that although the ntid-eyebrow height tended to

decLease with age, with respect to the supelior orbital rim,

the trend was not statistically significant (P > 0.05). The

difTerence between the yotrng (<40 yeaLs) and old groups

(>59 yeals) was ouly 0.7 I nlm. However, fenrales wet'e

fonnd to have eyebt'ows, which were higher than nales at

statisticâlly significant levels (males : -3.23 nrm,

ferlales : -0.99 mnr, "-" indicates brow position below

the superior orbital lim, P < 0'004)'

The lesults of this study at'e consistent with tlre results of
others th¿ìt indicate tlìat current methods used in facial

approximation at'e ofteu inacctrrate [7,9, 10]. Consequently'

the inacculacies in the llethod may make it unlikely that

facial apploximations cau reliably achieve purposefirì and

specific lecognition. This lends stlPport to tlìe theory that

facial apploxiluation success uray be due to factot's othet'

than facial recognition itseÚ [26,2'71.

In sLrmnraly, the gtrideline to deterllline superciliale

lrom the lateral ilis was shown in this study to be trnleliable.

Lalge variations in superciliare position were obset'ved

with approxirnately 70-80Vo of people's supelciliales

(N : 128) falling within the region between tlre exocantltion

ancl the pupil center on both sides. On average, sr-lpelciliale

fefi 2.6 rrm latelal to the lateral iris, however, statisticfllly

significant cliff'erences were fotlnd between males ancl

fernales, and lalge standard deviations were observed'
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Repeatability sttrclies a¡rd fulthel tests oi lacial approxirrra-

tion guiclelines at'e neeclecl in the ltlttlle to help assess the

n..ui".y of the facial apploxinration methocl arrcl implove it'
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Appen dixT: Frontal Delineation Map Landmarks

Tabre of landmarks forthe frontal delineation map (Fig. 32). Midpoint landmarks and left side

bilateral landmarks are not shown. standard anthropological randmarks are shown in bold

center of PuPil (P)

point of inferior border of upper lip (in rest point 3 & 86 form the stomion (sto))

superior point on iris border
lateral point on iris border
inferior point on iris border
medial point on iris border

ion (en)

at flexion of medial lower lid

inferius (pi)
n (ex)
superius (Ps)

medial point on ePicanthal fold

superior point on ePicanthal fold

lateral point on ePicanthal fold

superior point on bridge of nose

of flexion of nose bridge and bulb

point encompassing bulb of nose

supenor point of alare insertion to the face

(al)
balare (sbal)
nt at most superior flexion of nostril

of visible nostril
of bulb of nose
at upper level of right philtrum ridge

philtri landmark (cPh)

0

7

0

5

1

(ch)
int on vermillion border below pt.70

at
idline

at flexion of antitragus

at flexion of concha

at the superior visible end of the concha

at the visible inferior end of the proximal helix border

of flexion of Proximal helix border

at the most inferior proximal aspect of helix border

inferius (li)

at most medial inferior aspect of brow

at most medialsuperior aspect of brow

rciliare (sci)
lateral point of brow

superius (ls)
flexionoftherightlowerborderofupperlipnearthetubercule
point of superior border of lower lip (in rest point 3 & 86 form the stomion (sto))

1

00
08
09
11

13
24

LandmarkTissue

nt

point following nasal bridge line
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1

26
30
32
36
37
38
42
43
45

13

point following nasal bridge line

point following cheek Prominence
point following cheek Prominence
point of nasolabial line

of nasolabial line
point of nasolabial line

lateral point on mental labial ridge

ale (sl)
uperior sagittal point on mental cleft

sagittal point on mental cleft

approximation (gn)

ion (tr)
superius (obs)

uperior junction of tragus and face

ral most edge of tragus
junction of tragus and face

inferius (obi)
approximation (go)

peraurale (sa)

nt opposite 95 on free border of ear

ubaurale (sba)
int

at inferior region of visible neck

on inferior sternocleidomastoid line

nt on superior sternocleidomastoid line

opposite 197

opposite 186

opposite 181

above 164

opposite '177 on free border of neck

opposite, but just inferior to 178, on neck

47
64
70
72
73
74
76
77
81

84
86
97
98
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Appendix 8: Profîle Delineation Map Landmarks

Table of landmarks for the profile delineation map (Fig' 33). Midpoint landmarks are not

shown. Standard anthropological landmarks are shown in bold type.

inferius (obi)
(ex)

nt at cornealjunction with lower lid

inferius (Pi)

int at cornealjunction with uPPer rid

superius (Ps)

lateral point of ePicanthalfold
anterior point of ePicanthal fold

anterior point of corneum

at superior margin of iris

at mid margin of iris
at inferior margin of iris
chelion (ch)
anterior point on upper vermillion border = labriale superius approximation (ls)

at junction of upper incisors and upper lip or stomion (sto) when relaxed

nt

at flexion of uPPer liP curve

point of anterior incisor or stomion (sto) when relaxed

åt ¡unction of lower incisors and lower lip or stomion (sto) when relaxed

anLrior point on lower vermillion border = labriale inferius approximation (li)

anterior point of visible nostril

at most suPerior flexion of nostril

posterior point of visible nostril

balare (sbal)
cu¡vature Point (ac)

0
3
5
7
I
I

1 superior point of alare insertion to the face

on intertragal notch near the juction of the inferior tragus with the face

point of intertragal notch

nt of flexion on antitragus
at flexion between antitragus and antihelix

po¡nt on concha border near the anterior antihelix

on helix-tragal junction directly above the external aud

point at the outer helix near concha junction

inferior visible Point on inner helix border

on inner helix border oPPosite 47

on inner helix border oPPosite 86

on inner helix border directly below on 87

nt

point of brow
just lateral to suPerciliare
just medial to suPerciliare

nterior point of brow
of orbital suPerios (os)

rior point on nasal bridge line

itory meatus
1

7

1

near the proximal anterior border of helix

at flexion of inner helix border near helix-tragaljunction

le point at the inner helix near concha junction

0
idpoint on nasal bridge line
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2

4
5

I

rior point on nasal bridge line

nterior point following cheek prominence

idpo int following cheek Prominence
rpo int following cheek Prominence

nt on upper nasolabial line, near

on nasolabial line , near Pt. 20

pt. 39

point on nasolabial line
point on mental labial ridge

baurale (sba)

3 nt at tip of ear lobe

int

peraurale (sa)
ion superius (obs)

ion (t)
int

approximation (go)

nathlon aPProximation (ga)

onion (pg)

01 ublabiale (sl)
(sn)
(prn)

nt of flexion of nose bridge and bulb

(se)
at junction of lower brow and profile of face

rior point of eYe brow

at juction of uPPer b row and profile of face

of glabella (g)

n (tr)

122 at flexion of receding hairline (if present)

at flexion of hairline near temPle

at flexion of the neck and iaw

on free margin of ear opposite pt. 47

near postauiale (pa) so that contour follows free margin of ear

at posterior flexion of tragus

at junction of the lower tragus with the face

04
07
09
12
13
14
15

16

2',1

23
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
47

nt at flexion of the neck and Adam's apple

nt at most projecting point of Adam's apple

at lower border of Adam's aPPle

of suprestenale
on upper sternocleidomastoid line

point on sternocleidomastoid line

nt on inferior sternocleidomastoid line

pper point on Posterior neck line

int on posterior neck line
point on posterior neck line

point just anterior to 107

of hair in
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Appendix 9: Resemblance Ratings Paper,
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